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Bible) Theology) and MissIOn
E ver y fall term here at As bury Theological Seminar y our doctoral
students and faculty participate in an inter-disciplinar y Post Graduate
Collotjuium. Themes of the collotjuium change from ye ar to year, but
Wesleyan studies, biblical studies, and mission studies all playa large role,
since our doctoral programs focus on that triumvirate of scholarly foci .
This year the theme focused on another triumvirate: the Bible, Theology,
and Missions. It might be accurate to say that ever ything we do here at
Asbur y includes all three: The Bible as the foundation of our faith, theology
as om Holy Spirit-directed reading of the scriptures, and mi ssion as the
everyday ou tworking of our commitments to bear witness to th e truth o f
Jesus Christ. But it is especially true of our gradu ate programs-missions
without the Bible and theology is unguided human activity; the Bible without
theology and missions remain s mi sunderstood and unpracticed truth; and
th eology without biblical roots and mi ss ional fruit come across as the
fooli shn ess of th e Greeks.
Lawson Stone, professor of Old Testa ment, presented a keyno te paper
that "explores th e role of biblical exegesis in the tas k of Christian theology
and in the contemporary global mi ssion of the church from the perspective
of an Old Testament scholar." Tn this essay, Stone argues that the expans ion
of the church in its early centuries was energized by "serious biblical study."
The re sulting theologies and mission efforts then reflexively helped shape
further biblical study and exegesis in an ongoing, fru it fu l in teraction among
the three dimensions of bible, theology, and mis sion.
Mark Awabdy, a biblical studies doctoral student, argues in his essay that
revisiting the interpretation of the H ebrew phrase "resident ali en" in
Leviticus has the potential to reshape the way we do mission to popu lations
today that we might consider similar to that sociological category. As such ,
Awabuy's stuuy is a test case of how biblical studie s, in this case a proper,
precise understanding of a biblical word, can and shou ld readily influ ence
th e doing of theology and the practice of mission. This is no t, Awabd\'
argues, idle scholarship, but immediate and important mi ss io n wo rk of the:
highest order. Indeed, some of the most siguificant unreached people groups
such as Mu slim s, might be redefined by the argu m ent concerning " nonindigenous residents" in this paper.
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Brian Ebel, a systematic theology doctoral student, adds some historical
perspective to the mix of our theme. He highlights Wolt11art Pannenberg's
understanding of the " retroactive significance of the resurrection" as a
way of und erstanding how important biblical hermeneutic principles. As
Ebel states it, "th e manner in which Jesus Christ is established to be the
Messiah of Israel, united to God, and the reconciler of humanity to Cod"
was the event of resurrection as retroactively understood by the church. "] t
is by mean s of hi s resurrection from the dead that the incarnation and
cross are established."
Kevin Lines, an intercultural studies doctoral student, draws a di stinction
between biblical hermeneutics and biblical translat.ion-or rath er shows
their associ ation one to the other. Through biblical translation, new insights
into scriptural passages come to light from the understandings of the very
people for whom the translation has been prepared. This, in turn, makes
future translatiuns of the Bible, to both the same and different people groups,
richer and deeper and more faithful to what God intends for the whole world.
Together this package of essays rai ses important questions that pertain
to biblical studies, theology and mission which are the very stuff of what is
happening to the global church in our day and age.
Another of our Asbury studen ts gives comment and critique of a recent
essay in the Asbury Journal by Nathan Crawford, with both essays offering
important insights on how recent insights from the neurosciences can be
brought into conversation ",nth dlC soteriological insights of Wesleyan theology.
Finally, we have included in this issue an address from the president of
Asbury Theolog1cal Seminary, Timothy Tennent, that brings into sharper
relief the implications o f globalization on the global mission of the church,
showing that a Wesleyan understanding o f holiness is key to energizing the
mis sion movements of today.
-Teny C. lvrtlck
hdit01; The A.rbt/(y.Journal
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Inhabiting the Garden: Bib/e) The%/!,Y and jV1ission

Abstract
This essay explores the role of biblical exegesis in th e task of Christian
theology and in the contemporary global mission of the church from the
perspective of an Old Testament scholar. It poses the question what a biblical
exegesis would look like that was consistently Christian in its assumptions
while, at the same time, honest and competent in dealing w-irh the phenomena
of the biblical texl. Using the exegesis of the early centuries of the church
as a case study, the essay develops insights into the role of serious biblical
study in empowering the early church's vibrant expansion through the
entire known worJd, shaping its clarification of the essential tasks and
content of Christian theology, by competently integrating both literal and
spiritual dimensions of the Bible's m eaning into a coherent process of
biblical interpretation.

Key Words: Bible, theology, mission, patristics, exegesis, hermeneutics,
literal, spiritual, typology, allegory

Lawson G. Stone is professor of Old Testament at Asbury Theological
Seminary where he has taught for 24 years.
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It almost sounds like a joke. "Four rabbis went into a bar. "But it's
actually a very serious rabbinic legenu. Four imminent rabbis, accoruing to
the legend, entered a garden. The first one, Simeon Ben Azzai, dropped
dead. The second rabbi, Simeon Ben Zoma, lo st hi s mind. The third,
Elisha ben Abuyah, lost his faith and became the most reviled, infamous
apostate in the hi story of Judaism. Only the fourth, Rabbi Akiva, emerged
from the garuen alive. 1
Most hearers of that story would say, "Stay out of that garden!" But
what was this place of death, insanity, and spiri tual peril from which only
the greatest of rabbis emerged whole? In rabbinic Hebrew the word for
"garuen" in this story is parries, the famous acronym for the four senses of
scripture in classical Jewish exegesis.' The legend hints darkly at the hazards
menacing those daring entry into the "garden" of the senses of the Scripture
ill prepared. Exegesis is not for sissies.
The story hits home in the world of contemporary scho larship in Bible,
theology and mission. Th e uninitiated new seminarian or young scholar
encounters a melange of disconnected methods, a cacophony of voices,
and a welter of ideologies, enforced by the powerful resources of scholarly
organizations, publishers and academic administrations. Jewish philosopher,
linguist, and cu lture critic George Steiner has characterized tribalized
academic journalism- what we often call "scholarship"- as "covens which
celebrate this or that rite of explication.'" And, we might add, eager for
new initiates. The student began simply enough with a love for God and
the scriptures and a passion for souls to be brought to Christ. But now she
feels an undertow, a pull toward the predilections and preoccupations of
the academy. A new acculturation begins. Then she hears the insistent
demands of a church all too often in the tank with popular culture, impatient
with reflective analysis and resentful of boundaries anu impediments in its
rush to relevance. Pity the student who, lacking the wisdom, fortituue, anu
spiritual survival skills of Rabbi Akiva, finds the garden of scriptural sense
a very dangerous jungle. There be dragons.
The most fruitful course through this jungle probably does not lie on
the path of contemporary movements of revision or reaction. I doubt a
new "theological exegesis" or hermeneutical incantation will put the pieces
back together. Instead, we should attend to the exact meaning of our cliched
insistence on uniting heart and head. Exactly how do we achieve a genuinely
learned and intellectually responsible biblical interpretation in the context
of a robust love of God 's truth and a vibrantly missional church life? I

hunger for self-consciously Christian counsel on the interpretation of the
Bible that sti ll respects the text's own voices, still listens. I grieve the present
sterile impasse between modernity and post-modernity. I suspect that recent
popular narratives about the history of hermeneutics too easily schematize
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the hi stor y of interpretati o n and self-ser v ingly ex aggerate selected
distinctions among the so-called pre-c riti cal, critical and post -critical eras'"
These concerns have d riven me farth er and farther back in search of
interpreters who share our post-apostolic position while evincing an urgent
and lively connection with the text as a transformative divine word. I
increasingly find myself among those who sense the bes t answers come
from the formative era of the Church, beginning with First Clement, a product
o f the late fir st/ early second cenrury, and extending possibly as late as the
death o f Bede the Venerable (735) or John of Damascus (7 50)5 I confess
that as an OT scholar wh ose research competence lies the the Late Bronze/
Iron I culrural transition in Syria-Palestine, who knows more about Hebrew
verbs, Egyptian chariotry and Philistine swords than I do early Christian history
and theology, I enter the jungle of patristic hermeneutics with some rusquiet.'
What follows is not a definitive stJltement, but a report on what I have learned
so far~p erhaps even a cry for help! 7
Wheneve r the them e of the Bible in th e early church co m es up,
theological pundits array themselves into several camps. One loudly declaims
the "superiority of pre-critical exegesis" while pillorying historical criticism,
which, admjttedly, offers a target-rich environment!" Others recoil in horror
from specters of wild allegory or, worse, the threat that the OT might
acrually end up being read in the light o f the Chri stian revelation. Still others
celebrate patristic exegesis, finding in its apparent claims fo r multiple
meanings a warrant for the post-modern claim of polyvalence in texts, glibly
asserting close fellowship o f Augustine and Chryso stom with Derrida,
Foucault, ant! Lyotart!, to the surprise o f them all!"
My explorations of this " jungle" of early Christian exegesis has crystalized
in three observa tions that have provided me with fres h directions in every
fa cet o f my own exegetical labors and which, I trust, will help any aspiring
to be thoroughly Christian and rigorou sly exege ti cal as we se rve th e
advancement o f kingdo m o f Christ in our world.
The Bible in Mission
F irst, the early church's di stinctive engagemen t with scrip ture figures
substantially in the explosive expansio n of early Christi anity. We should
note here that the early Christians evangelized their entire known wo rld.
Cultures existed of which the ea rly Chri stians knew nothing. But in every
culture they knew, they sought to plant ch urches. lo Some thrived , some
fl opped. But fro m Ireland to China, from Russia to E thiopia, the early
Christian movement spread to every culrure they knew, despite persecutions,
despite being a marginal sect, without the help of cultural anthropology,
faith-promi se pledging, Facebo ok or even PowerPoinr, though I take so me
com fo rt knowing they rud have seminaries, o f a sort! T he Bible played a
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central role in this projection of the Christian faith to the whole known
world. II SO important was scripture in the early centuries of the church that
Christians had, virtually, to invent, a vastly expanded form of the " notebook,"
that is, the codex rather than the scroll, to get the Bible into a form more
usable in its mission. They pioneered and enormously expanded the practical
utility of this previously minor m edium of information storage and
retri eval. 12 Francis Young reminds us that the patristic era, the 2nd-6th
century A.D., was perhaps the most literate era in human history prior to
the 19th-20th century and that the adoption of th e codex constituted a
vital cross-cultural initiative. 13 In fact, the story of th e expan sion of
Christianity could be told as the story of the translation of the Bible. 14This
missionally directed technological innvoation also re-situated the study of
the scriptures from the formal exclusivity of sacred liturgy, where scrolls
dominated, to the lectern, the study and the classroom where codices became
the form taken by tex ts to be studied closely and even critically. IS Moreover,
the shift to codices profoundly affected how readers p erceived the scriptures.
The entire Bible in one boo k provided both a linear seyuence and immediate
" random access" to any passage, making intertextuality and a comprehensive
canonical awareness palpable features of Christian reacling, a quality instantly
obvious to anyone reading patristic exegesis. The early church's engagement
with scripture fed, en abled and en ergized the moral fulfillment of the G reat
Commission and the adaptations to mission reciprocally shaped how the
church experienced the scriptures.
In connection with presenting the gospel to every known culture the
early church did so mething else quite striking. Periodicall y, hi stori an s of
doctrine depict pre-Nicean Christianity as a non-philosophical, primarily
ethical d evoid of metaphysical speculation, friendl y to diversi ty, not
preoccupied with awkward id eas like the Trinity or perichoresis or hypostatic
union. By contrast, Nicean and Post-Nicean Christianity morphed into a
g igantic system contaminated by Hellenistic philosophical ideas and
corrupted by Roman power. 16 Sometimes such narratives also assert the
facile but invalid contrast between claims of a dynamic, practical and ethical
"Hebraic mentality" found in the ministry of Jesus, that mutated under the
pressure of the more abstract and sterile speculative logic of a "Greek
m entality" that emerg ed in Paul and came to fruition in the dogmas of
Nicean and Post-Nicean Christianity.17 Wolfhart Pannenberg exposed the
weaknesses of this argumen t decades ago, in an article entitled "The
Appropriation of the Philosophical Concept of God as a Dogmatic Problem
of Early Christian T h eology," which appeared in a b oo k entitled, ironically,
Basic Questions in Theology! Pannenberg here demonstrated that in fact, the
conquest and assimilation went the other direction. IS Early Christian thought
was so vibrant that it commandeered as its own inheritance the intellectual
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and cultural legacies of Greece and Rome, transformationally re-inhabiting
these cultures and reciprocally infusing them with a new energy. Likewise,
Young speaks of early Christianity's" potentiall y supersessionary claim
in relation to all of ancient culture" in which "with astonishing audacity, a
small persecuted community of oddly assorted persons with no natural
kinship, no historical identity, claims a universality which challenges the
most po\verful tradition in ancient society " 19
Speaking of the biblical preaching of the bishops of the 4th century,
Charles Kannengieser has observed precisely this dynamic in the biblical
preaching of the 4th century urban bishops:

By addressing audiences of newly converted men and women,
the bishops, many of whom were themselves adult converts,
proceeded to retrieve essential values of their own thousandyear-old culture. They would literally convert the past
millennium in marking out, in terms precisely of their culture,
Christian leaders
a consistent definition of Christian beliefs.
and interpreters built up a powerful theoretical construct in
defense of their faith which implied a radical metamorphosis
of Greek thought at the same time as it actualized the message
of Jewish scriptures in the context of the Greek-speaking
churches. 20
That Christian thought could seize and transform the language and ideas
of the very cultures who thought to exterminate it did not dilute it, but
manifested its vitality.
People like Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Origen, Augustine,Jerome, and others
were right in the middle of these achievements of early Christianity. All
were searching and serious interpreters of scripture. Justin was a debater
and apologi st who shows a surprising closeness to Jewish exegesis, even to
forms of the Greek OT more at home in the synagogue than the church 2 1
Irenaeus, living at the edge of civilization in Lyon, France, spoke on behalf
of a "great church" theology that would express the common faith through
diverse cultural forms but still be recognizable as the same faith the world
over while still distinguished from deviant theology, distortions, and heresy."
Origen, in the yeasty ferment of Alexandria confounded Heretics, Jews
and Pagans in debate, but was beloved by his greatest adversaries outside
the faith- though reviled by many inside! Augustine, that "purpose driven
pastor" of late 4th to Sth century North Africa, preached to throngs of
seekers and believers alike, shouldering both pastoral and administrative
burdens though his first love was, in fact, biblical scholarship. John
Chrysostom was the eloquent expositor of North Syria who could also
sympathize with his sleepy congregants as the lamps in church were lit or
rebuke sharply his audience for skipping church to attend the races! Though
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it lacked the resources of cultural or economic coercion, the early church
decisively engaged local and regional cultures and gained a hearing.23 Though
not authoritatian through coercion, the church was authoritative by through
effective p er sua sion achieved b y a high level of penetrating biblical
exposition.
The NT clearly expects the Christian Faith to transform and transcend
its Jewish origins; to fulfill and go beyond them, but without repudiating
them. Charged with a global mission, the Christian faith had to be able to
translate itself, without loss or corruption, into the expressive means of
new cultures in order to infect them with the life-giving new self-replica ting
DNA of divine grace and the world-view transforming energy of Christian
ideas. Virus like, the gospel could both merge with and utterly transform its
ho st culture. The early church did not compromise the faith, but knew
what the contemporary church, in its nervou sly self-conscious attempts at
contextualization too easily forgets. A missional hermeneutic must translate
the gospel to make it accessible, not transform the gospel merely to make it
acceptable. The church fruitfully appropriates Greek or Roman, or any other
culture's expressive forms knowing that the Gospel is potentially indigenous
to any culture because it ultimately transcend s all cultures.
The church's challenge today remains th e same: to articulate with integrity
the substance and detail of the faith in terms accessible and persuasive to
our neighbors around the world. The church needs to use the tools and
ideas that the surro unding culture provides to clarify and communicate the
gospel forcibly and even to discern better the truth of its Gospel. 24 The
early church's study o f the Bible enabled it to do precisely that. The very
motion of cultural self-transcendence enacted in the OT storyline o f Israel's
ongoing historical engagement with Yahweh, culminating in the incarnation,
passion and ascension of Jes us, and embedded in the str ucture of the
christian biblical canon, predisposed the Christian movement to adapt to
any culture while maintaining its unchanging identity in Christ.
How faithful and effective is today's church in the face of the global
cultural dimensions o f o ur evangelistic and theo logical calling? Perhap s we
can learn afresh from ancient Christianity how to recover an engagement
with the Bible that will energize and inform a more meaningfu l and fruitful
witness to contemporary cultures. None of these early leaders were perfect,
nor can we simply drop th eir approaches and solutions down in our time,
mimicking patristic techniques without implementing the underl ying
principles. Still, however di stant we might be fro m these pre-modern
exegetes, how they went about the study of scripture had everything to do
with the evident excellence and faithfulness with which they fulfilled th eir
vocations. As we seek to replicate and extend their achievements, we dare
not ignore their insights into the craft of interpreting the Bible.
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The Bible and Theology
A second achievement of emerging Christianity also illuminates its
engagement with the Bible. The early church formulated the fundament al
doctrines of the faith, in enduring forms that continue to set the standards
for Christian theology. The early church wrestled witl1 the great questions
provoked by the Bible, but not definitively answered there. How can
monotheists call Jesus "(~od?" How can Jesus be God and man at the same
time? \'Vas Jesus two natures in one body? Was he one person with two
tendencies~ Somebody bad tofigure it Ottt. Someone like Athanasius. 21 Or take
the trinity: is the Holy Spirit "God" or just a divine influ ence? ls the Holy
Spirit a person? How do the Father, Son, and Spirit inter-relate) Are they
Ju st three "forms" taken by one God at different times? How can they b e
eternal if one is begotten and the other proceeds? The Bible provokes these
questions, but docs not provide a comprehensive answer. Somebody bad 10
if Ottt. Somebody like Augustine or, even earlier, the controversial
Novatian 2 6 Christians in the centuries following tried to improve on the
answers arrived at by the earliest efforts of the church but, at their best,
tended mainl y to rediscover or reinvent patristic insights."
At the heart of this theological achievement raged an ongoing debate
about how to interpret the Bible. More importantly, the heart of the heart
of this discussion was the church's retlection on the status of the 0T. 28 The
church has invested-l am tempted to say, "wasted" - now two or three
generations in re-visiting a range of theological controversies, often under
new and fetching titles, but essentiall y recapitulating tired, old debales in
forms not even fre sh, but duplicative of ancient error and heres y. A church
in need of clarifying afresh the doctrines of the faith surel y has ha s
something to learn from ancient Christianity about how to read the Bible
theolOgically.
Ironically, the "biblical theology movement" of th e mid-20" century,
which aspired to address precisely such matters, fell short, perhaps because
it did not learn from the ancient church what its true question should have
been. Any survivor of a modern course of theology knows about th e
pon derou s debate from Gabler to the present about the purpose of biblical
theology an d its derivative question regarding a "center" for OT theology.
These discussions have become sterile exercises in diminishing return s.
Worse, these que stio ns prevent u s from feeling the force of more
fundamental questions. Listening to the early church has pushed me to ask
a much more risky and more explicitl y theological question: H Oll) dOeJ Gud,

by tbe Spirit, ttJe tbe Bible to rule tbe cbttrch? Employing an analogy lo the human
tlesh of Jesus, ancient exegetes knew that the Bible, through its very nature
as time ~ and - culture conditioned communication through human literature,
mediated by the divine inspiration of its authors a capacity to resound an d
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relay divine speech, a word by which God discloses his character, purpose
and will, transforms humanity and fulfills the prayer of Jesu s, "Thy kingdom
come, Thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven." In these time- and cultllrecontex tll alized words, th e Christian find s th e truth, and not just a subjec tive
"for me" truth. We find the Truth of God, believed, in th e word s of Vincent
of Lerins, everywhere, always, and by all.
Meaning ful encounters with God in scripture surely happen periodicall y
on any hermeneutical approach. The Holy Spirit reigns over the church
and is not prevented by bad hermeneuti cs from breaking in o n the church 's
life. The ch urch , however, is not called to exegetical sloth, counting on
extraordinary divine intervention to make up the deficit! Th e challenge for
scriptural hermeneu tics is to discover for today the transforming hearing
of God's word in the disciplined study of scripture that was the norm for
early Christianity. While none can domes ticate the Spirit or pre-package the
living voice of God, and while "steps" oriented method s that reduce
interpretation to a sterile, mechanical process will fail, despite their b usiness
and bustle, I still wonder whether the church today is hearing that voice as
fre quently as our loquacious God would like. The whole enterprise of
exegesis o ught to culminate frequently, even if not predictably, in that kind
of encounter with the Truth . If exegesis does not regularly arrive at that
point, why do it? Few would doubt that Irenaeus, Origen, Jerome, and
Augu stin e, and later, A quinas, Nicholas of Lyra, and Erasm us got serious
tractio n on sc ripture as the execu tive means of God's lordship over the
church. As the fra mers and trad enrs of Chri stian language and id eas, their
di scourse generated the whole subsequent Christian consciousness of the
canon and the practice of theological exegesis. Indeed , some thinkers have
argued that the patristic exegesis of the 2nd-6th centuries, in its passionate
convicti on that the patient, scrupulou s analysis of " the words" cou ld in
fact di sclose "The Word :' birthed the distinctive rationality and hermeneutic
norms that have underwritten the finest achievem ents of literate western
culture.'"
A t the heart of the classical, patristic exegetical practice rests a single
concept, all too easily di storted and parodied, but essential to their work:
the "rule of faith." A nyone educated theologically in th e last 100 years has
inherited the prejudiced view of the rule of faith as an alien ideology forcibly
imposed on a texts ill suited to them. We can almo st hear the shudder of
horror in Walter Brueggeman's voice as h e breath lessly warns that hearing
the OT according to a rule of faith, lead s to th e "odd outcome o f .. an
unqualified embrace of the Tridenrine inclin ation to subj ect the tex t and its
possible interpretation to th e control of church categories."}O Brueggeman
of course begs the question whether the character and purpose of God, hi s
grace, and salvation might be themes at home in the pages of the OT and
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NT, and whether contemporary ideologies of relativism and pluralism are
not even morc alien to these texts! Originating as it did at least as early as
Irenaeius in the 2nd century, prior to the great doctrinal controversies of
subsequent centuries, the rule of faith can hardly be equated with the creeds
and formulation s of the councils. The rule of faith in fact even precedes
the general recognition of the NT canon. The church in its fir st postapostolic century had the OT, primarily in Greek, a body of Christian
writings that had not yet crystalized into a fixed canon, and the "rule of
faith." " Reading in the formative era of early Christianity, the second century,
th e time of the Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists, discloses two reabties
that were simply facts of these persons' existence as Christians. First, they
affirm without reservation, hesitation, or clualification that the text of
scripture, specifically the OT, stands as the word of God, even though the
OT on its plain sense does not use the distinctive vocabu lary of postincarnation Christianity. Second, the early Christian preachers and teachers
live in the contemporary reality of the church's knowledge of God in Jes us
Christ: through th e Spirit. Th is latter experience took the form of the living
memory of the apostolic teaching. Early Chri stian lead ers saw the se
indisputable facts as two simultaneous dimensions of one single revelation
of G od. On the one hand , the Text, the scriptures: a large, rath er wi ld and
unruly body of divine truth , the great mosaic. On the other hand, the
Christian reality, the hypothesis of the whole Bible, which could be summarized
easily by lrenaeus in his Demonstration ofApostolic Preaching in just a few lines
already adumbrating the trinitarian structure of the creeds. Earlier, the
prophetic proof-texting of Justin Martyr clung to an order of presentation
curious ly identical to la ter creedal formulations. 32 And the formativ e era
writers in stinctivel y and unself-consiously see these two media as
manifestations of one and the same divine truth. The y do not join them,
they experience d, em as already one piece. This unity of the text of scripture
with th e content, the reality, of the Christian faith is what these writers
name "the rule of faith." It was not a rule one had to adhere to, but was
simply the fact wat scripture was divine revelation, and the subject matter
of that revelation was the knowl edge of God in Jesus Christ. Th ere were
the words, and th ere was the Word. One did not "obey" the rule of faith,
rather good interpretation simpl y exposed it.
More than is typically acknowledged, early christian exegetes did recognize
and respect the differences between these two aspects of biblical revelation
and struggled to integrate the " pre-incarnational" character of the OT with
the revelation of God in Christ. Two voices in the earl y church epitomize
this watershed insight. J ) On the one hand, we have Marcion of Sinope.
Marcion had become wealthy in the shipping business and after moving to
Rome around 140, had made a large donation to the Roman church. Shortly,
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he declared himself the true "apostle of Jesus Christ" started his own church,
and created his own canon of scripture. 34 Marcion read the OT closely and
grasped its pre-christian character so clearly that he concluded that it in
fact had nothing to do with the Christian faith beyond serving as an inferior
prologue to be discarded once the superior religion of Christ and Paul
appeared. His biographer, Adolph Von Harnack, agreed, famously asserting:
To reject the Old Tes tament in the second century was a
mistake which the Church rightly repudiated; to retain it in
the sixteenth century was a fate which the Reformation could
not yet avoid; but to continue to keep it in Protestantism as a
canonical document after the nineteenth century is the
consequence of religious and ecclesiastical paralysis.;'
Marcion missed the rule of faith by seeing only the literal, or remote character
of the OT, sheared off from the larger context of the culmination of its
own inner historical movement in Christ. Divorcing the text from the
testimony, the words from the Word, he rejected the 0'1' and any part of
the NT that depended upon it. The church reacted vigorously, expelling
Marcion and asserting in the strongest possible terms the unity of the OT
with the redemption God achieved in Christ. The Ro man church also
returned 11arcion's money!
The rule of faith could also be missed on the other side. A curious
illustration is tile Epirtle of i3arnaba.r." Barnabas also read the OT quite closely.
Like .M arcion, he saw the OT's absence of explicit reference to uniquely
Christian ideas, and indeed, material in the OT that seemed to conflict with
th e Christian revelation. But where Marcion turned left, Barnabas tllrned
right. Barnabas denies that the 0'1' possesses any literal sense, but only a
hidden, allegorical sense. I Ie asserts that no change occurred in the divine
economy between Moses and Jesus, bu t that only one covenant ever existed,
one which the Israelites of Moses' era rejected. \Vhen Moses shattered the
tablets, the covenant was lost, hidden, only to be restored, in the samc form
in which Moses offered it, by Jesus. Barnabas taught that in fact, the Jews
had made a catastrophic blunder in their approach to th e Torah and, later,
in reading their scriptures. When the Hebrcws made the golden calf at Mt.
Sinai and Moses shattered the two tables of th e covenant, the Jews were
permanently cut off from the covenant, which now belonged wholly and
exclusively to the fu ture Christian church. The Jews, in attempting to interpret
and apply the 0'1' literally, such as by following the levitical dietary laws,
were deceived by an evil angel and blinded to the Christian meaning hidden
beneath the surface of the text. Each forbidden food, for example,
represented a moral vice to be avoided, not a food taboo. Thus where
Marcion ripped the OT away from the church, asserting its alien, pre-
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incarnation character, Barnabas articulates a radical supersessionism that
di sinherited the synagogue, denying the literal, historical se nse of the text.
Unlike Marcion, Barnabas was not excommunicated. He suffered perhaps
a more ignominious fate. Even though his epistle actually appears bound in
the NT of the 4th century Codex Sinaiticus, and even though Hippolytus
loosely alludes to this epistle as "scripture," tl1ese potential honors did not
change the fact that, on the role of the OT, Barnabas was ignored. One
scholar even declares that Barnabas's interpretation was "the stuff of
madness" that found neiilier condemnation nor disciples. 37
A positive and early Latin example comes from ilie essay by the "antipope" Novatian rega rding the Jewish di etary laws. 38 While he accepted these
laws as standards governing ilie ancient Israelites, he recognized th eir explicit
suspension in ilie NT, thus setting up the essential problem of the OT for
Christian faith. Novatian digs into the canonical context and shows how
the most strongly proscribed animals, the "creeping things" in Leviticus 11 ,
are actually identified in Gensis 1 as especially blessed by God and declared
"good. " He ilierefore explains that Moses gave ilie dietary laws not to protect
humans from eating gross iliings, but railier, to protect iliese creatures from
unrestricted consumption and exploitation by humans. He also pointed to
the flood stor y, after which human s were auiliorized to eat any an imals
they wi shed, showing that these animals are not in fact, injurious to consume
(Cf. Gen. 9:1-4). The dietary res triction was thus distinctly tied to the Sinai
covenant and the peculiar role Israel played in the histor y of redemption.
Novatian observes that even though the dietary laws do not bind Christians,
still iliey affirm self-control and freedom from impulsion by fle shly appetites
while also engendering a respect for the goodness of God's creation by
protecting certain elements of it from human consumption. He th en
connects this prin ciple with NT statements about di et, such as Paul's claim
not to eat meat or drink wine if the kingdom or a brother's welfare requires
such abstinence. Novatian thu s respected th e OT context of th e di etary
laws, their no n-regulatory statu s for Christians, but nevertheless discerned
in these obscure levi tical rules imp ortant continuing valu es for hi s
persecuted Christian readers, embodying well th e th eo logical dynami c of
the rule of faiili.
The two integrated dimensions of the one rule of faith soon assumed a
hermeneutical status. Just as an ellipse inscribes a line always maintaining a
fixed distance from to loci, so christian preachers and listeners instinctively
insisted on interpretations that oriented themselves around two poles. The
OT had a remote, past, pre-christian sense, which was increasingly referred
to as the "li teral sense" or "letter." At the same time, the OT bore anticipatory
te stimony to God's redemption in Christ, increasingly referred to as th e
"higher" or "deeper" sense, the "spiritual sense" or most generally, the
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anagogic sense. These two facts existed in formative Christian interpretation
in fully complementary, simultaneous relation. The OT, existed to form
Christian readers in the knowledge of God through Christ by the presence
of the Holy Spirit in the church, and did so precisely as a text rooted, in its
literal sense, in th e pre-incarnation life of ancient Israel. What was needed
was a way of articulating systematically this simultaneous "dual citizenship"
of the OT represented by the rule of faith so that Christians could expound
the scriptures for the enrichment and instruction of the church, debate
Jews and pagans, and demonstrate the coherence of Christianity with its
Hebrew heritage.
A major turning point comes with the work of Irenaeus in the late 2''''
century. Irenaeus recognized the pre-christian status of the OT, that it does
not explicitly name the content of the Christian faith. " In his Demon.rtration
of the Apo.rtolic Preaching, he begins with a faith summary in Trinitarian form,
but his reading of the OT narrative then proceeds very little christo logical
application. He lets the storyline carry the meaning, separating the OT
narrative leading up to Christ from a more traditional set of "proofs from
prophecy" drawn from the OT, largely duplicating the work of Justin
Martyr'"o Irenaeus avoided two kinds of Christian moves with the OT. H e
repudiated any attempt to discard the OT, but more importantly, he also
repudiated any attempt to change the OT, to redact it, so that it gave a more
Christian-friendly witnes s."' He is the first we know of (so far) to use the
term "New Testament" as a title for the 27-book Christian "supplement"
to the Hebrew scriptures. Thus Irenaeus becomes the architect of the
canonical architecture of "two testaments, one Bible." His affirmation of
the unity of their underlying theological subject matter did not alter his
recognition, expressed centuries later by Karl Barth, that, with respect to
God's self-revelation in Christ, the OT is a witness of expectation, while
the NT is a witness of recollection."2 Of course, Irenaeus recognized the
force of the NT proclamation to recontextualize the OT witness, but he
understood it as a laying bare of a more fundamental quality of the OT,
not the brute shifting or changing of the text's meaning. He did not see the
OT as "polyvalent" and so capable of meaning anything, but saw the gospel
as disclosing a meaning already present in the text, because it is tlle truth
that summoned the text forth in the first place. Irenaeus accomplished this
by shifting the standpoint from which one reads it and by discerning its
goal. So Trenaeus expounded one the earliest known versions of Heilrge.rchichte
in which the OT served as a gradual education of humanity to prepare the
way for the incarnation.
In Irenaeus we see the fundamental motion of Christian reading,
especially of the OT. We read it "in process" as the "Old" Testament, but
we also read it aware of an inner trajectory toward the incarnation and NT.
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Thus a complementary relationship exists between the text on the one haml
and the gospel on the other. The unity does not preclude the difference, the
difference did not contradict the unity.

Biblical Interpretation for Theology and Mission
The third achievement of the ancient church in its engagement with the
scriptures was the unleashing of coherent, convincing programs of biblical
study and exposition that wcre both pastoral and missional. No interpretive
approach can succeed if the mass of preachers and teachers in the church
cannot step into their pulpits and "preach the word." But the sheer mass of
patristic exegesis from the 3rd-5th centuries staggers bibliographic
imagination and testifies to the church hitting its stride. Moving beyond
lrenaeus, we discover that the two aspects of the rule of faith, the Text and
the Testimony, the media of revelation and its living subject matter, become
more clearly defined and distinguished. Whatever differences might separate
the exegetical sensibilities of the two famous "schools" of Alexandria and
Antioch, one famous for allegory, the other for a stress on history, both of
these schools shared this same sense that the text of scripture was at once
distinct from, but integrally united with, the reality of Christian truth and
experience. Both schools discerned in their exegesis a literal sense, and both
sought to discern beyond the literal sense a normative level of reading for
contemporary believers, not merely as an inference from the past, but here
and now Both discerned a phenomenon in the biblical narrative bv which
every work of God participates in the unchanging character of God. Thus
early works of Cod provide the basis for understanding subsequent divin e
actions, but these later actions likewise illuminate and clarify previous ones. A
pervasive mimetic tendency, an emerging, multi-faceted set of internal analogies,
flows through the sequence of events narrated through the Old and New
Testaments, provided the basis for all attempts at anagogy ("higher" readings)
whether the allegorizing of the Alexandrians or the more nuanced theoria
sought by the Antiochene exegetes. 43
The principle difference between the two schools appears to have been
that the Alexandrians believed that once the underlying, changeless and
eternal truth to which the Bible testifies was known, the actual process of
its historical unfolding and the extended, complex narrative structure of
the text's witness could then be dissolved so that all texts could be heard to
articulate fully developed Christian truths. The analogical device serving
the Alexandrian vision was allegory, in which the precise details of the text,
the exact contours of its grammatical, literary sense, generated a derivative
theological statement framed in terms of unchanging Christian doctrine,
but whose inner lOgiC mirrored the inner logic of the text's literal sense.
The allegory served as a kind of pantograph: a p en moves over the surface
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structure, the literal sense of the text, and an attached pen, writing in a
different color, on a difference surface, perhaps at a different angle and on
a different scale, makes exactly comparable movements. Thus a "good"
allegory is "good" precisely because its application mirrors exactly and
sympathetically the inner logic and movement of the literal sense, the same
logic translated to a different level or plane 44
"Levels" are exactly what we associate with Alexandrian allegory, with
the well-known analogy drawn by Origen in his manual of exegesis, called
On Fi'rs[ Principles, between the human as body, soul, and spirit, and the text
as literal, moral, and spiritual. 4S At every point, "the letter" pointed to an
analogously constructed discourse in which Christian truth was articulated
fully. But the important point remains the dependence of the allegory, at its
best, whether it be Christ and the church or the Word and the Soul, upon a
meticulous reading of the text's surface, or literal sense. In fact, allegory
created in Origen a deep curiosity and even a fierce honesty about the
literal sense of the text. Origen felt every ripple or tension in the text and
argued that apparent contradictions, points of offense to logic or sensibility
functioned intentionally to push the reader to higher levels of explication.
Thus Origen could honestly face the various tensions in the narratives of
Genesis 1 and 2 witl10ut sensing a threat to faith. Regarding these, he wrote:
What intelligent person can believe that there was a first day,
then a second and third day, evening, and morning, without
the sun, the moon, and the stars; and the firs t day--even if
this is tlle righllerm---even without a heaven? Who is foolish
enough to believe that, like a human farmer, God planted a
garden to the east in Eden and created in it a visible, physical
tree of life from which anyone tasting its fruit with bodily
teeth would receiv e life; and that one would have a part in
good and evil by eating the fruit picked from the appropriate
tree? When God is depicted walking in the garden in the
evening and Adam hiding behind the tree, I think no one will
doubt that these details point figuratively to some mysteries
by means of a historical narrative which seems to have
happened but did not happen in a bodily sense."
Origcn's method deli vers him from the need for strained harmonizations
as he can accept th e literal sense, with all its problems, and even display a
certain sensitivity to what we could call issues of genre, particularly passages
where he claims he can find no "bodily" or li teral meaning. Hi s di scussion
is not hard to translate into a more contemporary sensitivity to genre.lndeed,
some of the best discussions of the literal sense of scripture in patristic
exegesis appear in volumes analyzing Origen's exegesis:'
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Not surprisingl y, tlle allegorist learned H ebrew, poured himself into a
massive 7000 page proj ect of textual collation, wrote innumerable notes
and essays engaging the various textual and historical conundrums of the
Bible, wrestling with problems with chronology, investigating the extent of
Moses' contribution to the Psalter, exploring whether the P salms reflect a
chronological ordering, identifying spurious additions or scribal lapses in
scrip ture, researching whether a solar eclipse happened when Jesus was
crucified, and much more:' His debate about the authenticity and canonicity
of the Song of Susanna in his correspondence with the North African lay
librarian, Julius Africanus, sound s like a debate between two 19,h Centur y
G erman source critics."9 However bizarre it may seem, in its way, this method
is (Iuite close to the text, however disquieting the proximity.
While the interpreter s of Antioch are often contraste d with the
Alexandrians, as early as th e late 2'''' century they also operated with a
dialecti cal, dual-poled interpretive mod el, though appro ach ed from a
different direction context. 50 Chrysostom comments about the Jewish origins
of the OT "though the books are from them, the books and their meaning
belong to us."" As a resu lt, their sophistication comes no t in the erection
of a massive apparatus of figuration, bu t in probing into the text as an ac t
of communication that generates a derivative sph ere of possibility wh ich
the Antiochenes happily identify with the church's confession and witness.
This m ore modest use of analogy receives the term IheOlia. George Steiner
notes that theoria was an ancient notion with connotations both secular
and ritual, telling of of "con centrated insight, o f an act of con templation
focu sed patiently on its obj ect" as well as "the deed of witness performed
by legates sent, in solemn assembly, to observe the oracles spoken or the
rites performed at the sacred Attic games."" In this context, the Antiochenc
IheOJia deno tes a sense of seeing the text full y, in all its dimen sions, bearing
witness to the divine truth served and conveyed in it. Th e net effect of the
Antiochene sensibility was that of the literal sense, termed histOrifl, as a
boundary.. rhe number of messianic prophecies could contract, for example,
to no more than those identified in the NT, as in the exegesis of Theodore

of Mopsues tia. More importantly, the 1\ntiochene exegetes did not consickr
the text's testimony to the unchanging truth of the gospel to eclipse or
collapse the inner deve lopment of the hi story of redemption through the
O T and N T. As a result, the Antiochenes and those influ enced by them at
times failed to see the full range of the Bible's theological witness, a reticence
that later, more theologically discriminatillg generations branded as heretical.
The earl y church articulated Christian truth in a remarkably widespread
and enduring manner in large measure because it grasped both the particular,
hi storical dimension of revelation, found in the text of scripture, and the
ongoing reality of the gospel which scripture attests. Seizing upon the inner
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analogies existing among the discrete revelatory acts of God narrated in
scripture, and employing various modes of analogical extension, ancient
Christian readers exploited the this complementary relation in vigorous,
imaginative theological exposition. Some interpreters, the Alexandrians,
stressed the culmination of the story of redemption so strongly as to dissolve
the particularity o f the pre-christian witness, purting one pole of the relation
at risk. Others, the Antiochenes, tended to confine their theological reflection
to the boundaries o f the biblical narrative and thus risked missing the full
range of the biblical theological vision.
Such energy naturally culminated in attempts to synthesize the bes t
insights of both schools. From the end of the Diocletian persec ution (3 11 )
to th e Council of Chalcedon (452) , the two sensibiliti es I have described
co-existed in a great exegetical " western synthesis" represented by Augustine,
Jerome, Chrys ostom, and the Cappadocians, and here we find early church
exegesis in its finest tlower alongsid e intentional reflection on method.
Writers like TycoIDus, for example, sought to compose rules governing how
the process of analogy mightwork. 53 Augustine's De Doctrina Chn'.rtianawould,
however, hold pride of place for articulating the hermeneutic of the western
synthesis. The rule of faith became coherent rules of interpretation that
authorized 150 years of creative preaching that was then imitated for th e
next 1000 years!
We only gesture here with broad strokes. Th e patristic exegesis of this
era that persisted in holding the attention of subse'-!uent generation s of
readers actualizes the "rule of faith" in a supple movement between two
moments or poles in in terpretation. Here I stress the first of these poles
bccause it often is missing from discussions of patristic hermeneutics. 54 It
is was the moment of remoteness, of remove, in which the Bible spoke
from a time, place, and perspective that was not the reader's position. Right
alongside this, though, was a moment of address, in which scriprure was
heard speaking a transformative word to the church. This unified, but clistinct
dialectic between remoteness and address, distance and directness, has
become my central interest. The moment of remove is not a de-canonization
or secularization of the text, but frankly grasps the "oth erness" of the text,
just as the moment of address thus is not a sudden "spiritualizing" of a
previously non-Christian or irrelevant word. The dimension or movement
of remoteness is what came to be called the literal sense: the reader
intentionally recognizes the otherness of scripture, its alienness. In a way,
this makes concrete the transcendence of God, who is Other, as much as
he is Immanuel. In the moment of remove interpreters rub th eir eyes and
say "Is that in the Bible?" I'm thinking here of Augustine's treatment of the
binding of Isaac in his homily De Scriptmis where he fearless ly refuses to
deny the text's historical truthfulness when confronted with its central horror.
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At this point, he warns the reader:
Before all else, brothers, in the name of the Lord, this we
admonish and enjoin upon you with as much force as we can:
when you hear the myster y of the biblical n arrative
expounded, believe that things occurred just as recounted.
Do not remove the foundation in actual events and try to
build on air. 5\
I n grappling with the literal sense of the text, the church father s employed
skills commonly taught in the educational institutions in which they were
train ed. 56 T hese disciplines included tran slation, textual emendation,
detection of interpolations and editorial interference in texts, clarifIcation
of the historical, topographical, and other elements of the text. Few in
today's hermeneutical debates would readily predict Augustine would have
urged the following:
Some scholars have made separate studies of all the words
and names in Hebrew, Syriac, Egyptian, or any other language
found in the holy scriptures that arc used without any
interpretation. They did this in these specialized areas to
save the Christian student a lot of bother ... In the same way
T can see the possibility that if someone suitably qualified
were interested in devoting a gen erous amount of time to the
good of hi s brethren he could compile a monograph
classifying and setting out all the places animals, plants, and
trees, or the stones and metals, and all the oth er unfamiliar
kinds of obj ect mentioned in scripture. Perhaps indeed some
or all of this h as already been done; I have come across much
in formation on which I did not realize that good and learned
Christians had done research or written books. Th ese things
tend to remain unknown, whether because the bulk of scholars
neglect them, or because jealous ones conceal them."
:iVIost of the patristic authors studied the schulia on Homer an a host of other
texts upon which the y honed their craft as part of the typical paideia of late
antiquity. l"ot least among these emphases was a wholesome respect for
authors and the meanings they conv eyed in their texts. £\ugustine, for
example, wrote:
The aim of [the Bible's] readers is simply to find out the thoughts
and wishes of those by whom it was written down and, through
them, the will of God, which we believe these men followed as
they spoke... It often happens that by thoughtlessly asserting
something that the author did not mean an interpreter runs up
against other things which cannot be reconciled with that
original idea. If he agrees that these things are true and certain,
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his original interpretation could not possibly be true, and by
cherishing his own idea he comes in some strange way to be
more displeased with scripture than with himself. If he
encourages this evil to spread it will be his downfal!.58
Augustine invested enormou s energy into the exegesis of the creation story,
producing at least five expositions. Imagining a critic challenging him on
how to adjudicate among the diverse possibilities of interpretation he had
found in Genesis 1, Augustine penned wise words regarding the role of the
author's original meaning:
And when we read in the divine books such a vast array of
true meanings, which can be extracted from a few words, and
which are backed by sound Catholic faith, we should pick
above all the one which can certainly be shown to have been
held by the author we are reading; while if this is hidden
from us, then surely one which the scriptural context does
not rule om and which is agreeable to sound faith; but if
even the scriptural context cannot be worked om and assessed,
then at least only one which sound faith prescribes. It is one
thing, after all, not to be able to work out what the writer is
most likely to have meant, quite another to stray from the
road sign-posted by godliness. Should each defect be avoided,
the reader's work has won its complete reward, while if each
cannot be avoided, even though the writer's intention should
remain in doubt, it will not be withom value to have extracted
a sense that accords with sound faith. 59
These disciplines where shared with their pagan debating partners and their
educated listeners. T he literal sense, to a significant degree, was thu s a sense
of scripture available to any empathetic, competent reader. A perusal of
Augustine's De Doctn·na Christiana reveals an almost obsessive concern for
the grammatical, text-critical, and literary-rhetorical shape of the text, even
if in the Latin translation."o
Then there was Jerom e, who demonstrated the untenabili ty of the LXX
as the basis for Christian exegesis and grounded the study of the OT in the
Hebrew text, ultimately even winning over Augustine and establi shing the
principle that while Bible translations can certain be the word of God for
readers, the church dares not tie itself to any derivative text nor allow any
translation, however widely loved, to usurp the original text. The church
forgets this time and again, absolutizing first the LXX, then the Vulgate,
then the KingJames Bible, and now, perhaps, the NIV But Jerome secured
his point, and ad forties became the mantra for any who sought to tap the
living root of the Christian faith ."l
A fin e sense of the plain meaning of the text even emerges from
Athanasius in his pastoral letter on the Psalms6 2 While he stresses that the
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Psalms reveal to us Jesus Christ, he then describes how the Psalms reveal
the changing states of the human soul, moving through each psalm and
very deftly summarizing its content and emotional tone, an almost effortless
use of the literal sense of the Psalter to pastoral ends without feeling the
necessity of Christological allusions. Not again until Luther's discovery of
the "faithful synagogue" in the Psalms do we see such a keen eye for the
literal sen se of the P salter." Then there is Eusebius of Cacsarea, for whom
no conflict existed between the spiritual application of scripture and the
attempt to reconstruct and co -ordinate the history of the entirety of human
civilization with the history of God's people, fIrst as israel, then as the
church." T his bus y bishop even took the time to compile an exhaustive
analysis of the geographical details of the Bible which became a guide to
pilgrims who came to the Holy Land to be in the places where God revealed
himself to his ancient people."5 Language, literature, history and even a
degree of public access to scripture's meaning, all of these made up the
literal sense as known in the early centuries of the church. It is certainly the
cas e that they knew far less about these things than we do today, and they
also did vastly different things with the in formation they had than we do.
Nevertheless, a concern for such matters as language, grammar, literary
flow, historical reference, authorial purposes, and open access to th e text
animated the best of classical patristic exegesis. In the literal sen se, in the
moment of distancing, the interpreter realizes it is the reader who must
adjust to the Bible, not the Bible that mus t adapt to the reader. This is not
about so-called Enligh tenment objectivity, claiming to come to the text
without presuppositions. Rather, it is a tuning of the ear, a purifying of
ourselves to listen to the text, to let it be truly " other."66
The interpreters of the Western Synthesis also exemplify the second
dim en sion of int erpretation in the rule of faith, whi ch comesconsequentially, bLlt also simultaneously-as the moment of address, the
movement o f proximity and approach. Scripture speaks in and to the faith
o f the church, becoming a criterion of identity, of truthful witness, and
concrete obedience. For the these readers, the church's confessions, the
clarifi cation of the boun daries of the canon, the ongoing life of service
and sac ramental worship, and the transformation of the reader in holiness
constitu ted the aim and goal of scripture's revelation. The quest to respond
faithfully sends the interpreter back to the text, o f course, where the whole
dialectic continues in a rhythm of straining to li sten above the jangle of the
reader's own agendas, questions, and demands, and at the same time, having
those very agendas, ques tions, and d emands addressed, spoken to, and
transformed in the encounter with God in scripture. Ironically, pre-modern
interpreters saw the literal sense as "simple," but saw the applied sense as
complex and multiple. So we hear of anagogical, moral, tropological, etc.
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sen ses beyond or above th e literal sense, while modern and even postmodern interpreters tend to see the complexity of meaning in the formation
or pre-history of the text, i. e. it's literal sense. One suspects behind the
patristic multiplicity of anagogic senses lies not a complex hermeneutic,
but simply the vari ed ways of the Spirit in causing the inspired Word to
become exhalation, contemporary address, Rede.

Conclusion
The early church reached its world for Christ. The early church captured
the reso urces and expressive means of formidable world-class cultures and
empires in the service of that mission. Th e early church grasped the heart
o f Chri stian theology and articulated it in an enduring form that we still
cannot equal. At the heart of these achievem ents rests the early church's
seriousnes s about reading the Bible, not just for "practical" ministry or the
cultivation of piety, but a full immersion into the complete phenomenon
that is the Bible. That carnivorous garden with which I began, that place
Karl Barth called the "strange new world within the Bible," became for
these early Christian interpreters not a place of death, insanity, ap ostasy,
and crisis, nor merely a place they could sojourn briefly, but safely. The
scriptures b ecame their permanen t abode, their homeland. So may it be for
us as well.
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Abstract
This article encourages Christians to revisit and reinterpret the Bible in
order to more faithfully align with God's mission in the world. As a test
case, the article reinterprets the socio-religious status of the " non-indigenous
resident" (1J) in Leviticus and concludes with some p ossibili ties for
reforming mi ssion theology and praxis. T he first section of the article
reviews the conventional interpretation of Leviticus' iJ as one granted
ab solute religious freedom. Again st this view, the body of the article
contends that the iJ in Leviticus was bound in covenant to Yahweh, ye t
free to practice som e foreign customs and practices. To argue for this, the
article recon siders the intent of the H o liness Code 's 1J injunc tion s;
reinterprets three pertinent laws; and identifies an important contextual
limiting factor in Lev 18-20. In the conclusion, the author offers three ways
this fresh understanding of the 1l in Leviticus intersects with, and may
serve to reform, present cross-cultural witness to th e Gospel.
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"The Church reformed, and always reforming according to the Word of
God" (ecclesia reformata semper reformanda secundllm lJe1·bum Del) . What migh t
this Protestant Reformation mantra mean for the Church o f Jes us Christ
today? Here is one re sponse among many. The Church is called to reread
and reapply Scripture in light of God's historic and present activity in the
world, thereby jettisoning unfruitful readings while advancing and recontextualizing fruitful o nes. That is to say, the Church, Majority World
(Southern) and Minority (Western) constituents together, mu st subject its
traditio n s to rigorous, praye rful reconsideration in o rder to expose
deficiencies in theology and praxis. Every valid biblical reinterpretation must
be done in the co ntext of Christian community (with hi storic and
contemporary interlocutors) and should result in a more faithful alignment
with God's mission expressed in the biblical narrative.
T hi s means that both eminent missional texts and motifs mu st be
reconsidered, and overlooked ones, restored. To illustrate th e value of the
latter - restoring overlooked expressions of mission in the Bible - I turn
our attention to the book of Leviticus. Lawson G. Stone's forthcoming article
exposes one underappreciated aspect of mission in Leviticus, namely, that of
stewarding Yahweh's creation: "The presence of Yahweh in his sanctuary, in
his land, among his people confers a sacred obligation for its care.'"
There is another missional impulse in Leviticus, oft-bypassed by readers,
and it centers on the injunctions to protect and provide for the " nonindigenous resident" (singular: ij; plural: t:'ij), often translated " (re sid ent)
alien.'" "I srael did not just live in the midst of the na tions; the people of
the world were also right in her midst." 3 Arguably the i j has always been
allowed to enter covenant with Yahweh by being incorporated into Israel.'
Some would contest this unders tanding since " texts where captives, slaves,
and strangers (O'i) [and to a lesser degree, 'strangers' (t:;'i:) and 'foreigners'
(i:T'l::l)] are integrated into Israel present us not with mission but with the
normal process of assimilation. Mission implies a community's conv iction
of responsibility toward the res t of humankind.'" H owever, the biblical
portrait of the ij is unlike the rest o f these identities.' A strong case can be
made for the O ld Testament's centripetal (attracting o thers), Itot centrifugal
(going to others),7 mission to the i l in Exod us (i. e., 12:48-49), N umbers
(i.e., 15:13- 16), and D euteronomy (i.e., 16: 10-15). That is to say, Exodus,
Numbers and D euteronomy do not envision, much less exhort, Israelites
to travel across national borders to spread Yahwism, but they do integrate
non-indigenous residents into Yahweh worship within the cultic community.
Can such a case be made for Leviticus, too)
Several indispensible monographs devoted to mis sion in the OT
overlook the ij altogether," or mention the - 1j in a few cursory paragraphs,"
often wi tho ut refer en ce to Leviticus.'o Furthermore, co nve n tion al
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scholarship has not provided an adequate conc eption of Leviticus' 1', and
therefore biblical reinterpretation is needed before we may begin to construct
a "1J missiology" fro m Leviticu s. In the scope of this article I offer a
reinterpretation of the socio ~religiou s status of the l' in Leviticus and then
conclude with som e possibilities for reforming mission theology and praxis.
Conventional Interpretation of the 1J in Leviticus
A person belonging to the l' class in the OT has been defined as one
"who (alone or with hi s family) leaves village and tribe because o f war,
famine, epidemic, blood guilt etc. and seeks shelter and residence at another
place, where hi s right of landed property, marriage and taking part in
jurisdiction, cult and war ha s been curtailed" (e.g. 2 Sam 4:3; Isa 16:4, Ruth
1:1 )." This definition may be generally true, bu t the identity of the 1J class
in the OT varies and is co ntextually informed by each of its literar y
environments: the so~call ed Holiness Code (HC; Lev 17 ~26 [2 7]), Covenant
Code (CC; Exod 20~23), D euteronomic Cod e (D C, D eut 12 ~26), and non ~
legal texts. Rather than interpreting the term etymologically, 12 or constructing
an a ll~inclu si ve definitio n (i.e., the above definitio n), over the last two
centuries scholars have attempted to understand the 1J through syntactical
and socio~ hi storic a l analyses of its various OT corpo ra ])
Even with these advances, the research to date has n ot adequately
explained the socio~religi o u s statu s of the 1J in the Holiness Code (HC) of
Leviticus 1 7~26, a corpus that contains, together w ith the genetically related
chapter 16,1 4 all of Leviticus' injunctions concerning the 1J. 15The historical
referent of the He's 1J is debatable because it is largely contingent on one's
dating schema. '6 Most would concur that "the 1J stood as a li stening memher,
that is, he was in a relati on ship with the entire religiou s community, but
each one [1J] in this relationship was marked by strangeness, that is, the 1J
was of modest o rigin o utside Judah " (translati o n mine). 17 Similarly, the 1J
in H e " designates a religious type of non ~I sraelite origin, i.e., a foreigner
who seeks integration in the religious community of Israel." 18
What is controversial is the extent to w hich the l' of the HC was
integrated into Israel's religious community. Source critics in the nineteenth
century who dated P (of which H C was believed to be a part) to the postexilic
era equated He's 0'1J with "proselytes" to Judaism in the Second Temple
p eriod (cf. Septuagint: TT pOO~ AUTO<;)19 However, if we accept that the HC
had a pre~ex.ilic provenance, then "proselyte" is an anachronism 20
If 0'1J were no t proselytes in the Second Temple sense, to what extent
were d, ey in tegrated into Israel's social and cultic congregation? Jose Ramirez
I<:.idd and Jan Joosten assert, respectively:
These laws attempted to preven t the defilement of the lanel
in a time when concern for sanctity and cultic purity of the
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congregation was particularly important, and their observance
was a cortdicto sine qtla nort for the admission of the IJ and hi s
coexistence " in Israel."2!
As a resident alien, h e is a fre e agent and nobody's charge.
The law therefore seeks to protect him from oppression and
recommends him to the goodwill of the I sraelites. His
freedom is real: the IJ may retain his foreign culture and
religion with its practices, though he would be welcome to
participate in the Israelite religion with its practices. In any
case, however, he should observe the apodictic prohibitions
for fear of defiling the land and the sanc tuary, the earthly
dwelling of YHWH among his people.22
Indeed the HC is concerned that Israelites and Cl'IJ maintain the purity
o f the land. Ya hweh's people are to be holy (i.e., 19:2; cf. 22:32-33 where
Yahweh will make them holy) . Yahweh's land is sacred (ch s. 18,20) since he
owns the land (25:2, 23), will dwell in it (26: 11 ) and will walk among his
people if they keep covenant (26:12). Consequently, the I) injunctions mus t
be und erstood pragmatically as a means of preventing community and land
defilement.
Yet, against Joosten, how can the I ) retain all facets of " hi s foreign
culture and religio n with its practices" without defiling the land? Joos ten
footnotes Gordon Wenham as support,23 but Wenham's language is qualifi ed
and actually substantiates my thesis: "That the law find s it necessar y to
specify that certain rules did apply to sojourners seem s to imply that in some
matten resident aliens were allowed to preserve their traditional customs"

(italics mine).24 Does the HC grant Cl',) unmitigated religious liberty, or
were they bound to Yahweh, yet free to practice some of their foreign
customs and prac tices? I argue the latter by: recon sidering the intent of the
HC's I ) injunctions; reinterpreting three pertinent laws; and identify ing a
contextual limiting factor in Lev 18-20.
The Intent of the iJ Injunctions in the He
In the O T the verbal form 11) "to sojourn" often expresses residence
utltside of Israel (e.g., Gen 12:1 0; Ruth 1.1 , P s 120:5; Ezra 1:4; Lam 4:15),
whereas the nominal cognate I; predominantly indicates a non-indigenou s,
usually non-I sraelite, resident ill Israel. 2' In the H C C;'~J are regularly p ain:d
with native Israelites, namely, the: n,l~ " native" (16:29; 17:1 5; 18:26; 19:34;
23:42; 24:16; 24:22) ; S~I~'-'J::l "Israeli tes" (17:13; 20:2); or S~li" i"I'::lpl
"[from] the ho use of Israel" (17:8, 10; 22:1 8) . Two verses provide rationale
for this egalitari an coupling of the ~J with the native; Lev 19:34 and 24:22,
respec tively:
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The non-indigenous resident ["'1":1] who resides ['1":1] with you
shall be as the native [i1"'1I~] among you, and you shall love
him [,,, = "'1 j:1] as yourself for you were non-indigenous residents

rC;'"'1"] in the land o f Egypt. I am Yahweh your God.
There shall be one standard for you all [O::'?] , whethe r for
the non-indigenous resident
am Yahweh your God.

["'1j~]

or the native

[i1il ~~l ,

for I

Both close with the null-copular clause "I am Yahweh your God" which
is onc form of the first member of th e so-call ed covenant formula, featured
in the HC with both mcmbers in 26:12: "And I will be your God, and you
will be my peoplc."26 Even if the 2mp enclitic pronoun "yom-God" (O ::':1S~)
refers only to native I sraelites in 19:34, the same cannot be said for 24:22
since here the proximate statement "there shall be one standard for you all"
expressly refers to native Israelite and "'1" constituen ts, and therefore both are
implicd in Yahweh's pronou ncement: " T am YahwehyotirGod." In Leviticus
D'"'1" were, as far as Yahweh was concerned, integrated members of hi s
covenant people.
Like the CC and the DC, the HC contains "'1; legislation concerned with
protecting the "'1" (i.e., Lev 19:10, 34; 23:22). The HC is uniCJue in that it also
couples the native with the "'1" to sanction "matters of holiness":27
: Sanction
Prescription
He "'1" law
Lev 17:8

Th e brining of a sacrifice

ni::

Lev 17:LO

Th e slaughtering of animals

r11= forn1ula

Lev 17: 12

The slaughtering of animals

n"'1~

formula

Lev 17: 13

The slaughtering of animals

n"'1 ~

formula

Lev 17:1 5

Eating "carcass" (:1S~J)

1J1:J ~VJ' formula

formula ("he shall be
cut off from his people")

(" he shaJJ bear hi s guilt")
Lev 18:26

Sexual relations

r1l::

Lev 20:2

Molech worship

n~"

Lev 24: 16

Blasphemy

nm'

m,~

formula

Murde r

r1~~ ''1 rm~

form ula

Lev 24:22

form ula

m~ fo rmula ("he
sh all surely be p ut to d eath")

-- -

If the "'1" had the potential to be " cut off from his people" (italics

Illmc;

17:8, 10, 12, 13, 15; 18:26) - "his people" referring most plausibly to the

Israe li te people - he must have been meaningfully integrated into the
covenant community (col1tra the "'1::l-P "foreigner" who is not subject to
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these laws). Furthermore, these prescriptions are not m erely mechanisms
for preserving the land's holiness, but covenant markers, distinguishing
Yahweh's people socio-religiously from the customs and rituals of other
Ncar Eastern societies. That the 1j was included in these prescriptions
(notably 17:15; cf. DCLlt 14:21),28 and held accountable to these sanctions
without impunity, indicates the 1J participated with native Tsraelites in imitating
Yahweh's holiness (19:2). This calling was reserved for only those in covenant
relationship to Yahweh.

Three Laws of Particular Interest
Joosten presents three laws as evidence that the 1J did not enter into
covenant with Yahweh: Lev 17:3; 23:42-43; and 24:15-16. We first reconsider
Lev 24:15-16:
You shall speak to the sons of Israel, saying, "Tf anyone curses
his G/god [1';,'J1'o:1 then j,e will bear his sin. So the one who
blasphemes Yahweh's name shall surely be put to death; all
the assembly, whether the resident non-Israelite or the native,
when he blasphemes the name, shall be put to death"
(translation mine).
Joosten claims that" the legal casuistics stated in v. 15-16 are carefully
nuanced: if someone - presumably a non-Israelite - curses his (own) god(s),
he will merely 'bear his sin,' but if anybody, resident alien or Israelite, curses
the name of YIIWH, he will be put to death."" This is a fascinating, but
un supported, reading of "his god" (1';''J1'o:).
Most significantly, 24:15-16 cannot be divorced from its context. The
prescription and sanction of 24: 15-16 is Yahweh's response to the incident
in 24:9-12 of the man (a 1J? cf. 24:11) who "blasphemed the Name and
cursed" (24:11). The verbs in 24:11 are synthetically parallel, that is, "and
cursed" ('J'JP'1) provides a related, but distinct nuance to "blasphemed the
Name" (tlZj;'-r11'o: r1,'J1'o:1V';'). The implication is that in both v. 11 and vv.
15-16 the God of Israel, whose name is Yahweh, was the object of verbal
abuse (or verbal stoning; thus, cleath b y stoning fulfills lex taliolli.r1fl) .

Contextually, then, Joosten is not justified in reading 1';"1"1'0: as the foreign
deity of the 1J. Rather, Yahweh "uses the pronominal suffix to indicate that
it is the person's personal Cod."" Accordingly, "he will bear his sin" (I'o::::J1
in v. 15 is not a lesser punishment for a separate violation, but is

11'o:~r;)

elucidated by the parallel sanction in v. 16 "shall surely be put to death." In
this reacling, the 1J is not portrayed as retaining foreign (local or national)
deities, but is defined, with the Israelite community, in relation to "his Cod,"
1/attlely, Yahweh ..12

The next text germane to our discussion is Lev 17:3-4, which reads:
Any man from the hous e of Israel [SI{IV' n':m] who
slaughters an ox or a lamb or a goat inside the camp or who
slaughters outside the camp, and does not bring it to the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting to present it as an offering
to Yahweh, before Yahweh's Tabernacle, bloodguilt shall be
[imputed] to that man (translation mine).
Since the pattern in chapter 17 (Vv. 8, 10, 13, 15) has been to include the
IJ in the sacrificial prescriptions, the Septuagint converted "of the house
ofIsrael" (SI{IV' n':m),' to "of the sons of Israel" in order to add: "or of
resident non-Israelites who resides among you." If the MT is original, does
Lev 17:3 omit the IJ by accident? This is possible. More likely a distinction
is being made, as Jo osten correctly observes:
The MT rules that, to the Israelites, all slaughter of domestic
animals is forbidden except as O'i:lSV n::il [a peace offering]
at the tent of meeting (17:3, 4). However, this rule does not
apply to the resident alien, which implies that to them profane
slaughter is permitted (though it is not encouraged)."
He interprets this omission of the IJ as evidence that the IJ was religiously
free,35 but there is an alternative. Lev 17:3-4 in no way indicates C)',:, were
prohibited from presenting their domestic animal sacrifice s to Yahweh (note:
17:8-11 and 22:18). Since O'IJ are not mentioned in 17:3-4, the implication
is that they were granted the prerogative to perform profane slaughter of
domestic animals. The very O'IJ protected by Lev 19 from the poverty and
disenfranchisement to which they were predisposed, are once again
prote cted, this time by their prerogative to immediate slaughter and
consumption of their domestic livestock. As covenant members, O',J were
permitted to sacrifice their animals to Yahweh (17:8-11, 22:18; cf. Num
15:13-16); but as those susceptible to food paucity, t:',J were not required
to complete this time-consuming sacrificial process before eating their meat.
The final law of concern to our study is Lev 23:42-43, which reads:
You shall live in booths for seven days. All the native Tsraelites

l"I{IV'::i nill{;'-S=] shall live in booths, so that your
generations may know that I made the sons of Israel [-nl{

SI{IV' 'J:JJ live in booths when 1 brought them out of the
land of Egypt. I am Yahweh your God (translation mine).
joosten's observation and rationale here are both accurate:
One could say the non-mention of the IJ is emphatic: he is
not obliged to dwell in booths ... The dwelling in booths
makes sense only for the Israelites, whose forefathers took
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part in the Exodus; the resident alien is not required to
participate in the celebration of Israel's past."
Milgrom notes, "Everywhere else in H, the nirK 'the Israelite' is equated
with the iJ 'the resident alien' (16:29; 17:1 5; 18:26; 19:34; 24:16, 22; Exod
12:19,48,49; Num 9:14; 15:13, 29, 30 . ) as well as elsewhere Oosh 8:33;
Ezek 47:22). Rather than allow for this sole exception, many critics insert
the iJ."]7 Why, then, would the iJ be excluded in Lev 23:42-43 from
celebrating the Festival of Booths? Joosten answers perceptively: "The
dwelling in booths makes sense only for the Israelites, whose forefathers
took part in the Exodus." Although the iJ was not obliged to dwell in booths,
as one in covenant with Yahweh the iJ might choose to dwell in booths, to
celebrate Yahweh's redemption of the native Israelites. Similarly, in Exod
12:48-49 Yahweh insists the iJ "shall be like the native of the land" (;";'1
YiK;' rnlK~) insofar as the iJ and all his male children were circumcised
and privileged to celebrate Passover, another festival that commemorated
the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt."

A Contextual Limiting Factor in Lev 18-20
The so-called HoLiness Code (HC) of Leviti cus 17-26 extends holiness
to the land and daily life of Yahweh's people, not least because Yahweh's
presence was not confined to his sanctum (as in Lev 9-10; 16:2). If the
Israelites obeyed the terms of the covenant, Yahweh promised them, "I
will walk among you" (26: 12)." In Lev 18:24-28 the inhabitants of Canaan
were said to have defiled themselves and the land, and as a result, the
personified land vomited them out. The Israelite community must itself be
careful to observe Yahweh's commandments "lest the land vomit you out
when you defile it" (18:28; cf. 26:33, 38, 45). By way of il1c1usio with ch.1 8,
framing chapter 19, Lev 20:23 states, "You shall not follow the customs o f
the nation which I am about to drive out before you, for they did all these
things. Thus, I abhorred them" (transla tion mine). In contrast to thi s
prohibition, throughout Lev 18-20 are favorable injunctions related to
another subclass of non-indigenous persons, namely, O'iJ. A literary case
can be made for reading the iJ "non-indigenous resident" dialectally with
the (0 )'1J;' "nation(s)." Consider this brief sur vey.
In 18:26 the iJ is expressly included with the "native" (nilK) as those
who are to avoid the sexual perversities that characterize the "nations" (O'1J;';
18:24-25). The aforementioned il1c!usio of 18-20 reflects this structure: 4U
Lev 18

Sexual relationships and the pollution of the land

Lev 19 A toni for the holy community (see 19:2)
Lev 20

Sexual relationships and pollution of the land
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Chapter 19 contains four injunctions to protect the vulnerable 1:1 (vv.
10, 33, 34 [2x]), anu these injunctio ns are antithetical to the manner in
whi ch Israel was to regaru Canaan's defil ed land and inhabi tan ts. In Lev
20:2 both the "Israelites" t'~ 1ill ' 'l::l) anu the 1:1 are prohibited fro m
sacrificing offs pring to Mo lech, and in 20:23 Molech infa nticide is in view
(along with predo minantl y sexual sins) when Yahweh commands "you shall
no t follow the custo ms o f th e nati o n ['1:1;"1]."
Therefore, two sub sets o f the " foreign" class, 0'1:1 (no n-indigenous
residen ts) and 0'1:1;"1 (nati ons), are diametrically opposed in Lev 18-20. The
1:1 is o ne who remains in the land, whereas the nations are vomited out.
Certain custo ms of the 1 :1, we may infer, were permitted , but the custom s
o f the nati ons abhorred. The 1:1 was to be cultically and ethically holy,
rep resenting, with native Israelites, Yahweh's ho liness, but the nations were
em blemati c o f ethical pro fanity.
Conclusions: Reinterpretation for Reformation
Yo u have probably been wondering what the main title o f this article,
"Green Eggs and Shawarma," has anything to do with the article itself! For
man y read ers, myself included, Dr. Seuss' classic story has preconditioneu
us to expect Green Eggs and H am. \'(Ihen we read Shall)arma instead o f H am,
our expectations are unmet, and we mentally search fo r the meaning o f the
new phrase. Before unuerstanding new phrase as a whole, some may first
need to learn that Shawarma is rotisseri e broiled or g rilled lamb, goat,
chicken, turkey, beef, or a mi xture of these. Yet, for many iYliddle E astern
readers - with some E uropeans and North Africans - their cui sine, no t D r.
Seuss' tale, has preconditio ned th em to expect R ed Eggs and Shawarma
(no t Green Egg.r and H am) . They may not know about Sam-I-Am, but they
ce rtainly know about Shawarma, and they love hard-boiled eggs soakeu in
pickled beat juice. 41 H ere is the analogy. Just as we have been predi sposed
toward a par ticul ar reading o f " Green Eggs and Shawarma," so also
co nventi o nal biblical interpretation s and our own cultural lenses have
predi sposed us toward certain readings of Scripture. While many hi storic
interpretati o ns o f Scripture must be embraced and guarded, some must be
reexamined and reinterpreted.
With a number of inclispensible, missiology m onographs available today,
many o f whi ch are fIrmly grounded biblically and theologically (see footnote
3), is there really any need to revisit the Bible to reform our mission theology
and praxis? The answer is a resounding yes! \'(Ie are indebted , for example,
to OT exegetes, missiologists and cross-cultural Christians who have revisited
the Bible and have cogently shown G od's mission to the world is a thoroughly
Old Tes tamen t vision (not conceived by Jesus and th e early Church) . In this
articl e T hope I have raiseu awareness, at least minimally, that further biblical
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reinterpretation is needed. To show this, I provided a test case: a

1"

reinterpretation of Leviticus' "non-indigenous resident" to function as a
rubric for reforming our missiology.
Recent scholarship has helpfully defined the 1J as a non-indigenous
resident among the Israelites (perhaps including Northern K.ingdom
immigrants to Judah after 722 BC). However, against conventional
interpretation, Leviticus does not portray the 1J as religiously neutral, but
as one governed by covenant with Yahweh, and by implication as one
required to re linquish allegiances to other deities. The 1J was a cultic
participant and was accountable to preserve the purity of Yahweh's land,
temple, and people as a holy dwelling for Yahweh's presence. On the one
hand, the 1J bound himself to Yahweh and experienced coextensive
membership in Israel's religious community. On the other hand, the 1J was
unbound with respect to his ethnicity: he was not, and would never be,
considered incligenous to the region or to the Israelite community. This
means the 1J called Yahweh "his God" (1';,'?K), and was therefore obliged
to uphold the sanctity of his God's reputation. It also appears to mean the
1J was free to celebrate Israel's redemptive history, but not required to. It is
plausible, if not probable, that the 1J was free to retain his custom of nonsacred slaughter of domestic animals as a means of circumventing hunger.
That the 1J had bound himself in covenant relationship to Yahweh is
enforced by chs. 18-20 where compassion toward non-indigenous residents
(0 '1J) is contrasted with abhorrence for the customs of the nations (0'1J;').
Finally, and most importantly, can this reinterpretation of the 1J in
Leviticus aid us in reforming our missiology? With prayer and sensitivity,
we may appropriate Leviticus' 1J laws because there are contemporary "1J"
counterparts and because the God of Israel is the God of the Church of
Jesus Christ. Christopher Wright reminds us:
we ourselves, like every generation of Christians, standing
as we do between Pentecost and the Parousia, are a part of
the story-line. We stand in organic spirirual continuity with
the biblical people of God in both Testaments, a continuity
which transcends the varying degrees of cui rural discontinui ty.
Our story is part of their story. This was the principle by
which New Testament writers could apply the ethi cs of the
O ld Testament to their Christian readers, even before the
formation of the New Testament canon. 42
Consider these three ways our fresh understanding of the 1J in Leviticus
intersects with present cross-cultural witness:
I)

Cross-cultural believers who, among indigenous believers, witness
to the glory of God in Jesus Christ are tantamount to nonindigenous residents, 0"", who testified to Yahweh as their God.
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For many who read this article it should not be hard to imagine
yourself as a believer in a host country among indigenous believers.
Imagine you are a non-indigenous resident in their land, their
country, their Church. You share, with the indigenous Christians,
the weighty calling of preserving the holiness of the community
as a fitting locale for God to reside in sovereign power. Rather
than standing in awe that the indigenous believers worship your
God, stand in awe that you worship the God of the indigenous
believers! Such was the disposition of the iJ in Leviticus.
2)

Non-indigenous believers who are not supported financially by
their country of origin and who do not have a lucrative occupation
are tantamount to non-indigenous residents, Cl'iJ, who were
predisposed to poverty, real estate disenfranchisement, identity
crisis, injustice, and preclusion from certain prerogatives related
to worshiping God. Perhaps you leap up to help tho se who are
suffering; I thank God for your response to the "iJ" who resides
in your community. Now imagine yourself conversely as a minority,
without a reliable income, residing among a majority ethnic
population. You are vulnerable to certain social, economic, and
religious disadvantages. Your calling is to testify to the sufficiency
of God while living in a place that does not feel like home. The
calling of your sisters and brothers in Christ is to be the sufficiency
of God on yo ur behalf. Humble yourself to receive, to benefit, to
be fed, to be protected. In so doing, you will experience how the
iJ in Leviticus felt: underprivileged, yet regarded and satisfied.

In

so doing, you will fulfill one part of your "reason for existence"
(raison d'etre).
3)

New believers who have left, or have been expelled, from their
familie s and first cultures (i.e., MBBs), to reside in an environment
more amiable to their faith are tantamount to non-indigenous
re sidents, Cl'iJ, who upon covenanting to Yahweh renounced
allegiances to other deities, likely also to their families, to live as
new members of Yahweh's people. The iJ in Leviticus, however,
was not asked to surrender his ethnic identity. He was permitted,
by implication, to retain certain customs (e.g., immediate non sacred slaughter and consumption of domestic animals) and to
observe, or refrain from observing, one part of Israel's ethnic
history (Festival of Booths). Just as Yahweh accommodated his
stipulations for the iJ in Leviticus, so Christian communities must
accommodate their prescriptions for n ew, non-indigenous,
believers (cf. Acts 15:28-3 1). Perhaps by revisiting the iJ in
Leviticus, and in the rest of the Bible, we may be able to further
nuance our biblical rubric for discerning which of a new believer's

I
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c ultural c ustom s are to b e abandoned and which are to be
celebrated.
Do these three examples reflect a reformation in missiology, as I have
suggested sh ould be the goa l of biblica l reinterpretation? No, if by
reformation we mean unpreceden ted improvement. I am sure practical
theologians have derived simi lar examples from other biblical texts. Yes, if
by reformation these three examples, among many others unvoiced, compel
us to align or realign ourselves, our families, our communities with the mission
of God. Every faithful reinterpretation of Scripture, esp eciall y when
performed collaboratively between believers from variegated cultures, should
engender a reformation, that is, an innovative missional vision invigorated by
a resolve to witness cross-culturally to the all-sati sfying beauty ofJesus Chri st.
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5 James Chukwuma Okoye, Israc/ al1d the Nations: A Missioll Theology
TestalllC11t (l:v!aryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 2006), 5.

of the Old

6 The 1) class of persons in Leviticus is distinct from the 1 T " unauthorized"
(10:1) or " lay person" (22:10; that is, one unauthorized as a priest) and the -,:l-P
" foreigner" (22:25), but contradi stinct to (C)'1m "the nation(s)" (chs. 18-20). H C
also frequentl y pairs the grr with its counterpart, 111TX "native" Israelite. Lastly,Jan
Joosten (Peojile and Lalit! in the HolineH Corle: An ExegeticalStll0' of the Ideatiot/al
FraflJe1pork of the La]1' in LevitiClls 17-26 [Leiden: Brill, 1996], 74) observes the term
~znn "sojourner" in H e is not synonYlTIOUS with the 1) since the former "does not
define rights, but objectively desc ri bes a social conditio n."
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7 On this important distinction, see Christopher J. H. Wright's argumentation
m TIJe Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible's Grand NarratilJe (Downers Grove, III.:
InterVarsity, 2006), 501-05.

8 Robert Martin-Achard, A Light to the Natjom: A Study of the Old Testament
Conception of Is"leI's Mission to the World (trans. J ohn Penney Smith; London: Oliver
and Boyd, 1962); Andreas J. Kostenberger and Peter Thomas O'Brien, Salvatioll to
the Ends of the Earth: A BibliealTheology of Mission (New Studies in Biblical Theology
11; Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity, 2001 ). Th e authors of the latter discuss only
the Petrine concept of "resident aliens" (237-38).

, For a commendable histor y of the research on mission in the OT with
dispersed references to the./i·efllder"alien," consult Siegbert Riecker,Mission illlAltm
Testament? Ein J7orsc/Jlmgsiiberblick mit AlfslvertJlflg (Frankfurt am Main: Verlag Otto
Lembeck, 2008), 12, 19,25,35,42,52,53,62,75,80,83,99,102,107, 113,140. The
following ptovide a few paragraphs on the i l with only a brief reference to Leviticus:
Okoye, Irrael and the Nat;om, especially 2, 5, 154-56; Walter C. Kaiser,Jr.. Mission in
the Old Yeslamellt: Israel as a L ight to the Natio1lS (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2000), 24-5;
Arthur F. Glasser,Annollncing the Kingdom: The Story of God's Mission in the Bible (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 2003), 87, 120. Most surprisingly, the invaluable work of Wright
(Mission of God) lacks a section on the ll, but does highlight some II laws (on
Leviticus, see: 374, 292-94).
'" T he following contain a few paragraphs on the il, but do nor refer to Leviticus
in their discussion: George W. Peters, A Biblical Theology of Missions (Chicago: Moody,
1972), 114; Hed lund, MiSJion of the Church, 79-82.
II

" i) "

HALOT 1:201.

12 James Barr (The Semantics of Biblical Langllage [Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1961], 116) has taught HB readers to interpret words synchronically, unless
one can demonstrate that a given biblical passage intends for its readers to appreciate
the etymological sense of a given word.
13 A. Bertholet, Die Stellllng der israelilen lind derJllden Z" den Frelllden (Freiburg/
Basel: j.C.B. Mohr, 1896); E. Meyer, Die Entstehung des Jtldentlttl}s (Halle, 1896); H.
Cazelles, "La Mission d'Esdras," VT (1954): 113-40; P. Gre1ot, "La Derniere Etape
de la Redaction Sacerdotale," V I" (1956): 174-89; Yehezkel Kaufmann, The Religion
of i srael (trans. M. Greenberg; Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1960); J. G.
Vink, "The Date and Origin of the Priestly Code in the Old Testament" in Tbe
Priestly Code and Seven Other·SllIdie.. (OTS XV; Leiden: Brill, 1969); Jacob Milgrom,
"Religious Conversion: the Revolt Model for the Formation of Israel," JBL (1982):
169-76; Mar6ne Cohen, "Le 'Ger' Biblique et Son Statut Socio-Religieux," IU-fR
(1990): 131-58; Christiana Van H ouren, The Alien in hraelite LaJ]J OSOTSup 107;
Sheffield, 1991 ); Christoph Bultmann, Der Fre111de itl} antiketl Juda (FRLANT 153;
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1992); Jose Ramirez Kidd,Alteriry alld Identiry
in Israel: The";) in the Old Testament (EZAW 283; Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter,
1999); Joosten, People and Land, 54-76.

14 The typical source-critical division between Lev 16 and 17 is unjustifiable.
Erich Zenger CDas Bueh Levitikus als Teiltext der Toral des Pentateuch. Eine
synchrone Lektiire mit kannonischer Perspektive," in LevitiClis als BlIch reds. H.-J.
Fabry and H.-W. Jiingling; BBB 11 9; Berlin/ Bodenheim b. Mainz, 1999],47-83)
and Benedikt J iirgens (Heilligkeit ,/tid Versiihtlllllg: LevitictlS 16 Iii seilleltJ literarischell
Kontexl IHBSt 28; Freiburg i.Br., 2001], 180-86) have convincingly argued that these
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chapters together are central to Leviticus and portray the restoration of th e d ivinehuman relation ship by means of p urification rites.
15 The noun 1 ) in Leviticus refers to Israel in Yahweh 's land once (plural ,,'1 ):
25:23), and to the " non -indigenous resident" 20 times: 16:29; 17:8, 10, 12, 13, 15;
18:26; 19:10,33, 34(2x); 20:2; 22: 18; 23:22; 24: 16, 22; 25:23, 35, 47(3x).

l'

Scholars have identiiied the HC's [l'1) as: Samaritan hierarchs (Vink, "Priestly
Code," Ptiestly Code, 48); Nortllern kingdom Israelites who yielded to Judean control
after Samaria fell (Cohen, "'Ger' Biblique," 131); Israelite exiles who returned to
Pales tine (Cazelles, "Mission d'Esdras:' 131); Israelites who stayed in Palestine and
joined the exi les who returned (Van Houten, Aliell in Israelite LeIlV, 156); and
Diaspora Jews traveling to J erusalem to celebrate the festiva ls (Grelot, " Redaction
Sacerdotale," 178).
17 "steh! det ger cds das ZlIgehijrige Clied, das er ist, ill einer Relation z"r
Religiollsgellleinsehaji als gallzer, ohne daj sieh in dieser Relatioll eille herkllnftsllliijige Frellldheit
des ger 1)011 aujerhalb Judas ausdriickte" : Buitmann, Der rrelJlde, 216.

18

Kidd , Alteri!), and Identi!)', 6-7

19

Bertholet, Die Ste!lung der Israel, 152.

20

Kaufmann, Religioll of israel, 206.

21

Kidd, A lten!), and Identi!)" 68.

22

Joos ten, People and Land, 72.

2J

Joosten, People and Land, 72, n. 210.

Gordon J. Wenham, The Book of Levitims (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1979),244.
24

25

Kidd, Altni!)' and Idellti!)', 20-6.

Tron ically, Joosten (People and Land, 101) himself affirms thi s component o f
H's covenant formula .
26

27

Here I augment the chart from Kidd, Alteri!)' and Identity, 57

A persuasive argument can be established for viewing the 1 ) in Deuteronomy
as a covenant member. Curiously, Deut 14:21 ostensibly exempts the 1) from thi s
food law, whereas this paraUellaw in Lev 17:1 5 explicitly holds the 1) responsible.
2K

" Joosten, People and Lemd, 69.
30 Mary Douglas, LevitiellS as Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999),
205- 12.
II Nobuyos hi Kiuchi, L eviticus in Apo llos O ld Tes tam en t Commentary
(Downers Grove, IlI. : I nterVarsity, 2007), 440.
32 Along with most scholars, Martin No th (LevitiCtls: A COlJlmentary [OTL,
as Israel's God,
Philadelph ia: Westminster, 1965], 1RO) supports my reading
"At the head o f v. 15b is the general sentence that 'anyone' (including the foreigner)
must bear the consequences of 'cursing God.'"

w,"x

3.1 A phrase whic h Baruch A. Levine (Levilims UPS Torah Commentary;
Philadelphia/New York/ Jerusalem: The Jewish Publication Society, 1989], 11 2) says
"expresses the close relationship and common descent of Israelites, even in exile."
34

Joosten, People and u1/d, 65 -6.

35

Joosten (People and unci, 65-6) contends, "The 1) is an exceptional situation:
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not an Israelite, yet entitl ed to live as a free man among the people. Taking account
of tllis, the sacral law does not oblige him to behave like an I sraelite: he is not
required to bring sacrifices to YHWH. Yet he must obser ve certain prohibitions,
such as those prohibiting sacrifices to other gods or the eating of blood. A
transgression against those prohibitions would bring guilt on the whole people; it
must not be tolerated." Jacob Milgrom (Leviticus 17-22: A New Translalion witb
Introduction and Commentary [Anchor Bible, Vol. 3; New York: D oubleday, 2000],
1453) relegates the rationale of 17:3-4 to holiness: "The j) is bound by the Noahide
law to drain the blood (Gen 9:4), but since he is required to worship Israel's God,
he need not bring the blood to his altar. .. it is incumbent on the j) to obey only
YHWH's prohibitive com mandments, since their violation generates impurity that
pollutes the land and ultimately resu lts in Israel's exile. The violation of performative
commandments, however, is characterized not by action, but by neglect. No pollution
is generated by inaction, and the ecology is not upset .. . Thus in I-!'s view, the j)
does no t belong in thi s law."
36 J oosten,
37

People and L11ld, 36.

Milgrom (Levitims 23-27,2052) .

J8 This verse reads: "But if a "1) resides with you and celebrates Passover to
Yahweh, all his males must be circumcised, and then let him approach to celebrate
it. He shall be as a native of the land. But no uncircumcised person may eat of it"
(translat.ion mine).

Christophe N ihan (From Priestly Torab to Pentatetlch: A Study in the Composition
HC's
concern for Israel's holiness in the sector olltside the sacrificial cult (chs. 17-26)
culminates Leviticus' threefold structure by which Israel is graduall y ini tiated in to
Yahweh's presence: Lev 1-10 highlights a public theophany before the "tent of
meeting" (see ch s. 9-lO); Lev 11 -16 features a theophany insid e the inner-sanctum
on the (Lev 16:2; cf. Exod 25:22); and Lev 26 pronounces Yahweh will walk in the
midst of the Israelites if they keep the terms of the covenant (26:12), language
refl ective of the primeval divine-human relationship in Genesis 3.
W

of the Book of Levitims [FAT 25; Ttibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 20071, 108) argues

40

Nihan, Priestly Torah, 99

Pickled beet eggs are also commonplace to the Amish, Urper Peninsula
Michiganders, Pennsylvanian Dutch, among others. People fro m these region s,
however, would be knowledgeable of Dr. Seuss, but probabl y less fam ili ar with
Shawarma.
41

42 Christopher]. H. Wright, Walkillg ill the W<ry.f of the Lord: The EthicalAllthority
of the Old TestalJle!lt (Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity, 1995),25.
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The Pannenbergzan Retroactil)e Significance

of ReJurrection

Abstract
According to Wolfhart Pannenberg the Scriptures are born out of the
historical acts of God in salvation history. It is this focus upon history,
most importantly from the the resurrection o f Jesus Christ, that sets
Pannenberg apart from his contemporaries. Previous attempts to hurdle
these historical issues such as theological positivism have given way in the
postmodern era to the recognition that there are few uninterpretable facts
as modernity claimed. As such, hermeneutics are key to the manner in which
the Scriptures are interpreted. It is therefore the purpose of this paper to
consider how Wolfhart Pannenberg, an important theologian of the
twentieth century, argues th e retroactive significance of the resurrection is
the manner in which Jesus Christ is established to be the Messiah of Israel,
united to God, and the reconciler of humanity to God. It is by means of
his resurrection from the dead that the incarnation and cross are established,
and moreover establishes a key hermeneutic no t only for Christo logy but
consequently for the interpretation of Scripture.

Keywords: Pannenberg, resurrection, Christology, hermeneutics, retroactive
significance

Brian M. Ebel, PhD Candidate in Systematic Th eo logy at Asbury
Th eological Seminary.
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Introduction
The purpose of this fall colloquium concerns the use and interpretation
of the bible in theology and missiology. Given this subject concentration,
it seemed appropriate as a theologian to consider where one begins in his
or her interpretation of the bible, and reflect upon this as it relates to how
the Scriptures arc then utilized for theology and/ or missiology. According
to \V'olfhart Pannenberg the Scriptures are born out of the mighty acts of
God in salvation history, and as people who are part of the Way, those who
interpret the bible might begin with d10se historical acts which climax in
Jesus Christ. This approach is typical of the allegorical approach to Scripture
as proposed by Origen of the early Church.' Perhaps, then, the purpose of
this pap er already has juxtaposed the purpose of th e co lloquium, by
beginning with theology as it bears hermeneutical weight upon the bible.
Clearly, both discipline s are interrelated fo r one cannot have theology
without its source of the bible and the source of the bible requires at least
some rudimentary level of interpretation. Theological positivism attempted
to hurdle this issue via modern foundational methodo logies that sought to
reduce the bible to bare and unintcrpreted facts, but what evolved in
postmodernitywas the realization that hermeneutics and interpretation plays
a role in how one approaches th e bible, and that the bible itself rel..luires
interpretation 2 Accordingly, this paper shall comprise how one of the
dominant theologians of the twentieth century, Wolflurt Pannenberg, argues
that the retroactive significance of the resurrection is the manner in which
Jesus Christ is established to be the messiah of Israel who is united to God,
and the reconciler of humanity and God. In this manner, the en tirety of
the incarnation, life, ministry, proclamation of the Kingdom or teachings
of Jesus, and the cross of Jesus as contained in the bible are interpreted
through the resurrection. Thus, this work explores two options, that is (1)
the Pannenbergian retroactive significance of the resurrection and (2) how
this serves as a key hermeneutic in his Christology which consequently
shapes the interpretation of the bible.
Preliminary & Methodological Considerations
In beginning, Wolfhart Pannenberg utilizes a "theology from helow"
Christological methodology that looks to the historical acts of God as
opposed to a "from above" methodology which looks to the logos oriented
Christologies in which the divinity of Jesus is assumed on the basis of
kerygmatic confessions of faith or on the basis of human soteriological
need. Th e from above position considers the a priori presupposition that
Jesus is divine and one with God, and the from below position considers a
pOJteriori the historical acts as the means to confirming the divinity of Jesus
of Nazareth as the Christ of God. Through his from below methodology,
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Pannenberg contends these historical acts contained throughout Scripture
are bridged through the person of Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ, in whom
the apocalyptic hopes and prophetic predictions of Israel are embodied
and realized. Pannenberg also argues the resurrection is a historical event
which can be subj ected to scrutiny, or historical-critical methodologies mu ch
like any o ther historical event. To this end, Pannenberg looks to the Pauline
corpus and the empty tomb tradition in his systematic theology. His " from
below" process by which he scrutinizes these events occurs b y challenging
that the re surrection is validated when it is not a priori disregarded and
when it is considered to be historically probable.' These presuppositions
are critical for th e success of his "from below" proposition, as it is by
scrutiny of the life, message, and Christ-event that Pannenberg contends
Jesus of Nazareth is authenticated to be the Christ of G od 4
If his "from below" proposal succeeds, the manner in which this occurs
is by means of the res urrection and how its retroactive sig ni fi ca nce
establishes Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ of God. Pannenberg contends
the resurrection is the event in which God establishes the person Jesus of
Nazareth as the Christ, which also provides confirmation to his pre-Easter
message of the I<:ingdo m - the future inbreaking of God in the presentand hi s mini stry which was the embodiment of thi s I<:ingdom. Accordingly,
Pannenberg argues the resurrection has retroactive significance not only
es tablishing the person and work of Jesus Christ but also es tabli shing the
unity o f Jes us Christ with God. Thus, the resurrection is not only the
historical confirmatory act of God of Jesus Christ, but also a hermeneutical
key that interprets the perso n and mini stry of Jesus Chri st. These two
e le m e nt s, the retroactive s ign ifi cance of the r es urrec tio n as the
establishement of Jesus of Nazareth as the Christ, and its operation as a
hermeneutical key to interpret the person and ministry of Jesus Christ which
provide key emphases of thi s work.
The Retroactive Significance of the Resurrection - The
Authentication of Jesus Christ
The importance of the resurrectio n in the Pannenbergian Christology
concerns how the resurrection as a historical event provides retroactive
significance and establishment o f Jesus of Nazareth as the Christ of G odS
His proposal is d emonstrated through legal terminology and a G reek
philosophy of ontology. In terms of legal terminology, Pannenberg contends
there are laws and ordinances having "retroactive force," that is ex postfacto
force, and similarly, the resurrection of Jesus casts interpretive force ex post
faCIO upo n the person and activity of Jesus Christ." Whereas this is easily
demonstrable in term s of la'.v, he demonstrates how ontologically the Greek
concept of essence demonstrates that from the future, it is possible to see
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the esse nce of something has never changed, although this is only visible
from th e future. He claim s:
The essence of a man, of a situatio n, or even of the world in
general is no t yet to be perceived from what is now visible.
Only the future will decide it. It is still to be shown what will
become of man and of the world's situation in the future 7
The important thrust o f hi s retroactive significance concerns the manner
in which the resurrection es tablishes the person and preceding work of
Jes us Chri st. Accord ingly, the retroactive significance of the resurrection
demonstrates how the logical outcome of his proposal from below manifests
itself. This from below method posits the retroactive significance of the
resurrection as a lens by which the cross, the mini stry, the incarnatio n, the
very unity of Jesu s Christ with God, and the implications for salvatio n
hi sto ry and humanity are revealed and interpreted bo th ontologically and
epistemologically.s By mean s of a hi storical event fro m b elow - the
resurrection - the divinity of Jesus is established and not ass umed as in the
case of Anselm, Schleiermacher, Barth, and other theologian s who utilize
theological methodologies from above via a logos or incarnatio n o riented
Christology.' The mann er in which the resurrection is retroac tive ly
authenticative is impo rtant not on ly as a hermeneutical key fo r the life and
ministry of Jesus of Nazareth, but more importantly to the uni ty of Jesus
with God and revelation of the eschato logical de stin y of humani ty as they
relate to God through Jes us Christ.
So, the retroactive significanc e of the r es urre c ti on ser ves in a
confirmator y manner to establish the p erson and th e work of Jesus Christ,
which does not indicate th at Jesus has become someone else, or someone
he was previously not, bu t rath er someone improperly recognized prior to
his resurrection. 1U This is a critical juncture at which the great weight of hi s
proposal is found in marked contrast to other Christologies claiming the
re surrectio n is a m yth of so rts, the ris e for Christian fa ith, or eve n
Christologies claiming so m ehow J es us becam e so m eo ne else in the
resurrection. I I Th e point of hi s retroactive significance o f th e resurrection
of Jesus of Nazareth is precisely to show that Jesus is the Chri st, the promised
messiah, who fits into the overarching narrative of salvation histor y God is
at th e very least co-authoring and at the very m ost guiding to the juncture
of universal historical fulfillment in the eschaton, and which is competing
among other truth claims widun the scope of the history of world religions. 12
If Jesus is one with God, then the claims he makes about God and for God
have authority. And if J esus has unity with God, then the act of crucifixion
which seemed to be a failure of another false messiah is rather the very
victor y o f God thro ugh his resurrection, and the reve lati o n of the
reconciliation of humanity and the world to God.
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His proposal becomes eviuent when contrasted with other Christologies,
especially Christologies whose methodol ogies are committed to begi nning
with the in carn ation or other "from above" positions. The difference here
concerns how hi s from below methodology see ks to confirm Jesus of
Nazareth is the Christ whereas other Christologies have sought to confirm
that Chrisr is Jesus of Nazareth. n That is, whereas other Christologies have
looked to logos Christology and the incarnation for the divinity o f Jesus,
whereas Anselm and others sought to convey that the Gou-Man was
necessary because of the human soteriological need thus positing the divinity
of Jesus in the incarnation, Pannenberg turns to the resurrection as the
establishment of Jesus of Nazareth as the Christ of God, for it is the Christevent which is the central historical event from which Pannenberg constructs
hi s Chri stology.14 This is the reason why Pannenberg has taken care to lay
the framework for the resurrection as a historical event I5 In this way, the
resurrection as a hi sto rical event is able to retroactively cast light upon the
person of Jesus of Nazareth, the claims made by Jesus, the miracles and
teachings of Jes us, and even the nearness of the Kinguom in him ,
authenticating him as the Messiah and Chri st o f God despite the seemingly
glaring contradiction that the cross of Friuay provided. So the resurrection
confirms cross and incarnation, not vice versa as in, for example, Anselm,
Schleiermacher, and Barth. Thus, it cannot be stressed enough that
Pannenberg provides in the retroactive significance of the resurrection an
important point of coherence between methodology and his Christology,
as both are mutually complimentary, and it is in the retroactive significance
of the resurrection which Pannenberg shows the authentication of Jesus
of Nazareth as th e Christ of God, while also providing a key hermeneutic
for interpreting the person and work of Jes us Christ. Accordingly, the
resurrection retroactively conftrm s ontology and epistemology.
Surprisingly, while his proposal for retroactive significance is of critical
importance in hi s Christology, he relegates a relatively minor amount of
space within the corpus of Jesus - God & Man to delineate the importance
of this, as the proposal is treated, in some manner of speaking, as an almost
fo regone conclusion.'v The retroactive significance of the re surrection is
inherently part of a methodology that is imbued with the historicity o f the
resurrection as th e confirmation of the Christ-event. While he does not
provide much space to thi s, he does take care to answer some of the potential
criticisms concerning his method." The response Pannenberg provides
maintains many points of continuity with the early tradition of the Church
and with the witness of Scripture in which Paul argues for the resurrection
in 1" Corinthians 15." Pannenberg sees his own methodology as little more
than a convention of the early church and the two stage Christo logy of
Romans 1.3 between Son of David and Son of God. H e co ntend s the
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Easter event was understood by early Christians within the scope of relations
between G od and the world in the context o f the apocal yptic hope and
promise of Judaism, and in this way, he sees the Easter event pointing back
upon the life, ministry, and incarnation of Jesus in a confirmatory manner
that God is revealed in Jesus, that Jesus is indeed the Son and Christ o f
God that is one with God, and Jesus has thus revealed the eschatological
destiny of humanity in the prolepsis of the Christ-event. Thus, Pannenberg
brings his Christology to a penultimate climax as his proposal for revelation
as hi story that came at the forefront o f his contributions to the theological
community, as well as his "from below" methodo logy that integrates with
hi s revelation as hi sto ry proposal propel his retroactive significance of the
resurrection. T hat penultimate climax is the resurrection of Jesus Christ, a
hi storical event in his theology in which God offers the revelation of the
eschato logical destiny of humanity and a glimpse of the final self-di sclosure
of Go d , and it is this event which casts retro active signifi cance and
interpretive ligh t upon the person of Jesus Christ and the ministry of Jesus
Christ, showing him to be one with God and the promised Messiah of Israel.
The Retroactive Significance of the Resurrection - A Key
Hermeneutic of Jesus Christ
Now that the retroactive significance o f the resurrectio n has been
explored, how does this provide a hermeneutical key to interpreting the
person and ministry of Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ of God? Pannenberg
relates that the proclamation of the Kingdom which seemingly fa il ed o n
Friday had been confirmed on Sunday in the resurrection, although the
ex p ec tati o n of th e gen eral r es urrection of the d ea d as had b ee n
apocalyptically expected had only been prolcpticall y revealed. '? Jes us began
a new era, with continuities of th e origin al ex pectation , although the
expression of this new era was discontinuous with many tenets involving
the restoration of land , religious life, and socio -political stru ctures 20 Thus
the manner in which the resurrection of Jesus find s meaning for Christology
concerns how th e crucified one of Friday has been held in tension with the
resurrected Lord of Sunday, and how Sunday looks back upon Friday as
well as the totali ty of the life and ministry of Jesus o f Nazareth establishing
him to be the Christ of God and one with God. In thi s regard, Tupper
recapitulates six Pannenbergian themes with respect to the resurrection of
Jesus which are helpful to show the meaning of the resurrectio n and its
continuities and di scontinuities with the original apocalyptic expectation:
(1) If Jes us has been raised, then the end of th e world has
begun. (2) If Jesus has been raised, thi s for a Jew can only
mean that G od him self has confirmed the pre-Easter activity
of Jesus. (3) Through his resurrection from the c1cacl, Jes us
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moved so close to the Son of Man that the insight became
obvious: th e Son of Man is none other than the man Jesus
who will come again. (4) If Jesus, having been raised from
the dead, is ascended to God and if thereb y the end of the
world has begun, then God is ultimately revealed in Jesus. (5)
T he transition to the Gentile mission is motivated by the
eschatological resurrection of Jesus as resurrection of the
crucified One. (6) What the early Chri stian tr adition
transmitted as the words of the ri sen Jesus is to be understood
in terms of its content as the explication of the significance
inherent in the resurrection itself2'
Esse nti ally, these six themes Pannenberg offers show the continuity
between the retroactive authentication which the resurrection provides, and
its ensuing consequent: a key her meneutic of the event and person of Je sus
Christ. He does this by locati ng the meaning of the event within the context
of its own history fro m salvation history, apocalyptic hope, and prophetic
tradition to its embodiment and expression being fulfilled eschatologically
in Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ of God." T his is to say that in light of the
activity and indirect self-revelation of God in history, in light of the prophetic
promises and apocalyptic predictions, and in light of the meaning of
resurrection as developed from within the context of post-exilic Judaism
and among other religions, the resurrection of Jesus comes to expression.
This is why Pannenberg designates the resurrection as a "metaphor," which
is understandable insofar as it relates to the context of post-exilic Judai sm ,
bu t as he claims occurs in a very different manner inJesus Christ." While
thi s could at first glance be problematic because of potential to deny the
resurrection of historicity, Pannenberg by utilizing the term metaphor, is
able to express a real hi storical event, point to the contextual examples and
partial meaning of thi s event, whil e at the same time offering nuance that
the resurrection of Jesus Christ is an event unlike any other event for whi ch
humanity is able to presently understand and create m eaning. His
und erstanding of direct and indirect revelation drives this. For Pannenberg
revelation is indirect, open to interpretation, subj ect to history, time, and
historical-critical investigation, indicating that the revelation is not a direct
full di sclosure between God and humanity - it is open to being shaped in
terms of an unfolding of event and meaning. Only in the eschaton will the
final and full di sclos ure from Gou be made to humanity, an cl the fullness
of truth shall then be fully revealed 24 Thus, the resurrection is proleptically
revealed, and is still yet to come for humani ty in its fullest sense; it is in this
mann er, an indirect revelatio n of what is yet to be made fully known. 25
How o ne u tili zes this hermeneutical key from the perspective of the
metaphor nuance comes to expression in the experience of the ri scn Christ
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for the Church against the backdrop of the expected general resurrection
as was previously expected. In this way, the person of Jes us Christ as the
resurrected Lord, and the Christ-event find s meaning for past, present, and
future . Moreover, it merges salvation hi story and universal hi story, positing
God to be the author of histor y who has through a new and unillue event
through Jesus Christ made a decisive movem ent in the reconciliation of
G od and humanity.26
The treatment Pannenberg gives to the retroactive significance of the
resurrection stem s from how he sees th e E arly Church having understood
the res urrection o f Jesus as the "decisive point in th e hi story o f hi s relati on
to God ," which furthers the case for retroacti ve significance of the
resurrection forming a key hermeneutic. 27 In this regard, the key hermeneutic
function s by casting interpretive light from the resurrection retroactively
upon the claims and claim to unity with God which Jes us mad e. So, wh ile
there are tides given to Je sus such as Son o f God, while Jes us claimed unity
with God, and the presence of God was present to those who believed hi s
message, the titles and events seemingly create "tensions between the physical
basi s of the divine son ship through Jesus' divine procreation and the idea
of the installation as the Son of God through th e resurrection. ,,'" [<or
Pann enberg, th e question concerns whether or not th ese tides and events
are exclusionary:
.In the sen se that Jesus becam e th e Son of God only at his
baptism, through the particular event of tran sfiguration, or
through his resurrection, or that h e already was the Son of
God from the beginning, from his birth or even a preexistent
being before his earthly birdl? Or can a material relati onship
among all these conceptions b e shown?29
\'Vhile some have said the m essage and its revelation of the r ule of God
in human life was enough to make the authoritative claim that the future o f
the salvation of God was operative in Jesus, Pannenberg claims that the
me ssage alone is not enough as it does not bring the entirety of the future
of God into the present of humanity.30 Rath er, he argues th e resurrection
of Jesus from the dead was for the early Christian community "th e decisive
poin t in the hi story of hj s rel ation to God."" This is a key claim Pannenberg
leve ls in hi s sys tem atic theol ogy as it forms the basis for which th e
resurrection becomes the h ermen eutic in which Jes us is confirmed to be
one with God and [he agent of reconciliation between God and humanity.
In so doing, Pannenberg argues th e rejection of Jesus at the cross and its
reversal at the empty tomb was dle purpose for the proclamation, celebration,
and community called the early Church, and the early Church saw [hat
Jesus was who he claimed to be becau se of the resurrection. This also
provided future reality of eschatological expectation to a present reali ty
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called the Church, in whom the risen Lord was operating for the exp ansion
of the Kingdom and transformation of the world. Although the incarnation,
baptism, and ministry of Jesus revealed the rule of God in human life, and
although Jesus kept in step with the prophetic and apocalyptic predictions
b y making thi s a feature of hi s message, in th e estimation of Pannenberg,
because o f the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, the Early Church saw
the rej ec ted Messiah o f God revealed, and that this same Jesus who was
Son o f D avid was also Son o f God, Lord and Messiah, and the judge and
hop e for the world. '2
U ltimately, Pannenberg contends it is through the resurrection Jesu s of
Nazareth is established to be the Christ:
The earthly Jesu s was not yet designated as " Son of God,"
but this title was, rather, attributed to him only on the basis
of hi s resurrection and exaltation.33
The Early Church saw the iss ue between pre-Eas ter Jes us who "was
already se t apart from the multitude of otller men," and p ost-Easter Jesus
who was exalted to the right hand of God." Similarly, the struggle he
presents is the insertion of the word "adoption" respective to Jesus bei ng
the Son of God, although to his credit he takes time to nuance this word in
a manner that does no t connote the same sense as the Christo logical
controvers ies of the Early Church. In tlli s way the divinity of Jes us is not
so m ething conferred po st-r es urrec tio n , nor is hi s divinity on ly of
epistemological concern, but of ontological authentication as well. In other
words, Jesus did not become so meone new, nor did the events which he
performed becom e som etlling different. Rather, they were establi shed and
therefore illumined. The retroactive significance o f the resurrection provides
this hermeneutical key that casts light from post-Eas ter Jesu s to pre-Eas ter
Jesu s. Essentially, the divinity of Jesus was authenticated retroacti vely via
the resurrection, and it was the res urrection which cast epistemological and
ontological illumination and authentication upon th e p erso n and mini stry
of Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ of God. The importance of this is a
confirmatory character upon the pre-Eas ter claims of Jes us concerning his
unity with God and the advent of the Kingdom in him. So, while his divini ty
and on en ess with G o d did no t change, it was indeed authenticated and
revealed through the res urrec tion, and this is the reason why Pannenberg
claims that the resurrection has retroactive p ower. Accordingly, Pannenberg
is able to maintain continuity with the Greek tradition of onto logy: things
in their essence remain what they are in their essence:J5
Mentioned above, this distinction Pannenberg has created between a
pre and p ost Easter Jesu s, as well as Son of David and Son of God is not
without criticism. Some have made the claim of nestorianism, as the two
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natu res are irreco ncil abl y clivided. 36 Thi s is mi sguid ed, as Pann enberg is
precisely against such a claim; the issue is not how the divin e/ hum an natures
are divided o r in competitio n, bu t rather how the resurrection provides
authen ticatio n or confirma tion of the activity and divinity of the pre-Ease r
Jesu s. I n this spirit, Pan nenberg co nten d s that th e im p rop er way

to

understand the distin ctio n between th e two is th rough Kli n neth who
indicates "divinity was confer red upon Jesus only through his resurrection."'"
To make such a statemen t is to change the divinity of Jesu s from prior to
the resurrection in hi s mini stry, and to activate that div in ity only in an d
through the Chri st-eve nt. T his position is rejected by Pannenberg who
espouses the m eaning of the resurrection is no t in a change of di vin ity but
a con firmation of su ch divini ty. Similarly, Pannenberg points to even the
im portance o f the b aptismal tradi tion of the Gosp el of Mark, and cla im s
that while there is an important claim made here that is pre-Easter in nature,
and it can o nly be understood from the perspective o f the post-Eas ter
Ch urch who recognized that Jesus had been cr ucified (thu s denying such a
claim) bu t then raised fro m the dead 38 Pannenberg typically di spatches hi s
critics by poin ting to the retroactive significance o f the resurrec ti on, and
how the resurrection is neatly uph eld by his methodological proposal of a
theology from below, and how this forms a key her meneutic for interpreting
th e person an d work of Jes us Christ which stands in continuity with the
witness o f Scripture and the authority o f th e early Church .

Summary: The Retroactive Significance of the Resurrection
Tn sum , Pann enberg fin d s th e imp etus to retroactive signific ance for th e
resurrection through his methodo logical propo sal from below tb at looks to
hi story as th e means of doi ng theology. In thi s way, the res urrection of
Jesus Christ au tl1enticates Jesus o f Nazaretl1 as the Christ o f God , and
casts a key b ermeneutical in terpretive light b ack upo n the person and
mi ni stry of Jesu s Christ. Pann enberg utilizes the lens of metaphor by
nuancing the Ch rist-event as metaph or in the sense it ha s not happened to
an yone else and cannot possibl y be univocalJy understood, an d yet th e Christevent has hi storically revealed the unity of Jesus with God and thu s revealing
the future eschato logical desti ny of hu manity by reconciling bu manity to
G od in Jesus Christ. Pannenberg fin d s validity for retroactive signific ance
t11eology in and through the early Church.
Wha t then does this retroactive signi fica nce mean for his Chri sto logy?
To b egin, it is ce n tra l to h is Chri stology. Hi s ch ose n Christo logical
m ethodo logy from belo w loo ks to th e hi storica l ac ts o f God as the
o utworki ng of the relationship between God and hum anity and the sclfreve lation o f God find s its fu lfillm en t in the resurrection. This is tbe reason
for his careful delineation of the res urrection. This does no t mean that at
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some point Je sus became divine meaning that at another point Jesu s was
not divine. Rather, Pannenb erg contends in a quite orthodox manner that
Jesus is o ne w ith God from the beginning just as he is one with humanity in
the incarnation. Tn terms of the oneness of Jesus with humani ty, while
Pann enberg claims the resurrection is a metaphor insofar as it is a unillue
experi ence that has no other human experiences offering replication, it is
not limited to the resurrection of Jesus being a metaphor for authentic
hum an existence God lo ngs for humani ty to have as in Bultmann. Rather it
mean s humanity com es to experience fu lfillment in being united to God
through Jesus Christ. Furthermore, it m ean s the incarnation of Jesus of
N azareth, the claims of Jesus of Nazared1, the ministry of Jes us of Nazareth,
and the cross of Jesus of Nazareth have been established by God revealing
Jesu s of Nazareth to be the promised Messiah and Cbrisr. T he resurrection
tben autbenti cates and establ ishes tbe pre-Easte r ac tivi ty of Jesus of
Nazareth as the Christ. Finally, Pannenberg attempts to maintain continuity
,>vith the early Churcb and its emp h asis upon tb e re surrec ti o n as a
berm eneutical key to understanding tbe person and ministry of Jesus Christ,
for it is in the resurrectio n that Jesus is confirmed as the Christ of God
which confirms the pre-Easter mini stry and activity of Jesus in hi story.
H ow this relates to th e present exercise becomes read il y apparent.
Scripture as it re lates to theology is the source text, but one cannot forget
d1at with out th eology to unlock its riches, its meaning is difficult to ascertain.
The work of Pannenberg on a superficial level is simple almo st to the point
of wonderi ng why one would ever study his theology, and yet on a deeper
level he challenges the years from Ignatius forward who claim that the starting
p oint to Christo logy is the incarnation o f Jesus Christ or even human
sote ri o logical need. For the purposes of this paper, d1is is the juncture
where the proverbial "rubber meets the road." While the messianic promises
in the Old Testament were fulfilled in the incarnation of Jesu s o f N azared1
as the Christ of God, one could not say that this child was onc with God
simply because someone else said the prophecies of old were fulfi Ued. Tb ere
had to be historical evidence to su pport it. Whil e the miracles of Jesus
Chri st were indeed sign s of thc Kingdom, there were all kind s of sages and
magician s who may have p erformed similar acts. While those who h eard
the teaching of Jesus about the Kingdom of God breaking from d1e future
upon the present may have cl ai med a divine or me ssianic statu s, there are
other rabbis who shared simil ar mess ages, even if no t with the power or
auth ority of Jes us. More importantl y, while the Christological titles in the
bible are indeed important, and the C hristological ker ygm a tic statements
of the early Church are also important, one mu st ask why they ca me to
express ion - was it because of the statements them selves or that some thing
happened hi sto rically to perpetuate th em) And while the cross of Jesus
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may be posited as the act of atonem ent to satisfy the \vrath o f God , to pu t
an end to the enmity between humanity and God, or to recapitulate tb e Efe
tbe first Adam was called to live, one canno t say that tb e cross itself is an
authenticating functi on o f th e uni ty of Jesus with G od nor th e reality o f
human salvation and reco nciEation with God. No, in all these bistorical
events a requirem ent of authentication by a validating act of es tablishm en t
- and a divine reversal of sorts in such in an act - is n ecessary to authenticate
Jesus o f Nazareth as the Christ o f God. This event can o nl y be th e
resurrection of Jesus Christ in whi ch the promises, predi ctio ns, miracles,
Chri stological titles, Kingdom embodim ent, future inbreaking of G od ,
reco nciliatory act of the cro ss, and th e reversal of those w ho claimed all of
th ese acts to b e blasph emous occurred. T he resurrection was the impetus
for the N ew Testament, fo r the kerygm ati c statements, and th e missiology
of the early Church that fo llowed a g reat commi ssion. Again , it see ms
incredulous that Pannenberg would create a systematic th eology th at seem s
to be concurrent with the bible and the reason for the construction of it,
and yet what (according to Panncnberg) has occurred from Ignatiu s forward
are both the accep tance of presuppositionary divini ty on th e basis of the
logos and incarnational theologies. Later, modernistic presuppositions and
methodologies undercut the very reason the bible and the Church existed in
tl1e first place: that Jes us was put to death on a cross as a blasphemer on 1'ridav
and was vindicated on Sunday as Son of G od and promised messiah of Israel.
Thus, th e processio n o f reacling the bible then moves from resurrec tion
retroactively upon the p erson and work of Christ, and then upon the O ld
Tes tam ent p rophe ti c and apo calypti c predictio n s. For this re ason,
Pann enberg challenges the dominant Christological methodologies as we ll
as the modernistic assumptions o f his p redecessors and co ntemporaries
alike by returning to th e reason the Scriptures exist and tl1e key herm eneutic
th at epistemologicall y an d ontologicall y confirms the con tent th erein; the
person and history of Jesus Christ whi ch is confirmed in hi s resurrection
fro m the dead. Th e res urrection was th e reason for the New Tes tam ent
Scriptures, even perhap s the m ost compelling reason why the resurrecti o n
narratives in the gos pels appear truncated; after all, who h as tim e to expl ain
all of this when the good news has to be shared evef)"vhere that tbe future
of God, the reconciliation of humanity to C od, and the eschato logical
salvation and des tiny o f hum ani ty has arrived now th rough Jesus Chri st?
We are eighth day people, sons and daugbters o f the rise n Lord, and in tbi s
\ve live, and
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anti have our being !
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1\1a", 135- 136. See John Cobb also claims that the entirety of the Pannenbergian
Chrisrology hinges upo n the agreement or disagreement of his treatment of the
resurrection. See Cobb, J r. J ohn B. IOl/rnal of Rdigion 49, 1969. See also Cobb Jr.,
John B. " Past, Presen t, and Furure." Theology as History: Disctlssion.r AJilong Continental
& American Theologians, Vo!. 3. San ['rancisco: Harper & Row Publishers, 1967
\ 11

Th is is a poin t made in O live . Ol.ivc contends that the Pannenbergian positlo n

is closest to 1 Cor. 15: 17 See OUYe, lVol/bart Pannet/berg, 70.
1') See Tupper, The Theology of Woljhart Pamtettberg, 146-147 Tupper reUes upon
a variety of sources, among them Pannenberg, jesus - God & ]Vlan, an d also
Pannenberg, Wolfhart. The Apostles' Creed: In tbe Light oj Today's Questions, trans. by
Margaret Kohl. P hiladelp hia: The Westminster Press, 1972.
2U In thi s rega rd , the work of N.T. Wright is inva luable as he shows the
resurrection uf Jesus as being set against the contextua l backdrop u f 2m1Temple

post-exilic Judaism . Panncnbcrg is similar in this regard as he v iews it as a histori cal

problem tl1at fi rs within the context of salvation history as contained in the Scrip tures
and the apoca lyp tic fram ework. See Wright, N.T. Tbe Resurrection oj tbe Son oj God,
32-200. See Pan nenberg, jestlS - God & Man, 74- 105.
21 T upper, Tbe Theology oj Woljhart Pamlenberg, 147- 148. T hese six theses are a
recap itulation of the expUcation of the significance of the resurrection of Jesus in
the overarching consideration of the knowledge of Jesus' divinity in the work of
Pannenberg. See Pannenberg, Iesns - God & A1an, 66-73 . Awad comments that
Pan nenberg is in terested not in "phil osophical presuppositio ns bu t Scriptural
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h erm en eu tics . " Tn this regard, . l' \\vad claims h is in lerest is to sh ow h ow the cross
and res urrection concern th e fulfillment o f hi story in J es us C hris t. See Awad ,
COllceptl/al RootJ of the Theology of lVOlfhatf Palmellverg, 100.
22 Pannenberg claim s this is a feature w hich he follo ws on th e hasis of the
impor tance of escha tology J o hannes Weiss beg a n an d J u rge n j\'[o ltm an n later
fo ll owed. Pan ne nberg furth e r cl aim s Harth, d espite h is strong words fo r the need
of eschato logy within Ch ristiani ty, fell prey to th e tenets of mod erni ty al o ng with
Bul tm an n . Sec Panncnberg, \Vo lfhart. "Con structiv e & C ri tical Function s of
E schato logy." ff(/I"lwd "fiJe% gical Ri!J)ieJV 77, No. 2, 1984, 119-121. See Weiss, Johannes.
Die PcedigtJem /)0111 Reicbe ColleJ. Go tt ingen, Vand enhoeck, and Rupert, 1964.
21 See Pannenberg, .'Jystelllalic Theology, Vol. TT, lra//J. by B rumi/ey. C rand Rapids:
Willia m B. E erdmans P ub lishing , 1991, 346-348.

,., See Pannenberg, SjJtell/atic Tl.leo/~'!J" Vol. I, 230-257
25

See Pannenberg, I eJIIJ - God e:::-'" .Aian, 74.

" O bayashi clai m s that Pan nc nberg is unique in positing the resurrection as
revealing the m eaning o f hi sto ry and doing this b y m erging universal hi story an d
salvatio n hi s to r y toge ther. Obayas hi contends th at w hcrci1 s P lato contem p lated th e
cosm os, Pannenberg conte m plates escha tology. See Obayashi, Hiroshi . " Panne nberg
& Troeltsch: [listor y & Religion" JOl/rnal of AlI/olea1/ A(({detIJy of R eligiol! 38 Ill!. 4d.
1970, 402-403.
27 Th e key her men eu tic co ncerns h o w the res ur rection casts L
igh t upo n th e
person and work of J esus Christ. Tt is both epi ste mological and o nto logical in this
manner, and auth enticates the cl aim s o f unity with God, the ll1iracles as sign s of
th e fu ture inbreaking of th e K in gdo m , and is indicative o f reconciliation on the
p ar t of God reconciling the world and h um anity to God. See Pann enberg , j W IJ Gorl & . Mafl, 134.

28

Pan nc nbe tg , Jesl/s - Cod ct' M an, 13 3.

29 T his is an inlpor tant p oint. \\lhereas those who espo use a fro lll above
theology claim that th e titles, claims, or eve n .in ca rnatio n is enoug h to d aiIl1 the
di vi nity of J es us ( :h ris t and his u nity with God, Pan n enbcrg claim s it is fr o111 the
resu rrection \vhich these are au th enticated. Thu s, it is the resurrectio n w hich cas ts
inte rp re tive lig ht upon th e other events, although h e d ocs sec these eve nts as b eing
held in te nsion. Sec Pann e nberg, Je.wJ - God & Mall, 133 .
}O I n thi s regard , P an nenberg is u tili zing his fr 0 111 below po sition ag ainsllh o se
who (ake a from above position. It is impo rtant to realize that w hen Pan nen berg
cl aim s th at th e earl y Church sta nel s in continui ty with this p o sition, he sees the re
being a change or p rog ression fro m the tim e of Ig n atiu s forward . See Pann cn bcrg,
.lj'JteJllatic Theol~gy, I/ o!. n , 329-330. See also Panne nbe rg,}wIJ -Cod ct' Mall, 33.
1! Pannen berg, j mls - Cod 6- 2
'vIi/1l, 134. T his is a key claim Pannenberg levels
in hi s Ch ristology an el is affec tive o [ the m ann e r in w hich th e resurrec tio n is th e
central feature of his C hri stology
)2 See Pannenberg, Sj'JtelJlatic Tbe% c~Y, Vol. II, 326-327
Panne n bcrg creales
som e cha ll enge in his Christology concerning how "Jesus co uld ha rd ly ide ntify
hi msel f as the m essiah," an d fu rther claims th e imp lications of hi s m essage and
titles allo weel him to e m erge more readily as the reconciler anel en ab ler o f sal va tion
through the eyes o f his h earers. T his, h e co ntend s, led (0 the claim s of b lasp he m y
and the c ross. Th e n1a nn cr in w hich J es us em erges is the con firmatio n of his unity
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with God and his message in the resurrection, the negation of his rejection via
claims of blasphemy and ultimately in the cross. Sec Pannenberg, Systematic Theology,
Vol. II, 334-343.
33 Pann enberg, Je.flls- Cod & j''vfall, 134. T his statement has been debated since
it emerged inJesf1s- God & ,'viall. Stanley Grenz points out that his historical approach
has been widely questioned, especially by the likes of Carl Henry who challenges
that the tea chings and deeds are enough to disclose his deity. See Grenz, RefJJOIIjor
Hope, ISO-lSI. See Henry, Carl F.H. God, Rei/elation, & Autho17·ty. Waco: Word, 1976.

" Pannenberg, ./eJ1ls - God & A1an, 135.
35

See Pannenberg, fesf1s - Cod & Man, 135 136.

For example see j\fo lnar, Paul D. Incarnation & R esurrection: TOll-'ard a
ContemFonn:! Understanding. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing, 2007, 265-272 .
%

" This is a poin t Pannenberg makes by looking to the work of Kiinneth in
Tbeology 0/ the Resllrrection. See Kunneth, Walter. Theology 0/ the Resl/rrection, trails. by
James W Leitch. St. J ,00US: Concordia Publi shing H ouse, 1965, 11 4. Original Source:
Pannenberg,JeJuJ- God c.~ ]vIall, 135. Pannenberg guards against this by stating that
one can not simply disregard the methodology from above as if it were "a mistake."
In this regard , he looks to Weber who states, "No one can ascend from a 'below'
which is somehow given toward an 'above' without holding this 'above' to be likewise
at least pOlentially given in or with the 'below:'" Pannenberg, Jesus - God & Alall, 3436. Original Source: Weber, 0. G/'tmdla.gen de/' Dogmatik, Vol. 11. Neukirchen Kreis
Moers: Verlag der Buchhandlung des Erzichungsvcreins, 1955, 35.
38

See Pannenberg, festtJ - God & Alafl, 138.
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Exegetical and Extispicic Readings f!l the Bible in Turkana}
Kef!Ja} and North Amenca
Abstract
\Vhile a missional hermeneutic elucidates missiological interpretation of
scripture, translation would be the key descriptive of mi ssiological me of
scripture. Articulating ,a Turkana extispicic herm eneutic as both a critical
and a valid process for interpreting the Bible, this paper proposes that
Christians have th e opportunity to engage in alternative intercontextual
critical hermeneutical processes when "reading" th e Bible. This engagement
could reveal an ontic expansion of God-if we are able to overcome eclectic
diversity and the fear of relativism. Three locations: theological institutions,
missionaries ,in the, church, and diaspora communities are suggested for
practical application of intercontextual hermeneutics.

Keywords: intercontextual, hermeneutic, missiology, Turkana, extispicy,
ontic expansion

Kevin Lines (Kip) ser ved with his wife, Katy, alongside Turkana church
leaders in Turkana, Kenya, with CMF International from 1999-2008, H e is
currently an Intercultural Stuclies PhD. candidate at the E. Stanley Jones
School of World Mission and Evangelism, Asbury Theological Seminary.
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Introduction
"There are now morc Christians in Africa than there are people in :-.lorth
America." ! This is my favorite recent way to begin a teaching session on
mission, a sermon in a church, or a Perspectives on the World Chri stian
Movement class because it so clearly demonstrates the radical shift in the
gravi tational "center" of Christianity in the world. When 1,200 delegates
from around the world gathered at the Edinburgh \'Vorld Missionary
Conference 100 years ago, there was only one delegate from Africa, and his
was a la st minute invitation. 2 When delegates to the Edin burgh World
Missionary Conference gathered this year they truly represented all parts
of the world. The final gathering on June 6, 201 0, which was broadcast live
on the internet,' closed with delegates singing, and dancing with Afri can
choirs and musicians.
Our wo rld, and not just our Christian wo rld , is rapidly changing in
unexpected ways. Anthropologist ~1ichael Rynkiewich has recently described
the complex situation mi ssion faces today:
Finally, in a postcolonial, post-cold war world that seems to
be overwh elmed by globalization, local intersections are
emerging as sites of resistance that are constructed by
migrants, refugees, transnationals, and diasporas. There are
channels, centers, peripheries, and reversals in glo bal flows,
and th ese producc complex social settings where p eople
exhibit multiple, shifting and hybrid identities. This decenters
the "building blocks" of Western social sciences: personality,
society, culture, and environment. Even history is contested
from multiple perspectives, and theology is no longer sourced
from within "the trad iti on," but rather from various
standpoints. Social science and theology, the twin pillars of
missiology, have been destabilized (the center is moving and
the boundaries are falling), and we are poised to becomc all
the richer for it 4
"We are poised to become all the richer for it" is Rynkiewich 's surprise
ending to a description that would certainly perplex and possibly strike fear
in many hearts. What exactly are the benefits of this decentering and
contestation that Rynkiewich suggests? He in sists " that we now live in a
new earth, though it is not yet the one we are looking for," and that one of
oLir tasks to join in mission in this "new world" is to "s trive . for perspectives
that will allow as many voices as possible to be heard (a new Pentecost).'"
This paper strives to add the voice of Turkana Christians living in the
northwest corner of Kenya.
Serving alongside Turkana brothers and sisters in Christ [rom 1999-
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2007, my wife and I have been privileged to share life and hear voices from
a perspective that has rarely been heard. Equipped with the standard tools
of mi ss iology (biblical s tudie s, lingui stic s, anthropology, critical
contextualization) we arrived to find that even in the remotest part of the
world , God was already at work and that li fe was going to be much more ad
hoc than we ever could have imagined. At the outset, this paper parallels
my personal progression in understanding the relationship between the Bible
and missiology: from initially using the Bible to validate mission endeavors,
to an increasing understanding of a missional hermeneutic of the whole
Bible that views missio Dei as a metanarrative; from participating in the
translatabiljty of the Gospel and contextualization, to the reception of the
first translation o f the text of the Bible in d1e Turkana language in the form
of a book, which presented interpretive challenges. Through these progressions
and ensuing challenges, a Turkana hermeneutical framework for reading
scriplu re is observed.
This paper proposes d1at an observed Spirit-led Turkan a bermeneutic
can be considered as bo th a critical and Mlid process for interpreting the
Bible. Furthermore, in view of tb e fact that stand ard western exegetical
method s have been "decentered" and are no longer evaluated as having
uni versal priori ty over other hermeneuti cal processes, mi ss iological
opportunities now exist in the poss ibili ty of intercontextual sharing of
her meneutical processes for "reading" the Bible. Just as Turkana Christian
interpretation s of scripture would benefit from engagement in a more
historical-critical approach, North American Christians would benefit from
a more communal extispicic approach, with tbe possibl e outcome of the
blessing of an ontic expansion of God as revealed through the scriptures. I
argue that we will first need to be honest about our tendencies toward
eclectic diversity and the fear of relativism in order to fully benefit from
this interco ntex tual sharing. Fi nall y, three practical lo cations for the
application of intercontextu al hermeneutics are suggested.
While the church in the West may recognize that a shifting and decentering
is occurring, we still cling to our structure s of power and tbus, th e priority
of o ur own interpretive frameworks wben we approach scripture. It is only
natural that Christians in an y context would give priority to the frameworks
that hold the most significance for them. The issue at hand is how we will
respond to the interpretive frameworks of others.
My mi ss ionar y inclination is to want to listen to what other people in the
world think about God, and I am especially apt to want to bear what followers
of Jesus Chri st have to say about the Bible as they read it. We mu st seek to
listen and learn from our brothers and sisters in Christ from differen t parts
of the world. Not becanse tbe center of Christianity has shifted or because
others should automatically be given priority in their interpretation of
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scripture merely beca use they are "other" or poor or oppressed. But simply
because we need to seek toge ther, for "we are poised to beco me all the
richer for it."

From Biblical Basis to Basis of the Bibl e: A Missional He rmeneu tic
How do missiologists use th e Bible? My graduate seminary mi ss ion
professo r, Charles Taber, ofte n chided us s tudents of mi ss io n , and
mi ss iologists in general, for poor u se of the sc riptures:
It seem s to me a dism aying fact that, at least since the
beginning of what Latourette called " the Great Century" of
Protestant mission s, missiologists have far too often used tb e
Bible in nai·ve and superficial ways . Mi ss io logists have [00
often lacked a so lid grounding in tbe scho larly methods of
Bible study, causing tbem not infreguentl y to be guil ty of
grotesgue barmonizations, of taking texts out o f context, of
proof-texting, of ad hoc and ad hominem exegeses, and especially
of reductionism.'
Taber suggests that mucb of thi s poor use of tbe scriptures in mi ssio n is a
conseguence of the increasing disconnect between the disciplines of biblical
interpretation, theology and missiology. Biblical studies grew to be an internal
endeavor of the church separated from the external natu re of mi ssio n.
Thu s, in mos t institutions, mission courses became som ething that were
added on to the seminary curricu lum and cou ld possibly even be found in
a separate "school" with its own faculty.
Yet, as mi ssio logy continues to struggle with its identity in the worlds of
th eology and biblical interpretation, there is an increasing tide of botb
mi ssion-focused biblical scholars and biblically-focu sed missiologists who
d o much m o re than hig h ligh t the few commonly guoted "Great
Commission" mission texts. Instead of relying on small fragments of the
scriptures to provide a biblical basis for mission, m ore recent works have
successfully brought togeth er the whole story of scrip ture to por tray it as a
unifying mi ssionary text. Some of these have included Christopber J. 1-1.
Wright, (2006), Kostenberger an d O 'Brien (2001), and D ean Flemming
(2005), in which renowned biblical scholars are no lo nger merely pu lling
out proof texts from tb e Bible to support tbe mi ssionary tas k, but are at
long last "consid er[ing] the vcr y stru cture o f the whole biblical message,"
which Joh annes Verkuyl prophetically pointed to in 1978 as a defici ency in
miss iology that needed to be addressed 7
Even beyond th.i s, some scho lars now argue t11at the Bible is not only
seen correctly as a mi ss ionary docum ent describing the mi ssionary God
who is see king reconciliation with th e whole wo rld , but as a text that is
dependant on the mission of God, or missio Dei for its very existence and
interpretation. That is, without mi.r.rio Dei, there wo uld be no reason for the
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scriptures to exist. The scriptures themselves were born out of God's mission
to th e world. The late African theologian Kwame Becliako explains:
Certainly, what we regularly understand as the theology of
the New Testament is inconceivable apart from the cultural
cross ing from the Jewish world into H ellenistic culture. In
fact, it is possibl e to describe the books of the New Testament
as the authoritative docum ents ill ustrative o f th e major
mission activity of th e apostolic era; without that mi ssio n
activity, the books and the theological teachings they have
imparted to succeeding Christian generations would not exist. s
In Canon and Mission, H. D. Beeby further suggests that if biblical scholars
can begin to see the canon of scrip ture as a unified whole, we will find that
" the whole Bible seen as a whole points us to mission.'" Beeby offers several
model s for looking at the whole canon as a unified narrative that undeniably
leads us in to mission. No matter which model one uses to formulate a uni ty
of th e scri ptures, Taber proposes that the mi ssiological th eme will
undoubtedly present itself:

1f one sees the unity o f the Bible Christologically, who is this
Christ if not the eternal Word communicating God's grace to
a lost world? If ecclesiology is the focus, one is obliged to
no tice that even in its most ecclesiocentric and triull1ph aLi stic
versions, it is salvation that the church dispenses as its central
function. If one opts for the eschatological motif, what is
God's coming future but the restoration of humanity and the
cosmos to himself? The same possibility obtains for every
other possible formula that 1 know of. I invite you to test the
hypothesis yourself1o
Scripture was formed in the context of G od's mission. T his understanding
rightly compels us to place priority on a missionar y hermeneutic of scripture
that considers God's mi ssion as the unifying theme and "combines the
conceptual with action." 'l
This is the nature of a missional hermeneutic as recently devel oped and
espoused by George Hunsberger and the Gospel and Our Culture N etwork.
A t both the SBL and AAR meetings in the fall o f 2008, Hun sberger,
coordinator for the GOCN, presented an articulation of the four main
streams of thought from within the GOCN as to what define s a missional
her meneutic. First, " the jrarrlf1wrk for biblical interpretation is tl1e stor y it
tell s of the mission of God and the form ation of a community sent to
participate in it." Second, " the aim of biblical interpretation is to fulfill the
equipping purpose of the biblical writings." Third, "the approach required
for a faithful reading of the Bible is from the missional loca tion of the
Christian community." Fourth, "the gospel functions as the interpretive
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!!Iatrix within which the received biblical tradition is brought into critical
conversation with a particular human context."1 2
The GOCN presentations of a missional hermeneutic give full body to
Taber's, Bediako's and Beeby's earlier descriptions of missio Dei as the primary
hermeneutic for understanding scripture. Not merely the theme of scripture,
mission is now presented as the framework for interpreting scripture,ll with
scripture understood to have been written with the intentional aim of forming
a community for mission, 14 a community that approaches scrip tural
interpretation for the purpose of participating in God's mission in the local
context,IS and finally, a mi ssional hermeneutic provides an interpretive lJIaln>:
for engaging all human contexts with the Good News of Jesus. ]('
In sum, while we recognize that missionaries, long before there was
such a specialized field as missiology, have always used the Bible as the
basis and motivation for mis sion, we admit that many missionaries and
missiologists have on occasion been poor biblical scholars. Eve n so, a sh ift
has taken place, and is occurring even popularly in western Chri stia n
commun ities, l7 in that the Bible as a whole is see n and interpre ted as a
missionary document. That is, the Bible revea ls to us God's mi ssion
throughout all time and call s us to be participants in that mission. Thu s we
find that mi ssion, and most specifically lJIirJio Dei, provides a metanarrative
fra mework for understanding all of scripture. While theologians may have
previously said that mis siologi sts were merely reading the Bible through
the lens of mission we now find biblical sch olars and theologians, untrai ned
in specialized mis siology, per se, writing important mi ssio logical works, "
missiologists writing timely theological work s," and even a mi ssiologist wirh
an Intercultural Studies PhD, Tite Tienou, becoming dean of the school of
theo logy at Trinity Evangelica l Divinity School.
Translate, Contextualize, and then, Let the Spirit Lead
While a missiona! hermeneutic elucidates mi ssio!ogical illterpretatioN of
scripture, translation wou ld be the key descriptive of mi ssiological me of
scripture. For the followers of Jesus, participating in lvErsio Dei has always
re'-juircd so m e form of trans lation. From th e very b eginning of th e
incarnation of Jesus, th e id ea that God's message through the person of
Jes us cou ld be en fl eshed in a particular human context has been the basis
of translating the good news in every context. This has often been a point
of contention in the church, as displayed by the Jeru salem Co uncil in Acts
15. The ques tion then was whether or not Gentile believers needed to
become Jewish in order to be saved through Jesu s. For many people, this
was not a question at all; the believers were being taught, "Unless yo u are
circumcised according to the Law o f Moses, you cannot be saved."211 God
had to change their understanding. "I-low much must someone become
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like me in order to be a foll ower of Jesus Chri st?" remains a central question
in the mission of every church in every context.
As missiologists, we believe that Good News is translatable into every
context and that the universal can be grasped in the particular. African
theologian Lamin Sanneh provided us a foundational articulation of the
translatability of the gospel message based on the incarnation of Jesus in
his 1989 boo k, Translating the Message. While much has been said about th e
negative colonialist tendencies of missionaries throughout history, Sanneh
suggests that the very act o f translating the scriptures worked to subvert
those tendencies. Whil e churches and missionaries have often attempted to
confine the Gospel of Jesus to a gospel on their own terms, as when some
Jewish believers required the Gentile believers to first become Jews to follow
Jesus, th e act of translati ng the scriptures into indigenous languages confirms
that the Gospel could be received and lived out in all)' specific contextual
reali ty.21
Bediako reiterates Sanneh's perspective:
\'qhile the type of mission theology that was bro ught from
E urop e and transmitted to A frica required that Afri can
Christian convictions be shaped, determined and established
without reference to, or at worst in contradistinction to, the
inherited cultural heritage, rather than in fruitful, positive
engagement with it, in actual mission practice there was one
major element that acted against these presumptions, and that
was Bible translation. T he Scriptures in the mo ther tongue
thus enabled the experience of reality of African peoples and
their apprehension and expression of truth to be connected
to the actuali ty of the Living God. 22
Translation of the scriptures by missionaries was a recapitulation of the
truth of the Incarnation, that God is with us, and in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, translation of the scrip tures became an important initial
step in mission.
When my wife and J arrived in northwest Kenya in 1999 fo r our fIrst 4year term, we found that the entire Bible, which a translation team had
worked on for nearly 20 years and had completed 3 years earlier, was yet
unprinted in the Turkana language. There were small pamphlets of the
P salms, the Gospel o f Jo hn, the book of Genesis, and a recently printed
test edition of the New Testament in th e Turkana language. The translati on
of the entire Bible, which was supported by the International Bibl e Society
through the local Bible Society of Kenya, was ready for publication, but the
BSK was unwilling to publish for fear that they would lose money on the
printing, based on the knowledge that there were few literate Turkana.
Along with learning the Turkana language and planting new churches
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along the north end of the Kerio Rive r, acquiring a printing of the entire
Bible in the Turkana language became one of my major goals for our first
term. I remember sitting across the desk from the Genera l Secretary of the
BSK in Nairobi, negotiating terms for the long awaited printing of the
Turkana Bible. "\X7hat is needed to begin printing the Turkana Bible?" I
asked too directly. After drinking a cup of chai together, the General
Secretary revealed the issue to be one of fu nding. I was ready to offer
whatever it would take to finall y have the Bible printed . Our mi ssio n was
even prepared to purchase the translation from the Bible Society and publish
the Bible ourselves. In the end, such drastic measures were unnecessary. All
we needed to do was guarantee that we would purchase at least half of the
Bibles in the initial printing and pay a 50% d eposit on that order. The fund s
came readily from our churches in America- who wouldn't want to support
the very fir st printing of a Bible in a new language?
It was a beautiful day, nearly one year later in 2001, when the boxes of
newly printed Turkana Bibles arrived. As a mi ssion, we now had 2,000
complete Turkana Bibles available for our use and di strib ution . In
anticipation of the Bible eventually being available to the Turkana, our
missionary team had placed a high priority on literacy since the mid-J980s.
This fit into our overarchingvision for the min.i stry in Turkana: To plant a
ma ture, reproducing church in Turkana. A signifi cant portion of this vision
would be accomplished through church leaders in every church that could
read the Bible in their own Turkana lang uage. One of our missio nary
teammates even had the fuUtim e role o f coordinating our literacy prog ram,
which worked in conjunction with Literacy Evangelism Fellowship in Kenya L 1
By the end of our fir st term in 2003, many Turkana church leaders had
learn ed to read th eir own language, man y others were learning, and every
woman and man in the churches who could read had their own copy of the
Turkana translation of the Bible. 'Mission accompli shed!' Or so we naivel y
thought. Un leashing the vernacular Bible quickly aroused many que stions
and opportunities, as missionaries and the few bilingual church leaders no
longer had control over the canon of scripture being read and taught. The
"unintended consequences" of difficu lt ques tion s began to arise. 24 "Where
does it say in the Bible that polygamy is wrong?" "Why did so many of
God's followers in the O ld Testament have more than one wife?" "Why
does the book of Hebrews call Jesus "the Great Witch-D octor")" Then
the women in the churches started wearing head cove rings in worship. Not
long after that, church leaders began to teach that women who had given
birth mu st foll ow certain regulations before th ey could return to church
again. T hese and other co mplic ations started to arise from T urkana
Christians reading the Bible. These were all questions and situations for
which m y seminary education did not prepare me.
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While mi ss io lo gy h as accepted a ver y we ll d e fin e d critical
contextualization process, developed by anthropologi st Paul Hiebert, for
evaluating beliefs, rituals, stories, songs, etc. in which an evaluation to accept,
adapt or reject a practice is ascertained in the light of scripture,2S my
experience has been that missiologists have not developed a ver y well defined
hermeneutical process for understanding scripture from within specific
contextual realities. It is plainly expected by Hiebert that a hermeneutical
community, composed of both etic missionaries and emic Christians will
come to an agreement on what the Scriptures say. If complications and
contradictions do arise in the ways scripture is being interpreted, " they must
be resolved by further examining the scrip tures."26
Hiebert, who offers such a detailed process for critical contextualization,
simply instructs the mi ssionary that the ftrst task of mission is translation
of the Bible and the second is " to train Christians to read and interpret the
Scriptures in their own cultural contex t."27 Finally, Hiebert offers hi s key to
training Christians how to read and interpret the Scriptures:
Although we are deeply persuaded about our own theological
understandings, we recognize that the Holy Spirit is at work
in th e li ves of yo un g believer s, gu iding them in th e ir
understanding of th e truth '"'
Thus, the hermeneutical key for Hiebert is the guidance of the Holy Spirit, a
common theme among other missiologists as well. Before I-Iiebert, one of Roland
Allen's harshest criticisms of the racism evident in missionary practice stated:
we believe that it is the Holy Spirit of Christ which inspires
and guides us: we cannot believe that the same Spirit will
guide and inspire them. We believe that the Holy Spirit has
taught us and is teaching us true conceptions of morali ty,
doctrine, ritual: we cannot believe that the same Spirit will
teach them.29
Allen ends with his positive affir mation of the truth that "the Holy Ghost
is given to [all) Christians that H e may guide them, and that they may learn
His power to guide them.""" Even Taber, my strict mentor, relaxed his
structured approach when it came to indigenous interpretatio n of the
Scriptures: "the Bible does not need to be protected by a 19 th century
philosophical scaffold; it just needs to be turned loose;" and then reflecting
on his role in interpretation, "the national church was capable of being guided
by the Holy Spirit using the scriptures."3!
Thus, while mission often begins with the translation of scripture, and
this translation is a key image fo r understanding the translatability of the
Gospel of Jesus into every context-tran sla tion o f the text is not enough.
Beyond mi.r.rio Dei as the interpretive key for understanding scripture, beyond
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translation and translatability, beyond critical contextualization, there is
another layer of Spirit-led interpretation that is found in eve ry context.

Extispicic and Exegetical Reading of Scripture
How does one defi ne 'exegesis'? Etymo logicall y, 'exegesis' is literally a
reading or interpreta tio n that emerges (gesis) out of (ex) a text 32 In term s
of exege tical readings of scripture, biblical scholar James D. G. Dunn has
described the process of bib lical exegesis as one in which sc holars are
"concerned to uncover the mea ning of the tex t in its origina l setting and
signifi cance."" For Dunn, this is not simply an academic exerci se but a
hopefu l actio n, one that enables the exege te to begin with the " particular
Word -of-God force of th e text in its original context" so that "the Word of
God may speak with. specific force ro th e different and diverse needs of
today."" This is the ideal that guided me as I researched and wrote my first
exegetical paper as a second year Greek student in my undergraduate studies.
I was taught that if I implem ented the hermeneutica l too ls passed down by
Dunn, McKnight, Metzger, et aI, I wou ld be able to uncover the initial and
primary significant interpretation of any text in the Bible and find appli cation
for that true interpretation today.
Throughout A frica, much of the legacy of the mi ssio naries in the
missionary-initiated churches is that Christians are referred to as " readers"
because o f their emphasis on literacy and rcading the scriptures. 35 Yet o ften,
as is the case in Turkana, the vocabulary for " reading," "studying," "taking
classes at school" is non -existent in the language of oral peop les. Loa n
word s are instead borrowed from o ther languages to describe a "reader."
The words llsed in Tmkana for thi s category are a Turkanized form o f the
Swahili root for realling, "soma." As a mi ssionary who had studied exegesis,
1 was concerned that simply calling study of the Bible "reading," esp ecially
in th e form of a fo reign loanword, was not sufficient enough to carry the
weight and importance of the exegetical process. But a concise alte rnative
did not immediately present itself.
One day however, wh il e preparing to ea t a traditional Tmkana goat roast,
I noticed that the elders were having a heated debate while looking at the
intesti nes o f the goat we were about to consume. I inquired as to what the
men were do ing and was informed that they were loo king at th e intestin es
and interpreting the meanings in the pattern s of the veins, spots, and
diffe rent colors that were present, in order to di scern the best p lace to take
the anima ls for grazing. 1 have since then come to learn that this practice is
com mon among pastoralists in Africa, and was popularly practiced in the
Ancient N ear East." Religiolls scholars and anthropologists use the ter m
extispicy to specitlcally describe the practice of di vination by "reading" th e
intesti nes of an animal as one might read a m ap to di scern answers to
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questions often related to the animals and the land." However, the Turkana
didn't horrow a Swahili loan word for "reading" the intestines. Instead,
they used a verb I had never heard before, a word that means to look at
something with the intention of fInding knowledge, akiselllere. The "aha"
moment arrived; I had found my word for the exegetical study of scripture
in Turkana.
Without much thought or discussion, we began to use tllis new word at
the Turkana Bible Training Institute whenever we referred to serious study
of the scriptures as differentiated from routine reading of the scriptures.
The usage was accepted and is still used today in the same way nine years
later. Turkana pastors come together and examine the "intestines" of the
scriptures together, seeking the guidance of the Holy Spirit in finding
interpretations from the different themes, voices and stories that apply to
living as a follower of Je sus in Turkana today. This is how a western
missionary has forever linked "exegesis" of the scriptures with extispicy, a
common divination practice in Turkana traditional religion. Thankfully, and
unbeknownst to me at the time, extispicy in Turkana is done popularly and
is not a practice reserved for the official cliviners or traditional religious
practitioners.
However you may feel about the propriety of using extispicy as a dynamic
equivalent of exegesis without properl y following a Hiebertesgue critical
contextualization model," J simply present tllis case study as a basic example
of how people from different realities and epistemological frameworks will
understand and describe what is happening when someone reads th e Bible
in contrasting ways. In Turkana, there is an implicit connection between the
natural world, people as actors in the natural world, and the map that the
intestines of a freshly slaughtered animal reveal. Thus, reading the Bible
extispicicly means that God has placed a map in the scriptures that we can
open up and examine in community, revealing direct connections with our
actual daily lives.
Different Interpretive Frameworks for Understanding

This issue is much more than mere word play or semantics; it is
intentionally taking into consideration the different ways in which the realities
of people are shaped by their "webs of significance."'" As the descendents
of Gutenberg, in our western world of books and magazines and e-readers,
it is assumed when you hand someone a book that they know what it is and
they know what to do with it. Yet I would argue that there are very different
meanings and understandings circling the event of someone being handed
an English translation NIV Bible in Wilmore, Kentucky, USA and the event
of someone being handed a Turkana translation Bible in Loupwala, Turkana
Central, Kenya. This crazy idea that "the Word made flesh is now a book
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that I can sit and read and understand on my own" is not a universal concept.
i n contextual realities w here God works through nature and people (both
liv ing and dead), where wisdom and knowledge are passed from perso n to
person through activity and story, and where books do not exist, handing
someone a Bible with th e instruction s, "read this to know the will of God"
is nearly incomprehensible.
It is instructive for those of us enamored with books to be reminded by
Leslie Newbigin that it is of "great positive significance that Jes us did not
write a book to reco rd in unchangeab le form the revelation which he
brought."40 This means that every context that is touched by the "secret"
of Jesus must engage in " debate and struggle and difference of opin ion
about how to interpret the secret in new situations."4 ) This is considered to
have positive significance by Newbigin in that we are always required to
re fl ect o n tIliHio Dei through Jesu s as "a matter of faith and neyer o f
induhitab le knowledge."42 There is freedom for peop le in each context to
reflect o n the Good News of Jesus from within their own interpretiye
framework.
One recent model that has been presented as a way of understandi ng
these existe ntial epistemological an d interpretive differences is the orallearner/ literate-learner paradigm. One of the clearest recen t voices for
understanding how oral-learning preferences can aid our participation in
tIl/ssio Dei is that of missiologist \V/. Jay Moon. Tn a recent article, Moon
desc ribes some of the different ways oral and literate learners approach a
process of Christian di scip li ng:
Di scip ling for literates is often dependent upon written
materia ls covering abstract categories that dissect and
systematize scripture for individual learning. While thi s is not
wrong, it is not enough for oral learners who prefer more
concrete, relational harmon izi ng that conn ects the past to the
present in a corporate retrospection that unite s people and
aids memory recall."
Moon compels us to consider that a systematic dissection of scripture,
esp ecially for ind ividual faith and learning, is not effective for Christian
discipling among people who have an oral learning preference. His insight
that " the oral learner prefers the concrete and relational knowledge that is
experienced in the daily issues of life"44 could help us as k deeper questions
about the very models of biblical interpretation we assume to be universal
in nature. While other missiologists focu sed 011 orali ty may overstate their
case, with strict categories that make it sound like oral learners can't learn
in literate ways, and non-oral learners can't learn from stories, their main
point, like Moon's, is grounded in the reality that people not on ly have
different learning preferences, but di fferent ways of interpreting the world"\
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It would be presumed that the Turkana, with no written text before the
translation of the Bible, have a preference for oral learning, as Moon
describe s. As 1 hand a Bible to a Turkana church leader I am reminded of
the Bibles and books I have received as a literate preference learner: the
Bible my father gave me when I was baptized, a collection of Shakespeare
plays th at was given to me when I g radu ated from high school, the
commentaries given to me when I finished seminary, a W hat to Expect When
You Are Expeding book when my wife was pregnant. But what is the Turkana
church leader thinking of when I hand him or her a Bible? Is she reflecting
o n a time when th e local divin er gave her motber a powerful stick that sbe
then sewed into a small leather pouch on a necklace and wore for years to
protect her from illness? I s he thinking of the small shields that all Turkana
used to carry around with them for protection from tb eir enemi es, tb e
Pokot? Are they thinking of the power that seems to come to the miss ionaries
who carry these books around and the possibility of now receiving great
wealth and power through their own possession of this book?
Furthermore, does the physical, material presence o f the Bible, the
medium of "the Word" matter? It's difficult to find any discussion of this
in the academic literature because the form of the Bible we have, the actual
book, is accepted as " normal" media. And most of us now have Bibles that
presen t no specific form at all; they are virtual, available to be read in an
instant through a multitude of elec tronic dev ices. Is meaning assigned to
an object by its medium and material composition? While Marshall McLuhan
may have overstated the point when he declared that "the medium is the
message,"46 the truth is, we rarely reflect on the ways that meaning is shaped
by medium, especially when the medium is a printed book.
As an aside, let me attempt a few preliminary qu estions regarding the
medium of a printed book in Turkana that contains the message of the
\X'ord o f God. Turkana is a context where written lanf,'1lage has onl y existed
for 25 years and where objects from the natural world, especially pieces of
wood, either blessed by a divin er or brought from a sacred location not
only have meaning, but spiritual power manifested in the physical world.
What is the meaning of a book brought by missionaries, with a material
composition of all foreign (non-Turkana) materials? Are Bibles printed in
Asia on the most cost-efficient materials possible, with plastic covers, the
best medium for presenting the Word of God in this context? Would a
Bible somehow hand-made in Turkana 'Wi th locally available materials present
a more holi stically contextual understanding of the translatabili ty of the
Good News in Turkana? While these are interesting questions that T hope
so meone will at some time engage, these question s clearly exceed the scope
of thi s paper. T only ask them to again point Out our own assumptions
regarding the universal nature of the ways in which we interpret Scripture.
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In Turkana, I have seen the physical medium of the Bible, the book
itse lf, used as an amu let to shield one from curses and illn ess by pl acing it
under th e head willie sleeping at night; used as a ta li sman in a retail store
for bringing success to the business; and used as strong medicine through
touch to remove sickness from an individual. And these are just a few of
th e interpretation s and uses o f th e Bible before it is eve n opened. This is
wh ere the joy of mi ss io logy begin s, in connecting episte mol ogical and
interpretive fram eworks fo und in man y changing and multi-faceted realiti es
with God through the person and message o f Jesus Christ.

Articulating an Extispicic Turkana Christian Hermeneutic
From th e previous sections of this paper and my experi ences in T urkan a,
I would suggest that a Turkana hermeneutical approach ro scripture is \'ery
diffe rent from a western historical -criti ca l or literary approach, but it is an
approach th at is very con sistent with a Tutkana contex tu al fr amework. One
exa mple will su ffic e: when Turkana church leaders came toge ther each \'ear
at the Turkana Bible Training Institute to "exti spicate" Paul's letter to the
Ga lati ans, I observed a number of di fferences in hermeneutical approaches
from my own exegetical study of the same lette r while attending seminaryr
First, the text of the letter was repeatedly read out loud , in its entirety, in
the Turkana language. Second, Paul's use of an O ld Tes tam ent story as
allegory was no t confusing to the church leaders. T hi rd, the theme of see king
to attain righteousness through the Law was immediately connected to the
"law" and "traditions" of Turkana through which a Turkana man or woman
attains full, respec ted personhood. Fo urth, "extispic)," took place in the
midst 01" communal wors hip; teaching wou ld begin and end with, and be
interrupted by worship in the form of songs, prayers, stories, and the sharing
of dreams. Finall y, the participants memorized passages of scri pture th ~l t
would be used for teaching in their loca l churches.
From these observations, which are b y no mean s a complete list, we can
begin to scratch th e surface of a contextual Turkan a herm eneutical approach
to scripture, I wo uld describe the hermen eutic as cOll1tlJlltlal, engaging and
und ers tanding th e spoken tex t with exirtential iss ues, ac ti vely see king and
open to Spirit-led revelation s and interruptioll.f at any point, engaging th e
text in a cyclical, non-linear m anner, and po inted ly un co nc erned with
hi storical, literary, or text critical iss ues.
Tn much the sa me way that the old men at a goat roas t extispicate to
see k answers through dialogue, with the willingness to hear each other's
reading of the intestinal map, a Turkana hermeneutical approach is inherently
COIf/ll/lIl1al. Interpretation s of indiv icluals are contested alo ngs id e the
interpretatio ns of others. This communal sharing of interp retations and
see kin g valid ation through consensus also occ ur s in th e tra ditional
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interpretation of drea ms, in which one person shares a dream in as much
detail as possible and others respond with interpretation s after careful
listening. A communal hermeneutical approach to scripture requires listening
carefully and offering to the community, in vulnerability, the interpretation s
that prese nt themselves. T he sharing of interpretations does no t occur only
in a classroom, but can occur during prayer, during meals, or even in the
midst of singing and dancing.
Extispicy in Turkana seeks to answer questions concerning the lives of
pastorali sts. W here is the best place to water the animals~ Are th e animals
getting enough of the right kind of fo od? What effect has raiding had on
the health o f the animals? Are the young shepherd s taking the animals to
graze in the places they are supposed to be taking them? These are existential
questions related to the very livelihood of pastoralists. In Turkana, there is
not a "magic" power whjch is sought through ex tispicy, but rather a very
real belief that there are n atural on tological connections between the trees,
the land, animals and people that will reveal themselves through examination
o f the intes tines of an animal that has lived on that land. In similar fa shion,
Turkana church leaders read the scriptures expecting that th e Creator ha s
placed a map th at will directly connect with th e Turkana exi.rtentially h ere
and now. In a Turkana hermeneutical approach, the h earing of the scriptures
shou ld immediate ly connect with everyday life.
Connected with thi s exp ectation that existential interpretations will
become readily apparent, it is not considered unusual for an interpretation
to interrupt the present co mmunal activity. Just as extispicy occurs in the
contex t of a meal, in terpretations that present themsel ves from scrip tllfe
could be presented at an y time in worship. At any point the Holy Spirit can
interrupt an event, song, prayer, teaching, meal, even sleep, with a revelatio n.
That is, in a Turkana hermeneutic, Spirit-led revelations are expected and
welcomed, even as interruptions. Fin ally, an extispicic Turkana hermen eutic
is cydiml as characterized by the continual rereading of the tex t and the
continu al renegotiation of the interpretation through revelation. Because
interpretation is expected to be ex istential , th e same text may reveal new
interpretation s when reread.
Recognizing An Extispicic Turkana Christian Hermeneutic as
"Critical" and "Valid"
What is a "critical" method o f interpreting scripture, and how do we
know which methods are va lid and whi ch are not? Is an extispicic Turkana
hermeneutic "critical" ? I s it a va lid her meneutic? If it is valid within the
T urkana context, can it also be valid outside of the Turkana context? These
are thorny questions, but qu estion s that this paper seeks to answer.
First, what do we mean by a " critical" method of biblical interpretation,
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as in " hi storical-critical"? Gerald West, a South African bibli cal scho lar and
mi ss iologi st who ha s spent mo st of hi s academic career st ud ying
intercontextual hermeneutics and seeking to activate li ving models of people
from different contexts reading the scriptures together, has provided specific
insight into this questjon of "critical" reading of the scriptures:" For \vbt,
a kev issue in the di scussion begins with "whether the academic adJecti,-e
'critical' belongs to the west."""
West often uses the adjectives "critical" and " pre-critical" to differentiate
between the hermeneutics of academically trained readers of the Bible and
untrained "ordinary" lay readers of the Bible. Tn our commo n usage, the
word "critical" can denote the "structured and systema tic Lluestioning" of
just about an ything. Thus we find "critical reading," "critical thinking," and
the epistemological category of "critical reausm." Each of the se terms is
prefaced by "critical" to indicate a structured and systema tic wm' of
approKhing reading, thinking and reali sm (as opposed to na'ive reali sm) .
Any self-respecting professor's syllabus will at some point sta t·e one of irs
objectives as, "to develop criti cal thinking in. "whateve r the focused area
o f stud y might be. In biblical studies, "exegesis" has come to mean a
"critical" reading of the text, a structured and systematic questioning of
the text. The systematic questions in our western tradition of biblical studi es
include: " historical -critical, socia-historical, literary, sem iotic, and others." '"
Ordinary non-critical, or as West calls them, "pre-critical," readers wi ll as k
ljucstions of the text, but nor in these academic structured and syste matic
\vays.
West notes that in recent years there has been a proliferation of "crincal"
ways to read the Scriptures: reader-response criticism, autobiographical
criticism, deconstruction criticism, and post-colonial criticism, to name a
few. If all of these are now seen as critical ways to read the text, certainly
there could be room for inclu sion of an African traditiona l herm eneutic
that is also "critical" in that it asks str uctured and systematic lluestions
from within a specific reality. 51 If it is possible to observe themes ami patlerns
in an extispicic T urkana hermeneutic, as I have done above, could we not
then call this hermcneutic "critical" as it appears to ask clucstions in systematic
and structured ways? 1 believe we can, based on those structured themes and
patterns. But, even if a hermeneutic is identified as "critical," how do we
decide if it is "valid?"
Taber approaches the question, "\1Vhose hermeneutic is 'orthodox'," by
beginning with the difficulties surrounding the hermeneutical variations
fou nd in our own New Testament." The writers of the New Tes tam ent
so metimes used Old Testament passages in ways that seem to imitate rabbinic
hermeneutics, following methodologies that we wou ld tOday cond emn
because the y 'take passages out of context.' Tab er recogni%es our
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inco nsi stency:
In other words, today we radically r e ject rabbinical
h ermeneutics of the first century; on what grounds? ... The
fact of the matter is that what they considered proper
hermeneutics was part and parcel of their cultural heritage,
while what we consider to be proper h ermen eutic s and
exegesis is part of our western cultural heritage. 53
Furthermore, if we can reject a hermeneutical approach that is actually
used in the New Testament:
a really disturbing question presents itself: If we can. adopt
a style of hermeneutics which differs radically from that used
by biblical writers in their time-why can't people in other
cultures do the same thing? ...If we want to insist that our
approach is universal, we must justify the claim: what is it
that might give our particular style transcultural validity? Why
should we be in a pri vileged position?S4
If we take this leap of faith and agree that Christians throughout the
world, through the Holy Spirit, are able to interpret the scriptures both
critically, that is, in structured and systematic ways and validly, from their own
frameworks, however di ssimilar those frameworks may be from our own
inherited and culturally con structed frameworks, should we not be able to
learn from each other in practical and authentic ways?

Moving Beyond Eclectic Diversity and the Fear of Relativism
Tb ere is a tremendous opportunity for tbe cburch in all parts of the
world if we can begin to see other hermeneutical approaches to scripture
as not only va lid for particular contexts, bur as opportunities for learning
more about ourselves and about God's mission in the world. This paper
seeks to acknowledge the possibilities for rich learn ing opportunities from
Christians in differing realities. Theologian Stephen Bevans affirms my
optimistic outlook for unity in diversity:
Rather than a bland uniformity, Christianity is endowed with
a dynamic that moves toward unity through a rich diversity
Only if every group in the church is included in its particularity
will the church be able to be truly the church. Only as the church
enters into serious dialogue with every culture can it be a
witness to the 'Pleroma' that is Jesus Christ (Bevans 2004: 15).
The universality of the church is to be found in a dynamic particularity. As
the church becomes more and more particular in its contextual realiti es, the
question nevertheless remains: \X'hat can hold the church together in all its
particularities? T note that Bevans is optimistic, because hi s vision is an
ideal that is frequently absent in the church. Too often, it is the particularities
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of dominant realities that have controlled theology and the interpretation
of scriptures, As \'Vest's work points o ut, hermeneutics have been used by
those in power "to condone and justify injustices and burd ens p laced upon
people at the margins, while on the other hand, western theologian s and
church leaders have looked at Majority World theologies and interpreta tions
o f scripture, not with sincere dialogue or opportunities for learning in mind,
but with an eclectic view; that is, as collectors of the exotic to be set on
display, but not as wisdom that has potential for transfor mati o n of mu ltiple
faitt; communities,
I believe ther e are two p ersp ec tives th at ac t as o b stacles to th e
opportuniti es that exist in recognizing other contextual hermeneutics as
both critical and valid . These obstacles need to be addressed before we
look to the opportunities. The first, as I have already begun to describe, is a
surface level acceptance of all things " multicul tural" and "exotic" with no
true recognition of the potential for learning fro m the other. I identify thi s
as eclectic dive rsity. E cl ectic dive rsity is bo rn out of an altru istic b eli e f in
mu lticu lturali sm and the academic acceptance of plura li sm , bu t lacks
significant relationship w ith th e other. Two images wi ll help us better
understand eclectic diversity.
First, Stanley Fish h as ca lled this so rt of p lurali sm a "boutiCju e
multiculturalism" in which the ideals of pluralism are rarely played out in
actual interaction with the otherY T hi s sort of eclectic diversity is known
" by its superficial or cosmetic relationship to the ob jects o f its affection" and
"is the multiculturalism of ethnic restaurants, weekend festi vals, and high
profile flirtations with the other" stopping short of in vo lvem ent and
relationship that calls into qu es tion one's own belief system or "canons o f
civili zed decency.""
The second image is that of the eclectic coffee ho use, a comforta ble
meeting place in which we are connecti ng with the world, but only o n our
own terms. 57 This image is es pecially revealing in the popularity of short term miss ion trips in the North A merican Church. \'{!e become collectors
of bits and pi eces of cu lture and th eology and shorr-term re latio nship s
as we easily travel aro und the world with our dark blu e passports. The
eclectic co ll ec tor learns fro m the bits and pi eces, bu t o nl y as mu ch as our
level of comfort will afford . While I may enjoy Kenyan Blue Mounta in
coffee ton ight, I'll likely try som ething differe nt tomorrow, maybe from
Ja va, maybe from H onduras. In economic terms, I am co nsu ming the
reified and then commodified fragments of the exotic.58 In th e end I fin d
that T have on ly sipped from " the other" for my own en joymen t, w hile
relaxing in the comfortable eclectic atmosphere of the coffee ho use. I s
eclectic divers ity the way we interact with oth er va lid and critica l
herm eneu tica l appro ache s to Scripture?
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1 identify the second obstacle to the opportunities tha\ exist in recognizing
other contextual hermeneutics as both critical and valid, as a fear, sometimes'
healthy, but most often exaggera ted, that recogni zing truth in another
perspectiv e will turn yo u into "something evil" called a "relativist." This
obstacle is the fear of relativism. Certainly the missiologist strikes a note of
fear in some when suggesting that the ways other people read the Bible
could not only be acceptable as a valuable way o f understanding the
sc riptutes in the particular context, but might even provide insights for
reinterpreting scripture in our own context. When we look for the ways
that God ha s been speaking to a people through their own prophets, myth s,.
tex ts, through their own constructed webs of signific ance, and then
reflexively ask the question, "what can we learn from them?" we might be
accused of moving toward something often identified as relativism.
At this point I might diverge from a more standard "Evangelical"
approach and suggest that the fear and dread of relativism may actually do
us more harm than the fictive imag es we have of relativ ists. I find
anthropologist Clifford Geertz instructive when he states "relativism.
serves th ese days largely as a specter to scare us away from certain ways of
d1inking and toward others."" As Geertz asserts, the anthropological data
is in: people think differently about the world in different contexts. The
real debate should not be about holding our ground against relativism, but
abo ut how we, as believers in o ur Lo rd and Savio r Jes us, should engage
with people who don't think in our own patterns of understanding. What

we fear in relativism is that it will lead to belief in nothing and ultimately,
nihilism. Geertz qu es tion s whedler relativism ha s actually led to such an
unbelief, concluding:
There may be some genuine nihili sts out there, alo ng Rodeo
Drive or around Times Square, but I doubt ve ry man y have
become such as a result of an excessive sensitivity to the claims
of o ilier cultures; and at least mo st of the people I meet,
read, and read about, and indee d I m yse lf, are all too
committed to something or other, usually parochial. ('O
Let me be cl ear on thi s point: I am not a proponent of relativism, but
likewise, I do not want to be a proponent of the fear of relativism. What
the so~ca ll ed relativists fear is an anti ~relativi st provincialism iliat asserts
everything "other" as wrong and to be avoided. What the anti~relativists
fear is a relativist universalism thar asserts the meaninglessness of all morali ty
and any sense of universal Trud1. As missiologists, we are called to participate
in the universal misJio Dei in ever y particular context and we are called to
carry th e particular message of Jesus, ilie Good News as something that is
universally translatable in every context. From a missiological perspective, I
am soundly against closing our minds to the possibility d,at God could speak
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to people, especially followers of Jesus, outside of our own fram eworks. I am
against the social ~evolutionary, ethnocentric thinking still so prevale nt in our
communities and churches that say "we are the completed picture of what
G od has desired us to be and everyone else is not quite there yet."
After challenging these two obstacles of eclectic diversity and the fear
of relativism, we can begin to examine the deep opportunities available in
sharing and learning from other hermeneutical frameworks of understa nding.
At the root of both these ways of thinking is an ethnocentricity that sl:l:ks to
protect our own identity and way of thinking at all costs. Hopefully recot,mition
of these two obstacles can belp us move toward the wonderfu l opportunities
available in intercontextual her meneutics.
Opportunity for the Ontic Expansion of God
In spite of eclectic diversity and the fear of relativism , the hope for
uni ty and trans formative intercontextual dialogue remains. It is becoming
mo re apparent, eve n among mainstream Evange li cals such as Timoth y
Tennent, that:
the Majority World church may play a crucial role, no t only in
revitali zing the life o f Western Christianity, but in actually
contributing positively and maturely to our own lwesternJ
theological reflection. The day of regarding the theological
reflec tion s o f the Majority World church as som ething exo ti c
or anci llary, or as the obj ec t of study only for a missionary or
area specialist, is now over("
Whether or not the days o f the western church viewing lvfaj ority Wo rld
theo logy as exotic or eclectic are tru ly fini shed remains to be seen. Yet,
there is a missiologically exciting, mounting understanding of the need to
relate with and learn from the "other," especially wh en the oth er is s elf~
identified as a follower of Jesus.
Tennent's text, Theology in tbe Context of World Cbl1:clianity, ha s already
opened the eyes of numerou s studen ts in th e \'V"es t to the possibili ties for
learning from o ur broth ers and sisters in Christ around th e world. Whi le
Christians have studied western theological thought around the world for
centuries, Tenn ent's premi se is that " the theo logica l re fl ec ti o n s of the
Majority World church need to be hea rd as a part of tbe normal course of
theological stud y in the West."" What Tennent suggests is not a surface
level eclectic diversity for theological studies. Instead , it is a suggestion that
the sharing o f Chri stian theology from different contexts wi ll both " lead us
to a deeper understanding of the depositum fidei, that ancient apostolic fa ith
that form s our co nfession" and " help uS recognize some of our own, less
obvious, heresies and blind spotS.,,'1 Thu s, the sharing of theologica l
reflection from the Majority Wo rld provides opportunity for the Church in
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the West to re-focus on the core o f our faith and to help us evaluate or own
theological deficiencies and errors through an outside perspective. In tbis
paper I am seeking to ex tend Tennent's premise of th e benefits for the
sharing of theological reflections to also include the benefi ts of sharing
particular hermeneutical processes from around the world.
In mucb the sa me way tba t Bevans states, "onl y as the church enters into
se ri ous dialogue with every cu lture can it be a witness to the 'Pleroma' that
is Jesus Christ,"'" Tennent, in hi s clupter on African Christology, suggests
that as the Good N ews of Jesus has been translated into a multitude o f
particular realities, "we gain more and more insights into the beauty and
reality of Jesus Christ;" a ph enomenon described by Tennent as the "ontic
expansion of God ill Jesus Christ."" Tennent clearly states that this ontic
expansion does not change the ontological nature of either God or Christ,
but instead refers to "how Our own understanding and insight into the full
nature and work of God in and through Jesus Christ is continually expanding
as more an d more people groups co me to the feet of Jesus.""('
As I seek to build on Tennent's theory" as it relates not only to theological
reflection from the Ma jority World, but also to hermeneutical frameworks
that could provide insight to our own western exegetical interpretive blindspots, th e concept of the "ontic expansion of God in Christ" is a fo remost
explanation for why we sho uld explore and listen to disparate hermeneutical
fr ameworks. T h e r ecogni tion o f a Spirit-filled Turkana extispicic
hermeneutical framework that recognizes Jesus Christ as Lo rd can expand
our understanding of the Scriptures and our God who communi cates
th tough the Scriptures and our participation in mi.rsio Dei. It is not the
recognition of another truth or a new truth, but an on tic expansion, an
opening up of our limi ted vision and perspective to the Truth.
In addition to the ontic expans ion of God through the interpretive
in sights of an extispicic Turkana hermeneutic, we would also have the
opportunity to grow in our und erstandjng of the ways critical biblical
interpre tation cou ld be connected to existential co mmuni ty li fe. That is, we
could learn not just from particular interpretations that mayor may not
communicate in our context, but from the nature of the hermeneutical
process itself. While western hermeneutical methods tend to focus on the
individual seeking meaning and interpretation in the text through private
consultations with their biblical studie s ancestors, majority world
hermeneu tical processes, like the extispicic Turkana hermeneutic seek to
confirm and contest biblical interpretation in ever yday life. Both processes
have their own strengths and weaknesses that could be revealed through
shared practice of di sparate her meneutical processes.
This paper does not see k to evaluate one hermeneutical process as more
or less valid than another. Instead, it proposes that the opportunities for
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reflection o n ou r own practices, for deeper understanding of God through
Jes us Christ, for further insight into the meaning of the scriptures, shou ld
be enough for us to desire to learn mo re about and even attempt to interpret
th e Scriptures through other valid, critical herm ene utical frameworks. No
b old claims are made here that intercontextual hermeneutics co uld , or even
shou ld, be applied for the purpose of seeking or constructing a unified Global
critical hermeneutic for understanding scripture in all times and places, or
that an international hermeneutical community could exist outside of theorv.("
My objectives are much less grand in scope yet deeper in meaning.
Locations for Engagement of Intercontextual Hermeneutics
If the varied hermeneutical frameworks of Christians in particular
contexts around the world o ffer us such wonderful opportunities, or

blessings, what are som e ways we can practically engage these other Chri stian
inte rpretive frameworks in the context of the North l\merican Church ) I
offer three bas ic suggestions for the locati on of this practical engagement
of intercontextual her meneuti cs: T heological instituti ons, the mi ssio nary
in the church, and diaspora communities.
Theological institutions in the West often host and train North American
and Majority World Chti stians together. T here are m any opportunities for
th e engagement of intercontex tual hermeneutics, but as I have learned from
fel low students fro m aro und the world, there is also a propensity toward
eclectic diversity in any institution. As king an internati onal
student to read the scripture passage or to pray in their own language in

self~serving

chapel for th e purpose of recogni zing the diversity of the community is
eclec tic, not necessari ly wrong, but often se l f~ se r ving. Authentjc engagement
o f imercontex tual herm eneutics can occur in biblical studi es courses wh ere
professors of western exegetical, or inductive, hermeneutics intentionally
inv ite Majority World Chri stian s to participa te by lead ing the class in
alternative hermeneutic s. T hi s might not be ab le to happen in an ho ur and
fi ftee n minutes inside a classroom; we will need to be more creative.
Students in seminary preparing for mini stry should take advantage of
the opportunities to bui ld relatio nships with people from other contex ts.
Visioning processes should certainly consider the ideas o f sending students
to stud y in other contexts, hosti ng students from other con texts, hiring and
hosting professors from oth er contexts and sending away o ur North
Amcrican professors, temporarily, to tcach and learn in other contexts.
l\{iss ionaries are also id eal intercontextual herm eneuti c bridges. Tn the
past, the mi ssionary was seen as the bearer of a message that moved in one
direction, from tbe sending contex t to a particular group o f people. Tod ay
we recogn ize th e multiple roles and directions o f th e mi ssio nar y, as one
wh o both gives and receives, not only "on the field " but also in their home
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context.") Missionaries should be more explicitly recognized in our churches
as bearers of the message of Christ to the other and back again to the
sending community. In this way, missionaries would not merely inform and
report stories to North American congregations in eclectic superficial ways,
but could suggest and lead in the practice of re-reading and interpreting
scripture through alternative hermeneutical processes learned and practiced
in the Majority World. In an increasingly complex world in which Christians
in North America will ever more frequentl y interact will people who have
different fram eworks of understanding, "this is the point in which the
experience of the foreign mi ssionary has so mething to contribute."'"
As Rynkiewich's description of the current globalized situation noted at
the beginning of this paper, there are multiple "complex social settings"
where people now regularly interact with "migrants, refugees, transnationals,
and diasporas."71 It is in these diaspora communities that the Nortl1 American
church could participate in intercontextual hermeneutics. This is a more
difficult location for the church to engage scripture through alternative
h ermeneutical processes, as there are multiple hindrances to building
relationships including linguistic barriers, socio-economic barriers, and
power-structure barriers. Yet, if we are convinced of the blessings that
would arise out of engagement in intercontextual hermeneutics and our
participation in missio Dei, these are barriers that we should be willing to
break through. The present reality in most North American communities is
that diaspora communities, even Christian diaspora communities, are nearby.

Conclusion
This paper initially demonstrated tlut missiology bas used and interpreted
the Bible in various ways, shifting from use of various biblical texts for
validation of mission efforts and missions to eventually, through the second
half of the twentieth century, interpreting all of scripture through a missio nal
hermeneutic that views missio Dei as a metanarrative. Through translation
and contextualization we have come to understand the translatability of
both the message of Jesus and the text of the Bible.
Translation of the text in the form of a book prese nts interpretive
challenges that reveal the presence of different frameworks of interpretation
and learning. When these different frameworks are observed, especially in
their connection with biblical hermeneutics, it may be possible to recognize
contextual hermeneutical processes as both critical and valid, as is the case
with an extispicic Turkana Christian hermene utic. F urthermore, standard
western exegetical methods are no longer evaluated as having universal
priority over other herm eneutical processes. Mi ssiological opportunities
now exist in the possibility of intercontextual sharing of hermeneutical
processes for "reading," "exegeting," and "extispicating" the Bible together.
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Just as Turkana Christian interpretations of scripture wo uld benefit from
engagement in a more hi storical-critical approach , North American
Christians wou ld benefit from a more commu nal extispicic approach, wirh
the possibility of ontic expansion of God as revealed through the scriptures.
Th e conclusion of thi s pape r is provisio nal. Much more research into
the mu ltitude of Spirit-led hermeneutica l approaches to th e Bible of
Christians around the world would need to be comp leted before a more
general "hear), could be proposed. For miss io logists, thi s paper is nor a
license to ignore traditional western b iblical scholarsh ip for the sake of
trans latabi lity and mission. Likewise, far biblical scholars rhis paper is not a
rebuke for pouring yourselves into the minutiae of exegetical studies. I'or all
of us, thi s paper is a call ro recognize the positive opporrunities God is offering
us for bo th mission and th e message in our increasingly dece ntered world.
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I t was Ju ly of 2009, just a few days after T began my mini st ry here as
your Pres iden t. So meone came up to me and thru st a co py of th e j t .r.rtlllli i/1'
COllllly J-Jemld-Leader into my hands and said, "Congra tulati on s, yo u made
the front page!" Now tJle /e.r.rtl1lline COl/lity H ell/HLeader is not the New York
T imes, or the Boston G lobe. O K, it's not even like being m entioned in
Miley Cyr us' blog, but there r wa s o n th e fro nt page o f the H emld. J glanced
down and saw the Asbury article. and then it h appened. ]\ fy eye glanced
around to see the rest o f the front page and it was then that T saw it - the

rea! fron t page story that had peop le ta lking - not my P res id ency, but - o n
the same page as our presi dential announcement, was the other fro nt page
story of the day - Cracker Barrel was announcing the opening of a new
res taurant on Nicholasvill e Road! T hat was the rea l news on everyone's lips!
Cracker Barrel at Brandon Crossing!
Th ere is at least o ne thing th at Asbury T heological Seminary an d Cracker
Bar rel have in co mm o n. We bo th have mi ssion statements. Cracker Barrel's
mi ssio n statement is three single sy llab le word s - it's sim p le and it's
un forgettabl e, and it cl early captures th eir missio n: ea t, rel ax, shop! T hat is
the Crackle Barrel mission: E AT, RELAX and SH O P. The " eating" is, o f
co urse, classic southern cuisine - the kind o f stuff that many of us grew
up eating - biscui ts and gravy, corn bread, chicken, co untry fried steak,
etc .
Yo u won't find any sushi or capp uccino at Cracker Bar rel. T he
" shopp in g" is a reference to the fa ct that every Cracker Barrel resta urant
is attached to a store whi ch sells a wid e array of goods, ali mas s prod uced
in Chin a, but m ade to loo k like your grand pare nts hand crafted them in
Appalachia. T he " relaxing " is the most in teresting pa rt of the mi ss io n
statement. Yo u see, Cracker Barrel is n o t ju st se lli ng food and kni ck
knacks . . they are selling an experience, a fee ling of goi ng back in tim e whe n
the pace of li fe wa s slower, things were simpler, and people seem ed to be
hap pi er. T his feeling is conveyed thro ugh hund red s o f sym bols of the pas t
whi ch are hanging on tll e wall s. T heir wa li s are fes tooned with obj ec ts from
the past - mo stJy ea rly 20,h century stu ff - washboards, advertise ments for
talcum powders, old au tomobile tags, etc. The front o f every Cracker Barrel
is a p orch, li ned with rocki ng chai rs and large checker bo ards, reca lling a
slower paced, more relaxed time. T he store sel ls o ld TV serials like I ~e(lI'I: il
to lletJI)fl; the Pal'flidge Family, and th e A ndy Cliffi/h ShOll'. C racker Bar rel is
rea ll y a shrine to the past. Modern 21 st cen tur y peop le sit at ra h les in thi s
shrine and ea t and relax and maybe do some shopping . and then they go
back out in to cl1e " real world" where no body has ever heard o f ta lc um
powders and it's hard to find a "Leave it to Beaver" fa mily anywhe re.
T his is, in a nutshell , a pi cture o f what it is like for many people who go
to ch urch today. T he Church, for many, is a shrine to the past, a wee klv
escape from the worri es and anxieties of the real world th ey inhabit. l\Iodern
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people come and sit in strange long chairs called pews in church buildings,
surrounded by numerable relics from the past, many of which they know
little to nothing about, but it does produce a certain kind of feeling. The
stained glass, the agrarian scenes, the strange swaths of 1" century clothing,
maybe even a sheep in Jesus' arms, can be comforting. For many, th e inside
of a church is a strange, alien world - the sights, sounds, and even the
smells are all unusual. .. The church has its own vocabulary - our own
" foreign language" - words like redemption and sanctification are not
normally bandied about the market place! All of it make s perfect sense to
the cultural and eccl es iastical insid ers - those who bave been raised up in
the church, who have learned the language of discourse, wbo are not
surprised to see a group of people standing in choir robes, or p eopl e lifting
their hands singing "blessed be your Name." It is a "come and see" model
- a "come and experience" model. It is not really set up to be a "go and tell"
model. It is hard to export all of that into the streets. Its DNA is not really
mis sional, though many have tried to adapt it as such. You see, the nonmissional church is the inevitable child of Christendom.
By Christendom I don't mean only tbe notion of an official state churcb
like has been experienced in Western Europe or Latin America, but the
broader idea of Christendom which is simply a church which occ upies the
center of cultural life and assumes that people grow up in Christian bom es.
Christendom recalls a church where the vocabulary of discourse is consonant
with the broader culture's vocabulary of disco urse. In Christendom it is
assumcd that most people in the culture are "churcb-goers" and evangelism
bappens passively. The dominant values of the culture tlow out of tbe
church albeit in a domesticated form which has sanded down the harsh
prophetic edges and, all too frcljucntly, has succumbed to tbe seductive
temptations of power and social location. However, that is a world of our
past. Tt is no longer the world of 2010, nor will it likel y be the world of
2050 which is the world where you will exercise your greatest intlu ence and
leaders hip.
Asbury Theological Seminary must awaken to tbese new realities and
transition to equip m en and women for ministry in a post-Cbristendom
world. This is a challenge not only for those of u s in tbe Western world
which has b ecome decidedly post-Christendom, and, perhaps, culturally
pos t-Christian, but even more so for those parts of the world, particularly
througbout Asia and Africa wbere the church is growing rapidly in a context
where Christianity is on the margins of the culture, a post or nonChristenclom world which doesn't even have the memory of Christendom.
The cballenge of training, preparing and equipping a new generation of
leaders for a post-Christendom world is a challenge which is shared by
ever y Sem.inary in tbe country. But we here at Asbury have an additional
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challenge. Namely, how do we ex tend our particular mission in thi s contex t?
Wh at does it m ea n for tlJ to "spread sc riptural ho liness" in a postChristendom, glob al Ch ristian context?
Missional Holiness
Tn response to these questions, I dedicate my second convocation address
to a ca ll for As bur y Theo logica l Seminar y to embrac e and b eco m e
practitioners o f what 1 call MISSIONAL HOLINESS. What do I mean
by missional holiness? Missional Holiness brings together two streams
of hi storical understandings of pneumatology w h.ich have ofte n lived in
isolation from one another. The first stream, central to our holiness rootS,
is the Holy Spiri t's primary role as inwardly sanctifying us from sin - the
eradication of that sin ful orientation and living a life of dedicated purity. It
recalls rhe great call of God which stretches from Lev. 11 :44, 45 to I Peter
1:1 6, to be ho ly, because H e is hol y.
The second pneumatolgical stream is the role of the Holy Spirit in
empowering the church for effective and bold witness in the wo rl d. This
stream recalls that bold unction o f the Holy Spirit which turned the denying
Peter of Matthew 26 into the proclaiming Peter of Acts 2. The first stream
empha sizes the Holy Spirit's wo rk in our interior li fe. Th e seco nd strea m
thinks of the H oly Spirit as the one wh o empowers us for b old, ex ternal
witness in the world. Today, we mu st embrace a radical form of Missional
Holin ess wh ich unites these two stream s together - Inward and outward
holiness in fu ll embrace. l\1issional holiness is what our mi ssion sta tement
is pointing to when it calls us to "s pread scriptural holiness throughout the
wo rld." One or th e oth er of these stream s can be observed in th e holin ess
movement, th e K eswick move m ent, th e Pentecos tal moveme nt, the
Charismatic movement, the Converge nce movement, the mi ssional church
move ment, but rarel y have they been effectivel y brought together.
Methodi sm was, as we well know, an 18,h century protest move ment to
revita li ze the church of irs day. Because Methodism arose two centuries
after the Reformation, Wes ley was able to observe the long term frui t of
the weak pneumato logy of the Refo rmati on. Therefore,Merhod ism
represented, among other things, a pneumatological and eccl es iastica l
corrective to the theology of the magiste rial reformers, who inaclve rtentlv
had created a functional suborclinationism in their doctrine of the Hol y
Spirit. T his continues to this day in many of the classic works of Reformed
theology. There is a robust defense of the deity o f the H oly Spiri t as a fu ll
memb er of the Trinity, bu t the actual work of the H o ly Spirit is o ften
organized as a subset o f Christology as the One who applies the work of
Christ to the believer. Compare, for example, the sys tematic theologies of

Henry Theissen or Louis Berkhof with Thomas Oden's three volume work
and you will really see this point in stark contrast.
We shouldn't be overly critical of the Magisterial Reformers on this
point. They never claimed that they had completed the Reformation. In
fact it is Luther himself who proclaimed, eccle.ria semperrejormanda the church
always in Reformation. Purthermore, the Reformers understood that the
loss of Biblical Christology in the overall meta-narrative during the late
medieval period was so great that it required the full attention of the church
to re-articulate who Christ is, the centrality of his person and work, and the
need to call men and women to faith in Jesus Christ - .rola .rcripttlra, solajide,
sola gratia, sola Omsttls -these are the rallying cries of the Reformation - and
we sho uld o nly applaud them for their focus on the central acts of the
meta-narrative centered on J esus Christ and our response to them. Luther's
task was to re-establish the doorway into the household of faith, i.e. to
unambiguously set forth what it means to become a Christian. The full
implications for what it means not just to become, but to be a Christian had
to unfold over time. However, in retro spect - 200 years after Luther - Wesley
discerned the glaring neglect of the signifIcance of Pentecost, the coming
of the Holy Spirit, sanctification, the life and social impact of the church in
the world. The Reformation left us with a truncated meta-narrative which,
speaking frankly, moves from Fall to Covenant to Incarnation to Cross and
finally to the Resurrection and ascension, and then comes to a virtual stop.
While this truncated meta-narrative did restore the centrality of Christ and
his work, it also, over time, created problems in the life of the church which
an l~ 'h century Wesley keenly observed. The most obvious legacy which
remains with us is the evangelical penchant towards equating the word
'salvation' with the word 'justification .' The church needed then, as it does
today, more reformation, as it more fully responds to the full meta-narrative.
Wesley continued the ongoing reformation process by making the radical
suggestion that a believer must be "filled with the Holy Spirit" as this alone
is the evidence of true Christianity (Scriptllral Chl7:rtitll1ity, vol. 5, pp. 4~f, 52).
In Wesley, faith and fruit are finally being joyfully wed! If the gospel ends in
the resurrection of Christ, then the church has only an instrumental function
to look back and proclaim what God did in the past, with no clear connection
with what He is doing now in and through his church in the world. Tn this
truncated meta-narrative a para church organization might get the job done
with greater efficiency and less cost - a marketed gospel domesticated by
American pragmatism. Prom this vantage point the church is like a food
court, with varying programs to m eet the n eeds of religious consumers.
However, \\1esley saw that the church had not merely an instrumental role
in God's unfolding meta-narrative, but was itself part of the meta-narrative.
The church is more than merely the community of individua ls who have
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app ropriated the work of Christ. The church has a corp orate, ontologica l
role, embodied in community, refl ecting the Trinity, and central to God 's
un folding plan. (ubi Chnstlls, ibi ecc!esia - where the church is, there is Chris t)
Th e church does n't just proclaim what God did; the church i.r what God is
doing in the world. "1 will build my church" (Matt. 16: 18) d eclares o ur Lord
Jes us. A t the h eart of the gospel may, ind eed , be th e cross and res urrection,
but the gos pel con ti nu es to un fo ld in the coming o f the Holy Spirit, the life
o f the church in the world , culminating in the return of C hrist and the
ushering in o f the New Creation. The Bible does n ot run fro m Gen 3 to
Rev. 20 - the Fa ll to the Return. I t r un s fro m Ge n. I to Rev. 22 - fro m
Creatio n to New Crea tio n. Missional Holin ess enables the church to see
the full meta-narrative which stretches fro m creatio n to fa ll to covenant to
incarnation to cross and resurrection, ascen sio n, coming o f th e /-Jo ly Spirit,
th e life of the church, th e retu rn of C hri st and the fina l us hering in of the
New C rea ti o n . t\ lo ng th e way, th e ordo sa/litis ge ts a m ore robu st
und ersta nd ing o f sanctification!
Wes le y p rofo undly und erstoo d th is and the re fo re (he Mnh odist
movem en t represe n ts a co rrec ti ve - a renewed sensc that the go spel
continues to un fo ld in the world. Wesley saw that the people of G od mu st
not be decl ared holy in merely a fo rensic, judicial, private sense, b ut be hoil'
in the practica l, lived o ut public sense! Faith and Fruit mus t mee t and be
Joy full y wed. \'Vesley's empha sis o n sanc tification is h is atte mpt to ex tend
the meta-narrative to be fully Trinitarian; fu lly embracing that God is build ing
th e p eopl e o f God. Th e subsequ ent h o lin ess m ove men t in al l of its
mani festatio ns rep resents a ho ly " p us h back" o f Luth er's doctrin e of sill/III
ill.rtll.r etpec(ator - simu ltaneo usly righteo us and sinn er. Tn T.uther's theology
righteousness is a/ietl righteousness - we are no t made uprigh t, we cann o t
beco me uprigh t, we can only be declared upright as the righteo usness o f
Chri st is imp uted into the li fe of the beli eve r. For Luther, sanctificatio n is
sti ll largel y a subset o f his Christology. Th is makes perfect sense from the
perspective of a truncatedm cta-narrative which end s in C hrist and never
<ju ite m akes it to Pen tecost. H owever, Wesley was not prep ared to acce pt
sin as the inevitab le and ongoing experience of the believer. For Wes le v,
righteousness is more than God just looking at us through a d ifferent set of
glasses. T hrough the power o f the Ho ly Spiri t Wes ley affirm ed that "on e
might overcome sin and the wo rld .'" The new creation has bro ken in to the
present age in Jes us Chri st and through the empowering presence o f the
Holy Spirit it is being appropri ated into the life and experience of the believer
- that's what the second blessing is all abou t! Bro thers an d sisters we are
call ed to be ho ly, as the Scripture declares, "wi tho ut holiness no on e will
see the Lord. " Luther's anxieties abo ut th e boo k of Jam es was heca use
Luth er's tas k was to defend the front door o f the ho use - bu t when you
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look at the entire household of faith, James is more interested in the living
room than in the front door. The life of holiness is not a novel doctrine.
Wesley re-di scovered it in the Scriptures. Wesley heard it afresh from the
Nicene Creed, which set forth four marks of the true church: One, Holy,
Catholic and A postolic church. \\1esley learned it from the 4'h century saint
Macarius the Egyptian. H e learned it from the 15'h century Thomas a
Kempis. He learned it from the pietistic Moravians of his own day like
Peter Bohler and Nicholas Von Zin zendorf. The Moravians represented
the non-magisterial reformation and therefore they were inherently more
in touch with a post-Christendom world since they never accepted the
Christendom project to begin with. These were Wesley's tutors in holiness:
Biblical autllOrs, patri stic saints, pre-Reformation mys ti cs, and pietisti c
Moravians, not to mention his own heart -warming experiences of Aldersgate
and Fetter's Lane.
Wesley eventually emphasized the Spirit's role in the sa nctification of
believers and accep ted the idea of a "second" crisis experience sub sequent
to justification, a doctrine which would become a key feature in later holiness
and Pentecos tal pneumatology. H e referred to this experience in various
ways, including "perfect love," "eradication of inbred sin," "second blessing,"
and "entire sanctification," all of which influenced the theology of the
holiness tradition. Christian movements around the world will use different
terminology to describe this ~ we say "entire sanctification," or "second
blessing," the Pen teco stal s and H. C. Morrison call it " baptism in tl1e H o ly
Spirit," tl1e Eastern Orthodox call it becoming " living icons." But, taken
together, the church around the world is increasingly recognizing that along
with sola Smpttlra, sola fide, sola gratia, sola Cblisttls, we mu st add sola Spilittls ~
the Holy Spirit alone makes the church holy! The Holy Spirit alone empowers
us for holy mission in the world. l'vIissional holiness!
Wesley's empha sis on sanctification is his attempt to extend the metanarrative ~ to continue th e Reformati o n ~ to help th e church be more full y
Trinitarian. His th eology began with a focus on holiness as the eradication
of sin , i.e. the inward pneumatological stream. H owever, as Wesley's
pneumatology deve loped, he came to see the public and external power of
holine ss as tl1e church bears fruit for the kingdom. The witness of the
Spirit which confIrms faith becomes in Wesley the power of the Spirit to
produce fruit and to transform the world ~ to spread sc riptural holiness
through the world. This is missional holiness: T he Holy Spirit empowering
believers for witness, ser vice, evangelism and church planting.
This is why I call us to embrace missional holiness. l\Iissional holiness
insists on discipleship and sa nctification in the lives of believes, bur also
joins th at with a deeper appreciation that we are cleans ed from sin so tbat
we can more effectively proclaim and model Christ's life in to the world. It
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is this missional focus which unleashed the dynamic church planting ministry
of Franics Asbury. It is missional holiness which made Wesleyan evangelical
"brick yard" preaching, church planting, holy club organizing, social visionary
theologian.
What does this mean for us today at Asbury? What does it mean for us
to embrace mission al holin ess? I would like to make three suggestions.
First, a renewed emphasis on our evangelistic-church planting h istory
and ca ll ing. Tn the world of Christendom, evangelism happens passively,
mostly within the home - pillow and hearth catechesis - and through th e
ordinary work of confirmation classes. However, the traditional heartlands
of the church are today increasingly post-Christendom. The Western world
is the fastest growing mission field in the world. The church in African and
Asia is growing in a context where Christianity is on the margins quite
separate from any Christendom models. Even Latin America, after cenmries
of Christendom, is today emerging as a post-Christendom church, in large
part due to the dramatic inroad s Penteco stalism is making in traditional,
magisterial Roman Catholicism. \'(!e have to learn how to evangelize and
plant churches again, and do it from the prophetic margins, not the center,
of culture. I look for the day when Asbury Theological Seminary will be
one of the great church planting sending centers in the world, modeling
how to plant churches in a post-Christendom world, whetl1er in Wilmore (multiethnic Orlando) or in China. This can happen if we embrace missional holiness.
Second , l'vIissional Holiness reminds uS that holines s is central to th e
meta-narrative; a true mark of the church, not a sectarian doctrine. We
must embody for the world what it means to be a holy people. We must
never forget the basic lesson of the Reformatio n about what is necessary
to become a Christian, but we also dare no t lo se our holy momentum in
se tting forth what it means to be a Christian - to live as a d isc ipled beli ever.
\'(!e must not forget that the only acmal imperative form in Matthew's Great
Commission is the word "mathetctIJate" -'make disciples' This was Wesley's
passion which led to holy clubs and class meetings and peop le be ing called
"Methodi sts." \X'hen people ask yo u what in the world has happened to
Methodism today, just tell them that our current state can be traced to that
time when the word Methodist became a noun rather than an adjective, and
the day we get our adjective back, is the day we will once again model
mi ssional discipleship. Wesley unders tood that discipleship is crucial for
holiness. \'(!e must recapture this, because it is central to our D NA .. We sti ll
believe in a post-conversion experience with the Holy Spirit which re-orients
our affections away from sin and towards holiness. The second blessing
makes perfect sense o nce the meta-narrative itself is released from its
truncated state and fully embraces not only the person, but the work of the
Jloly Spirit. l'vIissional Holiness is the bridge between faith and fruit.
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Third, if we, in true \Vesleyan tradition, capture the full meta-narrative
from creation to New Creation, then we will also, simultaneously, capture a
truly global, non-sectarian vision of the church. This Pall we are launching
our 2023 global prayer vision. It is a commitment to a process to pray and
to envision what we are to become by the year 2023 when we celebrate our
100,h anniversary as an institution. You see, what I am advocating today is
not a "quick fix" but a generational transformation of Asbury. Like building
a cathedral, each generation had its part. For us, missional holiness means
understanding " theological education" holistically, including forming the
mind , inward transformation and discipleship, and missional equipping for
bold service in the world. We go forth not only as bearers of the gospel to
those who have not heard, but as partners with the church of Jesus Christ
around the world. We have resources and capacities which can enormously
encourage and assist the global church . Likewise, the global church has
insights into evangelism and church planting for a post-Christendom world
which we despera tely need to receive. Tn Tndia I have met brothers who
have seen the lame healed, the dead raised and the good news preached to

the poor. I have had the privilege of training hundreds of church planters
in India and have seen the fruit of this v itality. In Africa I have met sisters
in Christ who have seen visions and seen thousands come to Christ in the
dawning of new days of Pentecost. I had the joy of personally baptizing a
new Chinese believer in th e Yangtzee River. I did it in the dead of night for
fear of the authorities, but in the process I captured a renewed glimpse of
what God is doing in China. God is moving in the global chllfch and we
being called to be a part of it.
It was John \Vesley who once prophetically wrote what I believe is one
of the best definitions of missional holiness. It is in his work entitled, the
General Spread of the Gospel: "May we not suppose that the same leaven of
pure and undefiled religion of the experimental knowledge and love of
God, of inward and outward holiness, will .. gradually be diffused .. to the
remotest parts of not only Europe, but of Africa, Asia and America." (Works,
vol. 6, p. 283). You see, Wesley's missional holiness and fully envisioned
meta-narrative, not only gives us sola spiritus, but it also gives us sola ecclesiathe Church alone is the embolliment of the N ew Creation and is the visible
expression of God's redemptive tIli.r.rio dei in the world. Students of Asbury,
fall in love with God's holy church!
Brother and sisters at Asbury Theological Seminary, we are called to go
into all the world preci sely because God's prevenient grace has already beat
us there. That prevenient grace becomes embodied in modern flesh and
blood versions of the Macadonian Man who continues to call and beckon
us. The worship of Je sus which John eschatologically sees in the New
Creation is from men and women from ever y tribe, tongue and language,
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worshipping the Lord. Today, worship is rising up in Spanish and English
and German and French, but that will never suffice - not at this banquet!
The N ew Creation is calling forth worship in Mandarin and Farsi and Kurdi sh
and Afrikaans and Lao and Hausa and Hincli and Swahili and Korean and
Arabic and hundreds more! I can almost hear the srrains of the New Creation
now as the global church explodes in growth! Ho liness neve r impacts th e
wo rld in some vague, generic, or merely forensic sense, but in the en fl es hed
lives o f real people in local contexts. Mission'll holiness must become
embodied in the lives of the rice farmer in Tianjin, China, th e tex ti le worker
in Hanoi, the literature professo r in Sao Paulo, the co nstructio n worker in
Nairobi, the businesswoman in Budapes t, the soccer mom in Seattle, the IT
profess ional in Mumbai, the school teacher in Orlando. This is mi ss ional
holiness for a post-C hri stend om wo rl d!
Conclusion
Cracker Barrel may have given us those three com forting word s:
EAT, SHOP and RE LAX
But, we have a far more compelling, powerful and rransforming mission.
N ot, EAT, SHOP, and RELAX, but FAITH , l-f OLlNESS, AND NEW
CREATION. May those word s summon us afresh as the people of G od
here at Asbury Theological Seminary, "a community ca lled" to mi ssional
holiness. Amen.
E nd Notes
I D onald \'1./. Dayton, Theological Roots
Asbury Press, 1987) ,37
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Abstract

Tn a recent pi ece for the Asbury Theological Journal , Na than Crawford
has attempted to put current understandings of em ergent phen om ena within
the n euroscien ces in conver sa tion with Christian soteriology; in particular,
Crawford has sought to link up themes found in emergence with di stinctively
\'Vesleyan pers pect ive s on san cti fication. Tn thi s article, T o ffer so me
refl ection s on th eo log ical me thodol ogy in lig ht of Crawford's analysis, and
I identify som e need ed clarifications of K enneth J Collins's model o f John
Wesley's soteriology. In the latter half of the piece, I present a critical analysis
of the issue of monergism and synergism in Wesley's understanding of grace.
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I. Scientific Emergentism and Theological Methodology
In a recent pi ece in the Asbury Theologicalfotlrnal, Nathan Crawforu has
attempted to put current und erstandings of emerge nt ph enomena within
th e neurosciences in conversation with Christian so teri ology; in parti cula r,
Crawford has sought to link up themes found in emergence with distinctively
Wes leyan perspectives on sanctification. He defines emergence as "the theory
that cosmic evoluti o n repeatedly includ es unpredictable, irreducibl e, and
novel appearances."1 According to Crawford, theology can use the " kind
of thinking" employed in the neurosciences to enrich its articulatio n o f
doctrin al matters, in this case the doctrin e of enrjre sanctification.' Crawforu
goes on to offer a constru ctive proposal that he beli eves sheds light o n the
debate between Kenneth]. Collins and Randy Maddox, proponents o f the
two main competing interpretations of John Wesley's theology. Toward the
end of hi s piece, Crawford argues that if the creation and evolution of
human p ersons have b een shown to be emergent ph eno mena, we can
speculate that salvation and sanctification are emergent phenom ena as well.;
There is much to commend a meth odo logy that seeks to illustrate
coherence between the work of God in creation and the work of Gou in
salva ti on. Th e achievements of scien ce in term s of improv ing our
und erstanding of the material world can illuminate and inform the tas k of
soteriology, which is the branch of Christian theology that see ks to give a
logica l account of the natur e o f human sa lvation. Likewise, o ur
unders tanding of how God works in salvation can shed light on Go d's
creating and sustaining work in the natural world. All truth is God's truth,
so we sho uld expect general revelation and special revelation to be not only
logically consistent, but also mutually reflective of one another. T he Christian
worldview has the wh erewithal to provide such a unified and integrated
vision of reality. So, for instance, science can tell us much about the makeup
o f the human person in terms of the brain and neuroscience, which we ca n
th en correlate with Chri stian th eological anthropology.4
Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind the limitations and potential
pi tfall s o f such a methodology, some of whi ch Crawford himself is exp li citly
aware" To begin, we cannot assum e that God's work in crea ti on wi ll always
have a direct or complete parallel with the Lord's work in salvation. While
some such parallel s may exist between the two spheres, we need to possess
more than m ere ly sugges ti ve evidenc e b ased on loo se ly analogous
relati onships be fore we can make responsibl e ex trapol ation s. Moreover, rhe
Christian Scriptures, interpreted in the conrext of the church, conta in the
cl eares t and most complete revelation of Gou's savi ng activity in the world,
and hence they should serve as our pree minent source for soteriological
truth. This should have a sigruficant impact on our theological methodo logy.
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Because our independent knowledge of soteriological truth through general
revelation is often spotty, limited, and unclear, we should start with God's
complete revelation in Scripture and work from there. Unless we have strong
evidence from nature for a proposition r~fevant to Joteriofogy-evidence that is
stronger than the evidence we possess for a logically incompatible
interpretation of Scripture-it is more epistemically and theologically sound
to follow the light of God's special revelation regarding that proposition 6
Our methodology should differ substantially if we are dealing with
scientific propositions-propositions about the natural world. In what I see
as the classical Wesleyan view on the role of Scripture, the Bible does not
purport to speak authorit.'ltively on the intricacies of the processes of nature.
Questions about such topics are best posed and answered within the realm
of the physical sciences'" This is not to say that the Bible has nothing to say
about the nature of physical entities, but its primary purpose is to speak on
matters of salvation and our relationship to God. l'\evertheless, it would
also be a mistake to view science and theology as occupying utterly
disconnected epistemic spheres, "never the two shaLl meet." As Alvin
Plantinga has pointed out, belief that a divine creator is the ultimate cause
of nature will (rightly) affect our evaluation of the plausibility of various
scientific hypotheses, even if that creator never interferes directly in the
world beyond the initial creation ,'
In addition to these methodological considerations, to which Crawford
may well be amenable, many would take issue with his seeming view that all
of God's work in creation from the Big Bang onward can be subsumed
under a gradualistic, process-oriented paradigm via evolution.' He
importantly leaves out the Big Bang itself-God's creation of the world out
of nothing (creatio ex nihilo)-which surely mu st be seen as a non-gradual,
ins tantaneous act; indeed it is a miracle. ' °At the moment of the Big Bang,
the natural universe in its nascent form comes into being out of nothing
with all of the necessary prerequisites for life as the result of the sheer free
will of God. Wesley pointed to creation and the giving of life as a species
of the free grace of God, tl1e sovereign work of God alone."
But beyond this, insisting that all of God's creative activity after the Big
Bang falls under emergent or evolutionary labels seems to overshoot the

scientific evidence. Are we certain that evolution or emergent phenomena
can explain all complexity in nature, including the origin of life from non life? It seems to me that this would be to go beyond currently available
scientific evidence, even if all biological complexity can be explained via
natural, Darwinian evolution (Darwinism can begin only when there is life) .
It is possible that God has performed miracles in the course of natural
history that disrupt any emergent relationship between new phenomena
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and old ph eno mena. Because we lack a compreh en sive und erstanding of
natural hi story, we should not assume that a comprehensive evo luti onary
or em ergent paradigm can explain eve rything in th e natural worlu .'2

II. Competing Interpretations of Wesley Clarified
In hi s p iece, Crawford brie fl y summari zes bo th Co lli ns's and Maddox's
interpre tations of Wesley's theology before presenting his own constru ctive
proposa l. Crawford concedes that hi s cliscussion is "slightly arbitrary" and
that " the two are much mo n: nuanced" than he has shown.'.; One certainly
cannot expec t Crawford to address each and every subtlety in these two
competing realLngs of Wesley, but in this case Crawford's lack of nuance
resu lts in a mi srepresentation of Collins's view. While Crawford uoes note
that the "instantaneo us" (Collins's) anu the " process" (Maudox's) views, as
he terms them, do not mutually excl ud e o ne another, he fa il s to illustra te
auequately the collJimclive nature of Collins's view of Wesley's understanuing
o f sanctification that in corp orates both process and crisis elcme nt s. ' ~
The source of the confusion, I think, li es in C rawford 's frelju ent
conflation of the process of sa nctification with entire sa nctificati o n, a
distinction that is critical in unders tanding Co llins's view on these matters.
I n his pubLshed work, Collins has argued for a process of sanctification
that begins after the crisis of the new birth anu in w hich the tempe rs o f the
heart are gradually transformed and made holy by God's grace.' s The process
of sa nctifi cation is to be clistinguished from entire sanctification, which in
ColLns's reading o f Wesley is a second, di sti nct work of grace that issues in
a ljuali tative change fro m an impure heart to a fu lly pure heart. In one
moment the heart is impure, and in the next it is pure by the actualization
of entirely sanctifying grace. 1(, Once th e clistin ctio n betwee n the process of
sanctification and entire sanc tiflcation is maue clear, one can see that Co llins
has a place in his interpretation for gradual growth by degree in sa nctifl' ing
gr ace. But w herea s M addox tend s to focus o n th e proc ess -o ri ented
climensions of \Ves ley's thought in a seemingly exclusive way, Colli ns presents
an o,.do Ja/uliJ that incorporates both process anu cris is elements o f \Ves ln's
soteriology.
It is worth noting two more aspects of Crawford 's prese nta tion that
need some tweaking. Firstly, he reports th at Collin s separates th e twofold
problem of sin into the "o urwaru appearance" of sin and "the prob lem of
original, inbred sin." In point of fact, Collins, following Wesley, distinguish es
between tlcllla/sin, pertaining to deliberate acts that go against God's cl ea rl y
revealed will ("will ful tran sgression of a known law of God "), anu ol~~il/ti/
or iI/bred sin, pertaining to sin as a state in the form of unho ly tempers and
dispositions. 17 The di stincti on between outward and inward sin is a different
matter. To illustrate the diffe rence, one can co mmi t actua l sin , on this
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definition, even if it has no outward manifestation whatsoever. For instance,
one may surrend er to th e intention to commit adultery without ever hav ing
th e opportuni ry to commit the act outwardly. Inbred sin, alternatively, can
manifes t itself in outward behavior, as when our partly well-intentioned
actions are mixed with sinful motives. '"
Secondl y, Crawford seems to impute the v iew that original sin is a
" juridical punishment upon all of humanity for the sin of Adam" to Collins,
though thi s view is repudiated b y both Collins and Maddox." Bo th
in terpreters highlight Wesley's growing opposition to tll e notion of original!
inherited guilt, which is reflected in Wesley's work in two ways: first, Wesley
eventually argued that any guilt inherited from Adam is cancelled at birth
by the atoning work of Christ. 20 Second, Wesley omitted the allusion to
inherited guilt in the Ninth Article of the Anglican Thirty-nine Articles when
he pruncu and reformulateu them for th e Methodists in Am erica. Both
interpreters agree that the eviu ence from Wesley's works indicates that he
was far more comfortable speaking about original sin in terms of inherited
corruption rather than inherited gui/I. 21

III. A Fresh Look at Wesleyan Grace
Many of the church's ho ttest theological controversies have been over
the role of divine grace in human salvation. It comes as no surprise then
that some of the most central debates in Wesley stuuies are over the nature
of divine grace and its relationship to the human will. On the one hand,
Collins has argued for an overarching distinction between "co-operant grace"
and " free grace." \'Vhen he spea ks of co-operant grace, Collins is lifting up
threads of Wesley's thought that involve divine-human cooperation, what
is commonly called synergism. With co-operant grace, God takes the
initiative, bur human beings must wo rk as well. By free grace, Collins is
referring to those points in Wesley's ordo .ra/utir (order of salvation) in which
God works "alone" apart from all human working, what is commonly termed
monergism 22 He sees free grace as a departure from clivine-human synergism
in Wesley's thought. Collins seeks to hold these two conceptions of Wesleyan
grace in a conjunctive balance. On hi s interpretation of Wesley's though t,
God "works alone" in the ordo .ra/uti.r (via free grace) in prevenient grace,
justification / regeneration, and entire sanctification. 23
On the other hand , Maddox id entifies "responsible grace" as the
overarching conception of grace in Wesley's theology. Maddox's responsible
grace is essentially identical to Collins's co-operant grace. It highlights the
necess iry of God's gracious, empowering initiative, wlule afftrming that
human persons must also work with this grace in a divine-human synergism.24
Collins wants to affirm Maddox's insights, but he argues that a failure to
incorporate free grace into o ne's overall view o f grace results in a distorted,
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semi -Pelagian read ing of Wesley's theology that neglects Wesley's wellworked them e of the work of God alolle2 ' But alth ough Maddox does no t
give the monergistic work of God a name or make it a central feature in hi s
hi storical and constructive account of \'\fesley's th eology, he nevertheless
tlnds mo nergis m in We sley's theo logy in terms of God's creating and
sus taining activity in th e worJd. 2G Co llin s, too, find s th e theme of mon ergism
in Wesley's understanding of creation2?
Befo re we evaluate th ese two reigning conceptions of Wes leya n grace,
we need to take a short excursus in phi losophical/systematic theology in
order to get a tlrm grasp o n the concept of monergism. As a theologica l
term, " mon ergism" is generally defined as entailing the work of God alone
to the excl usion o f all human working or activ ity. \'\fh ether God is working
alone in a uni lateral se nse that does not entail determinism, or whether the
Lord is working alone in a deter ministic/ irresistible2K sen se, the basic id ea
is that the Lord is the 01lly ca usal actor in any m oment of monergistic grace
to the exclusion of all human working, as the term itself suggests. '"
Monergism is typically seen as contrasting with synergism , which invo lves
both divin e and human work- divine/human cooperation.
It seems clear from the evidence marshaled by Coll ins and Maddox that
John Wesley did develop both synergistic and monergistic conceptions of
grace. 311 The con junction of divine working alld human working is not
suftl cient to capture the totality of Wesley's thought on grace; one needs an
even larger conjunction involvi ng both divine-human cooperation and the
work of God alone. " As we have already noted, Wesley explicitly states
that God works utterly alone in the creation of the world. In ad di tion to
this, Wes ley sees God as working unilaterally in many of th e Lord's
provid enti al acts, including some that involve human bei ngs and their
salvation. For instance, as \'\fesley notes, God's sove re ign power alo ne
establi shes the following decree: " H e that believeth shall be saved: he that
believeth n ot shall be damned.""
Moreover, as Collins rightly notes, a logical impli cation o f Wesley's views
o n original sin and total depravi ty is that prevenient g race (in Outler's
" narrow sense," which is the more common usage in Wesley) must also be
understood as a spec ies of genuin e monergism in terms of re sto ring four
key features of human personali ty in re sponse to the fall: a basic kn owledge
of the attributes of God, a partial re-inscription o f the moral law, conscience,
and a measure of free will. 33 Apart from God's preveni ent grace, we would
be a mass of sin, utterly unable to respond to God either positively or
negatively, for we would lack the essential features suftlci ent for personhood.
Collins is explicit that God's work is " irresistibl e" at this point. 1• This might
be something of a mi snomer, as on Wesley's view th ere is no person in
place capable of res isting God's grace apart from thi s restoring preveni ent
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grace due to the severe effects of the Fal!." Nevertheless, God's work in
the initial restoring act of prevenient grace is at least unilateral in that God
is the only one working. Indeed, even the ongoing prevenient overtures of
God's grace in addition to this initial restoring activity can be characterized
rightly as monergism insofar as they continue to occur apart from our
positive response (and in the face of our negative response), which reveals
the unilateral, though non-deterministic, nature of ongoing prevenient
g race.'" Any positive response to grace depends upon God's ongoing
bestowal of prevenient grace.37 So both initial, restoring prevenient grace
an d ongoing prevenien t grace are examples of genuin e monergism, for
God works alon e in both instances.
Does Wesley develop a monergistic understanding of ju stification /
regeneration and entire sanctification? I think the answer to this is in one
sense "yes" and another sense " no." In order to approach this particular
issue, we first need to note that Collins seems to use the language of
"monergism" and "the work of God alone" (interchangeably) to refer to
two somewhat different phenomena in his theological interpretation of
Wesley. On the one hand , he uses it to refer to the unilateral or irresistible /
determini stic work of God that does not involve or entail any human
re sponse whatsoever, such as the Lord's work in prevenient grace. 1S On the
o th er hand, he uses it to refer to justification/ regeneration and entire
sanctification, which he holds are resistible works of God that require the
necessary condition of our free reception 3 9 This dual-usage can also be seen
in the fact that Collins uses his umbrella term for the monergistic work o f
God, " free grace," to cover God's conditional work in ju stification/
regeneration and entire sanctification, as well as the unilateral or irresistible/
deterministic work of God in prevenient grace 4 0
This ambiguity in Collins's terminology is likely a reflection of Wesley'S
own slightly ambiguous use of thi s language, which is actually an indirect
tes tament to Collins's faitllfulness to t11e so urce material.'" Wesley him self
applies monergistic language both to th e unilateral or irres istible/
deterministic work of God in creation, providence, and prevenient grace,
which we have already seen, and to the resistible and conditional work of
God in justification /regenerati o n and entire sanctification, An exampl e of
the latter usage can be found in Predestinatjon Calmly Considered, in which
\,(!esley asserts, " It is tl,e work of God alone to justify, to sanctify, and to
glorify; which three comprehend the whole of salvation."" Furthermore,
in addition to speaking of the unilateral or irresistible/ deterministic work
of God in creation as a species of "free grace," Wesley also speaks of
God's resistible and conditional work in conversion as "free" as well: "One
may freely give you a sum of money, on the condition you stretch out your
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hand to receive it. It is therefore no contradiction to sa)" 'We are justifi ed
frecly by grace, and yet upon certain ter ms and conditions."'4,;
It is straightforwardly clear how God's work in crcation, providence,

and prevenient grace can be accurately described as monergism in Wesle\es
thought: there are no conditions for human beings to meet at such junctures,
so it clear that God works utterly alone at such moments, whe ther this is
understood in a unilateral or an irresistible/deterministic sense. What is
less clear is how God's work in justi fica tio n / regenera tion and entire
sanctification can be accurately d escribed as monergism in light of both
Wesley's and Co llins 's affirmation that aspirants of these graces must
perform a free' 4 act of consent in order to receive them. Can this apparent
contradiction be resolved? Can we make se nse of monergism at these
moments of grace, or must Wesley be interpreted as a synergist with respect
to Justification / regeneration and entire sanctification for the sa ke of logical
consistency?
Collins describes the condition of consent required to receive these graces
as an ",,!tJ/oJtpassive" act of surrend er and faith. 45 He wam s to avoid calling
this surrender a "wo rk,"'" but it seems clear that insofar as one is not totally
passive when one exercises such an act of faith, one is engaged in some
degree of activity, however minimal. Such an almost passive act is still an
act, which is to say that it is a movemem or operation of the wi ll that
requires some measure of causal exertion by the agent. Because thi s ac t is
enabl ed by God's ongoing prevenient grace, we are talking about di\'inehuman cooperation here; in other words, we are still in the synergistic model
at this point.
This does not, however, complete the piCl"me of what happens in th ese
crucial moments of grace. While we indeed do someth ing even in an almost
passive act of faith, what exac tl y is it that we do? If we understand this act
of faith as leading to a state of "openness" before God in Weslev's theology,
as Collins does''', it is plausible that the goal of such an act is to ente r into
a state of truly total passivity before God's grace. Collins seems to ex press
a worry that total passivity before God's grace wou ld rule out genuine human
fr eedom and entail determinism, which is w hy he is careful to describe the
act of faith in crucial moments of grace as being "almost" passive 4 ' While
thi s concern is understandable, it seems clear to m e that so long as Cod
docs not causaliy determine us to choose something in such moments, and
so long as an agent freely chooses to enter into a state of total passivitl'
before God's grace, there is nothing incompatible between lotal pa>s i\'il)'
and stanclard accounts of libertarian freeclom and hum an "gencI', \'(Ih3"
this means, interestingly enough, is that monergism does not necessari h'
entail determinism even when it comes to our positi ve responses to Cod.
In order to get an idea of what such an act of surrender would look lik e,
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consider the analogy of a pa tien t submitting to an inhere ntly painful
operation by a medical professional. The natural inclination of th e patient
is to resist th e doctor's work altogether because of the unavoidable pain
invo lved in th e procedure. Resistance represents activity of the will,
regardless o f how considerabl e or slight that activity is. Now imagine that
this operation requires the patient to lie fl at and idle on a table. If the
patient choo ses to submit to the operation, she essen tially chooses to cease
resisting and enter into a state of complete and utter inactivity of the will.
Although it takes an act of the w ill to enter into snch a state, the state itse lf
represents total passivity and a complete lack of human effort and willings.
T h e o nl y person working after such a surrend e r is the doctor who is
performing the operation.
If we app ly the sa me kind of sequ ential thinking to justi fi cation /
regene ratio n and entire sanctifi catio n, we can see the subtle way in which
synergism gives way to m onergism at these crucial operation s of grace. By
freel y and coope ratively relaxing ourse lves into the grace of God through
an almost passive act of faith , we ente r into a state of total passivity before
God's grace. In this ac t, we simply cease giving into our natural inclination
to resist the grace of God. Such an act of faith should be understood as a
complete relincluishment of all exerti on and activity, as one surrenders to
an operation or to sleep:" This synergis tic act of surrender, which is enab led
by the ongoing prevenient grace of God, gives way to genuine m onergism
once human activity completely ceases and th e Lord alone is at work.
W hil e justification/ regenerati on and entire sanctification are different
fro m o ther instances o f monergism in Wesley's theology in that they require
a synergistic work o f faith as a necessary condition to receive these graces,
once thi s condition is met we indeed break through to genuine monergism
at these soteriol ogical points.'" By willing to enter into a state of non-willing,
we choose a state of co mpl etely pass ive openness before God as the Lord
alone works unilaterally. \'Ve need not first "be or do thus or thu s," as Wesley
puts it, in terms of contributing to God's work beyond presenting ourselves
to God so that the Most High can acco mpli sh it. S! God is the one and on ly
causal ac tor in such moments. Moreover, the powerful works of g race
wrought by God at the soteriological points of justification/regeneration
and entire sanctification are radically disproportionate to the paltry work
we do to receive them, and far more crucial than the gradual growth in
grace that ta kes place before and after these moments. "
In the course of this ana lysis, I have to uched upo n two related iss ues
that must nevertheless b e kept distinct in order for fru it ful dialogue on
\'Vesleyan grace to co ntinue to take place. T h e fir st is the matter of
inte rpretation: What did Wesley mean? W hat reconstruction reflects his
most mature theological reflection? The seco nd is the question of logical
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consistency and theo logical soundness: Was Wes ley logically co nsistent in
hi s variou s aftirmation s? Docs he ever equivocate over certain terms e ll j
have not developed a fully-orbed model of Wesley's theology fit to compete
with that of Collins and Maddox in thi s short paper. In stead, I have foc used
my analysis of Wesleyan grace on the iss ue of monergism and synergism in
Wes ley's th eology of grace. I affirm with Maddox and Collins that in Wes ley's
thinking, God di spla ys genuine monergism in the Lord 's crea ting an d
sustaining activity in the world. Furthermore, I agree wid1 Collins that Wesley
sees God as working alone in the work of prevenient grace. J also have
noted that \'(Ies ley understand s God to work monergistica ll y in certa in
provid ential decrees.
When it comes to justification / regeneration and entire sanctifica ti on, I
believe Collins is on the right track in identifying th ese works of g race as
in stances of monergism in Wes ley's thought.'" T here is no do ubt that Wesley
uses the language o f "the work of God alo ne" to characterize th ese
soteri ological mom ents. I have presented so me fu rther cl arifi cations and
distinctions that can help us see that there is an irreducibl e element of
synergism involved in almost passively receiving these graces. T hi s synergism
gives way to monergism as the will chooses to drain itself of all activity and
effectively turn itself o ff before the g race of God." It does see m that
genuine monergism logicall y entail s total passivity on the part of the agent
at these points, for God must be the sole causal actor in order to be the
only one working. This does not, however, imply or entail determini sm at
these points. Moreover, it should be obvious that the cooperation entailed
by almost passive acts of surrender is radically different fro m the synergism
involved in o ur highly active works of mercy and piety, as we are talking
about an almost pass ive act of surrender that resu lts in a state of total
passivity. \X/e might employ a di stinction between J1leak and J/rong synergism
to make th e difference cl ear.;(·
T hope that the brief refl ections offered in this paper can prompt fresh and
exciting refl ec tion on the topics of methodology and grace in Wes leyan theology.
Examining our methodology of theology teq uires us to dig deepl y in order to
un cover our most ba sic philosophi ca l and theo logical presuppositiuns about th e

nature of knowledge, reve lati on, and God. The more we exa min e these
presuppositi ons, th e berter our theo logica l thinking will be. And when wc ana lyzc
grace, we are analyzing the work of God in bringing people to salvation, a tas k that
is as in1po rtant as it is chal.lenging. Whenever we enter in to either conversa tion , we
mu st be sure to represent o ur di alogue partners accuTately so that fruitfu l and
il lum inating in terac tion can take place.57
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ho ld that God is the o nly actor / agent in salvation from start to fi n ish (total
monergism), as they generally do, while also ho ld ing tha t human beings have any
real kind of agency, as they generall y wa nt to do' Wha t thi s reveals, I thin k, is that
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'" What is crucia l here i, that the mil cea,e, all exertion and activity. The body
natu rall y will still display activity, th o ugh in an involllntar), way, whether we are talki ng
abo ut surrendering to an operation or surrendering to the grace of God.
50 Wesley seems to hold that God can bring about entire sancti fication (and
presumab ly conversion) whenever the Lord pleases, it being a species of divine
freedom and sovereignty. I ndeed, in a key passage, Wesley seems to be affirming
that it is only conditionally necessar y that we do works do p repare to receive entirely
sanctifying grace. See Collins 288~293 . Two things need to be said about this. At
the very least, as Wesley (and Collins) affirms, faith is absolutely nece"ary to receive
the gifts of God. If we refuse to meet this condition, then God cannot grant us
these graces without overriding our personhood. Secondly, mo", if not all persons
require time and opportunity to arrive at the state of spiritual receptivity required
to receive free ly en tirely sanctifying grace. It is precisely our pride that must be
overcome before God can convey entirely sanctifyi ng grace in a way that respects
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ou r personh ood. So wh ile I affirm wit:h Wesley and Co llin s that the suteriu lugic .1
timerable is surely in the hands and guidance of the Sovereign T,ord , it is not just the wi ll
uf G od thal is a factor here, but also the will uf man. Most if not all people require time
and opportuniry before they are prepared to receive entirely sanctifying grace.
5! Sermons 2:53 . Of course, we do have to freely receive these g races throug h
an act o f faith. While such acts of surrend er themselves surely are almo st pass ive,
it often takes a great amount o f mo ral effort- strenuous cooperation with C od 's

g race-to o vercome o ne's pride in order to be wil li ng to perfo rm alnlost passive acts

o f surrender to God.
52 Collins seems to assume that the work o f God alo ne and receiving g race
always email a q uali tative or instantaneous (crucial) change in Wes ley's thought, but
I do not believe he has defended thi s entailment. See Co lli ns 14-15. In my read ing
of Wes ley, God works alone at various points thro ugho ut o ur Ch ri stian walk and

the process o f sanctificatio n, not just at crucial mo ments o f g race sll ch justification /

regeneration and entire sanctificatio n. T his mean s that there is " receiving g race" in
Wesley's thought beyond qualitative or instantaneous works of grace. fu r an examp le
of this, see S erJllollS 1:226. In o ther words, I think God can and does wo rk alo ne o n
us ill in cremenral degrees (\v ith us receiving thi s work o ver tinl e throug h almo st

pass ive acts of faith) o n Wesley'S view, as well as in sta ntan eously and lJ uali ta hvel y
(such as in jusl'ifi cal'ion / regenerarion and en tire sanctifi carion).
33

N o te th at the iss ue here is logica l co nsistenc y and proper use o f theolog ica l

language. W hile 1 certain ly affirm that there is plen ty o f roo m for mys tery, paradox,
and tension in theo logy in their p roper place, we ought to pu sh logic and cl ari ty as
far as they can go before appeali ng ro such notions, and we certainly should no t be
comfortab le with logical con tradictio ns. T he point of a soteriological model, afte r
all , is to exp lain, not to ob scure.
54 A s Co lli ns righ tly points out, Wesley does use parall el language when
describing justific atio n / regeneration and entire sanctifi catio n, implying that G od
works in comparatively instantaneo us/quali tative ways in both. See Coll in s 287288. I n my own view (distinct fro m Wesley's) , entire sanctifica tio n is just the

co mp letio n of th e process o f sann ific(lrion (whi ch includ es bo th rece iv ing and

respond ing grace along the way) . O n this view, entire sanctifi cation is sri ll a thresho ld
change o f so rts: it issues in a qualitatively di sti nct kind o f li fe (a life without the
drag of original sin) as we ll as a quantitative change (l ess sinfulness than before,
namely, none) .
55 Although J do no t endorse tb e en tirety o f his analysis and concl usio ns, my
analysis regarding freedom and grace here is indeb ted to Kevin Timpe's " G race
and Controlling What We D o N ot Cause" in Faith alld PbiloJophy 24, no. 3 (2007) .
Sf,

Note that nothing here undern1ines Wesley's qui te Re fo rm ed view of

justi fica tion, in whi ch the forgiveness of sins is based solely on the work and merits
of Christ a/one. T he fac t that we m ust perfo rm a synergistic work to reeein th is
grace does not change the basis o r grolllld of justi fica ti on . O ur act o f fai th is the
" for mal ca use" (condition) of our receiving justifi catio n, but God's work in Christ
alone remai ns the meri torious cause of justificatio n. See Colli ns, 107; 169 -181.
57 T hank s to Ke nn eth .J. Collin s, Jerr y L. Wa ll s, D avid Baggett, Phil ip Ta ll on ,
Adam Blincoe, Jeremy Buchanan, and (last bu t certainly fl ot least) my wife, Courtney
Blanchette, for helpfu l cri ticisms and cl ari fyi ng com ments o n earl ier d rafts o f thi s
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The Politics of Discipleship: Becoming Postmaterial Citizens
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Grand Rapids: Baker Academic

2009,3 17 pp. softcover, $24.99
Whose Community? Which Interpretation?: Philosophical
Hermeneutics for the Church
Merold Westphal
Grand Rapids: Baker Academic

2009, 160 pp. softcover, $ 19.99
Th e geo- po litical world is turbu lent with the brea kd own of the
secularization thesis. T he textual world is turbulent with the supposed death
of the auth or. Some fear the growing realm o f religion in the geo-poli tical
world. O thers fear the growing promi nence of forms o f relativity in
hermeneutics. In the mid st of thi s fear, the Church and Postmodern Cullu.re
series offers two texts that speak into these turbulent worlds. T he firs t, The
Politic.r of Dirciple.rhip by G raham Ward , is an impoli te book (21) to an impoli te
world. Tt tackles a turbul ent world with a turbulent word . The second , Who.re
Community? lVhich Interpretatiol1? b y Merold Westp hal, uses another approach.
It artemp ts to show that new world s emerge from the words of the text
whose "absolute author" is deceased. Whether or no t the reader will agree
with the authors' approaches or answers, th e Church and Pos tm odern
Cul ture series continu es asking the right questions. This review will discuss
each tex t on its own and then as a tandem.
T he wall o f sec ularism erected between religion and politics is crum bling
because it is fa lse. An account of discipleship, then, must blur the tines
between politics and religion. G raham Ward 's The Politics of Discipleship thus
describes the world (Part I) and the church (Part II) to see how faith plays
a role in tbe wo rld (17 -18). A deep connection between world and church is
11 9
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necessary because the church is " hardwired" into the world (24) . I n thi s
th reatening world, owing some of its dangerou s potenti al to its g rowing
religious nature, mutual und erstanding o f on eself and th e other will onl y
happen by " being impoli te and li stening to one an other's impo liteness" (22) .
\X/ard d es cr ib es th e wo r ld und er thr ee cat eg or ie s: d e mocra c \',
globali za tion, and post-secularity. Each ca tegory is handled as a chapter
Iha t o ffers a new vantage po in t on the wo rl d. r irst, \.X/ard argues th ere is ;1
cri sis of d emocrac y. \X/ hile lib erali sm asse rts th e ind ividua l on :r th e
commun ity, emphasizing a lim ited g overnment who se main respons ib ili ty
is securi ty (41 ), egali tariani sm emphasizes the benefit of the communin'
eve n if individ ual freedom is curtailed (42) . D emncracl' hold s th ese va lues
in tensio n. I n crisis, th e balance ge ts tipped. Ward believes that becau se
democracy is always straining for appropriate authori ty that it is always
unstab le. D emocracy is always " in search of a bod y," a bod y that is mml
eas il y seen in a sove re ign po\ve r.

Since that bod y is never permanently reali zed in democracy, it is in tlux
(5 6) : " [\X/ lh ile pursuing equality and fr eedom, th e demo crat is al ways
dreaming of the return o f the king, the return of the body- and it is this
dreaming that makes all tOtalitarianism s possible" (5 7). Postd emocran, a
challenge to democra cy as a system beca use o f tb e threat o f tota li tarianism,
ha s four cha rac teristics. Fi rst, the will of the people is created bl' media
persua sion (66). Seco nd , eco nomi c ques tion s d om inate th e po li ti cal sph ere
(68). Third , there arc active forms of depo Litici zation (69), where the person
is considered as a customer or client, more than a citi zen. Th e fourth
characteristic is a cri sis of rcpresentation. l'vIin ority intere sts garner attenti on
beyond what their numbers would warrant and politicians mu st commun icate
with concern for the party line, rather than th eir constitu ency (7 1). The
an swer to such a co nditi on is no t soc iali sm as it ha s been pra cticed , bur a
" responsible cap itali sm" (74). This turn s \X/ard's attentio n to eco nom ics
an d globaliza tio n.
G lobaLization is a product of Christian theo logy and church hisron' (7 9).
T he expeditions that took the Christian fa ith beyond national bord ers needed
more th an g reed , acqui sitiveness, and opportunity (91). Yet the res ult o f a
globali zatio n detached from tl1eology has been a demate ria lized wo rld (93) .
Eve rythi ng is examin ed in relation to universa l commodity (95), which
creates ubiquitous desire and the global presence of credit. T hi s mea ns
that globa lizati on cannot be " at th e vanguard o f democratization" ( 113)
bec au se no o n e is acco untabl e to th e " unbo und ed market," w he reas
democ racy ha s sys tem s of accountability (113) . Perhap s using Ward 's
language o f the bod)', there is no body to hold acco unmble, in parr, beca use
th e market is always dematerializing.
\X/ard then turn s hi s attention to th e clu es tion of postsec ul aril"l". Contran'

to the seculari zation thesis, which argues that religion is an effect and that it
will die out without the appropriate cause (121 ), religion is now resurging in
" hybrid, Huid, and co mmercializ ed" forms (131 ). This religion has become
united to business, social networking, and video games and as a re sult " has
become a special effect, inseparably bound to an entertainment value" (149).
Ward cites the H arry Potter series and the Lord of the R if(gs trilogy as movies
that express this " re-enchantment.'" The religion of postmodcrnity " was not
about discipline, sacrifice, obedience, and the development of virtue," but a
"spiritualiz[edJ human subjectivity" (157). This spiritualization is a private
affair and thu s reinforces one theme of th e religion of modernity (157) .
H aving describ ed the world, Ward wants to know how Christians can
speak into what remains of the public space. Ward wants Christians to
engage boldly with tho se of other faiths (and no faith). There should be
" more contestation and som ething much deeper than liberal tolerance"
(162). Such engaging conversation challenges depoliticization becau se it
helps to liberate religion from the private and to promo te the importance
of myth (163).
Disciples hip- the effort to produce such Chri stian citi 7.ens -must
th erefore unmask the (false) mythologies in the world and re-read faith
back into the culture (165). Why? Because God is never divorced from the
hi stor y of thi s world (169). Theologically speaking, thi s is the eschatological
remainder-a continuity between the coming Kingdom and now (167-69).
Such an eschatology, a Christian one, is Me ssianism with a Mes siah (17 9).
The K.ing is returning!
E schatology thus forms the contex t for the Christian act. In a chapter
entitled , "The City and the Struggle for Its Soul," Ward affirms that
Christians act in the space opened by Christ and so within the context of
the church acting for th e city and the cily 's esch atological hope (181). Cities
are places o f eschatology because " [alII cities seek a timeless and universal
perfection." (214). Thus the church must struggle for the city, affirm its
opportuniti es for social life, diversity, and help shape its social imaginary
(218). Thi s work is essenti al because by rea ffirming a metaph ys ics o f the
bod y, th e church counteracts th e practices of bodies without m aterial
substan ces-identities that have simply become " user names and log-in
cod es" and " bodi es are reduced to avatars" (231). How ironic in a culture
obsess ed with physical fitness ! (223). Ward desire s citi z ens who are
postmaterial, not in th e sense th at avoid materi ality, but that overco mes
materi ali sm and reaffirm s th e body's importance as a bod y, rath er than a
" billboard" (224).
Disciples hip mean s producing peopl e who engage in the city's life with
the ability to see what is n eeded for th e common good (266). Practices of
listening and watching-li stening to others and watching for tbe coming
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futurc-cnable di scernment o f the common good (279). Thu s, d iscipleship
is theocratic (299). Yet th eocrati c contes tation does not mea n war, but a
return to the vibran cy o f civil society wi th citi zens dee ply opposed to one
anoth er, especially because o f rel igion. I n such a world, Ward will not shy
fro m thi s conflict. In stead he fini shes with an impolite word. "Th ere will be
no new E nlightenment. So let us herald the next stage: th e ad vent of th e
p ostsecu lar state" (301 ).
Merold Westph al's proj ect is no t so broad as Ward 's, but it is no le ss
ambitio us. ll?hose COIllJllunity? IVhieh InlerjJre!alioll? aims to help academic s,
pastors, and lay peo ple to think philosophicaLl y abo ut what is invo lved in
interpreting the Bib le (13) . Such thinking is to en ab le better bib lical
interpretation, in part by forming in terpreters able to engage sel f-critically
ill how philosophica l commitments shape their interpretatio n o f the Bible
(14).
Wes tphal's ambitio n is di splayed in his book's accessibili ty. He clearl y
wants an array o f readers (who may be) leery o f (wh at they beli eve is)
postmodern herm eneuti cs to read , challenge, and b e challenged by thi s
boo k. H e answers fears: No, p os tmod ern hermeneutics is no t an "anything
goes" relativism (15) . He chaLl enges naivete: N o, on e cannot " just see" the
tex t and know its meaning by a form of intuitio n (18-20). J nstead, tex ts
require "a multi tude of different readings ... because no single reading is
able to capture and express the overflow of meaning...texts contain" (26).
Wes tp hal bui lds to thi s conclu sio n starting with romanti c hermeneutics.
He introdu ces read ers to deregiona li zation, th e hermeneutica l circle,
psyc ho logism, and obj ectivism. Westphal does no t believe that the g oal of
psycho logism, to work backward s from language to the inner li fe of th e
author's ex peri ence (29-30), is rhe real goal of interpretation. People read
Paul's letters, for example, not to d isce rn Pa ul 's experi ence, b ut his thought
about a certain sub ject (3 1). N eith er does Westphal believe that obl ectivism ,
whi ch desires a "consensus in which all interpreters arrive at an identi cal
meaning" (47), is attainable. I nstead , \'Ves tphal believes author and reader
are " cocreators of textual mean ing" (61 ).Whi le some m ight fear that thi s is
the death of the author, Westphal affi r m s it is o nly the death o f the ab solute
auth or (58). Meaning is a cooperative effo rt beca use the big qu es tio n facing
classic tex ts is how they might change the reader's li fe (6 1).
Wes tph al also in tro du ces th e read er to Ga d am er , arg uin g th at
interpretatio n is no t just a reproducti ve activity, but a p roductive o ne, as
well . Thus, wh il e even D errid a affirm s that "doubling co mmenta ry" has its
p lac e in interpretation (62) and Ri cou er believes th at m et ho d is an
" indispensable 'guardrai l' in interpretatio n" (68), tex ts surpass their autho r's
horizons and achieve meaning in new contex ts. T hus, tex ts are no t obj ects
over which the reader exercises mas tery, bu t "voices to whi ch we do well to
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listen" that put the reader's (and the author's) world into question (73). As
texts become illuminating for more people, they become classic texts,
resisting definitive interpretation (89), and producing practices, attitudes,
and propositions that form communities (91). Texts do not just produce
propositions, but a world (93) .
Westphal's most important model for interpretation is conversation (115).
This model requires the reader's openness and vulnerability to the voice of
the text. "This means genuine listening" (115). As the text poses questions of
the reader in this conversation of meaning, the reader learns to ask one's own
<.Juestions of the text (116). Here one sees how the text does not have a
meaning to be mined, but inspires a conversation with other interpreters
that takes on a life of its own that challenges, replaces, and affirms
presuppositions (117).
The church is such a community of conversation around a classic text.
As a community, it must be considered politically, and Westphal offers and
critiques liberal and communitarian approaches to the church as models
for its conversation. Ultimately, however, Westphal wants conversation to
allow the complexity of the text to form the unity of the church. The
church's range of interpretation in conversation gives space for the
Spirit of God ro be heard and for the Word of God to shape the
church (143, 148).
Graham Ward and Merold Westphal have both written texts to shape
communities. Taken together, these texts unite hermeneutics and political
theology because they show how becoming appropriate interpreters of
Scripture has important implications for how a community engages the
world, especially when faced with other texts that have founded religious
communities. We see this in Westphal's model of conversation and Ward's
emphasis on the practice of listening. Listening is a political practice because
it is a (communal) hermeneutical practice. As the church body is the place
where interpretation is practiced through conversation, then the church
can help re-form democracy as a community of dispute (Po/tlics of Disdp/esbip,
180) by being this community of dispute that produces citizetlS of dispute. In a
postmodern world, these disputes will inevitably be religious. This means
that classic texts will come into conflict with each other as the communities
they have founded and which they sustain come into dispute. This is the
church working toward the post-secular state that Ward predicts in a way
that reflects an interpretation practice of the Bible.
The mo st striking difference between these books is their level of
accessibility. On the one hand, Westphal has written a most accessible text,
in the same vein as James K.A. Smith's Wbos Afraid of Postmodernism?, that
captures the goal of the series to "provide accessible introductions to
postmodern thought with the specific aim of exploring its impact on ecc1esial
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practice" (8) . One mark of a good teacher is th e abi lity to take complex
writers am! enco urage students to read their texts. \\fe stph al has written a
text that will encourage many to pi ck up Gadamer's Jill/h alld Me/bod and
give it a first (or seco nd, or third) attempt.
As a resu lt of its accessibility, Whose COllllJltmit)'? Wbicb II/Iap,.e/fllioll) is
benefi cial to th e loca l church in a few ways. First, Westpha l has given hi s
fellow academi cs an example by writing fo r the sa ke of the church. Second,
this b ook is accessib le for lay reader s with a beginn ing interest in
hermeneutics. It is an appropriate introductory text, not least beca use it ha s
good fl ow and is not dr y. His bri ef disc ussion on Intio divino helps affirm
the lay reader's responsibility to read and interpret Scripture. Th e lay reader
may not have th e trai ning to perfor m exce ll ent hi storica l criticism, but mu st
still participate in di scerning, performing, and translating what God is saying
today (144-45) .
In additi o n to this strength, this boo k is usefu l for pas tors as they read
and discuss Scripture to prepare for sermon s. It provides a contex t in whi ch
preachers can begin to answer th e ch all enge of preaching class ic texts
beca use new meanings emerge in new co ntexts and mu st serve to found
con temporar y expressions of the church. Tex ts that have served th e church
for ce nturi es, proving to be class ics, must be preached because th ey sustain
the church and form the church in new ways. Preaching needs to be
intentional at how it s h~lpes thi.r community at Ihis time. This crea tes a spa ce
for preaching to b e seen as a p er forman ce of th e tex t, rath er th an
downloading of info rm atio n 2 More attentio n to preaching would have bee n
welcome in thi s text.
On the other hand, \\fard has written an o ften challenging and stunning
text that illumines what one might call meta-themes- themes that se rve to
ill uminate different challenges, events, and conditions of the world. However,
and thi s is a large howeve r, this book does not fit the series in both level of
content and length. 'He Polilic.r 0/ DiJcipleJhip is 142 pages longer than the
next lo nges t of th e series and while o th ers o f th e series ha ve made
challenging thinkers accessible, Ward does not so much help hi s readers
enter a conve rsation, as exte nd an existing conversa tio n, believing readers
can be ca ught up to speed o n the fl y. Perhaps we co uld take a lesson from
Westphal and say that Tbe Politics of Dirciplesbip requ ires a tmm/a/irlll for the
church.
This is unfortunate because Ward has written a tex t that helps to shape
the theo logica l imagin ary, not least regarding con tem porary discuss ions o f
eccles io logy. \'I(!ard cap ably defends the church as an institution. But even
as an in stituti on part of civi c life, it is never (a nd sho uld never) be
encountered simply as an institution. Peopl e encounter th e church in th e
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interactions of various agents. This can include the building as the work of
"architects, stonemasons, carpenters, glassmakers, weavers of cloth, bankers,
and bi shop s" (202). T his means the institutional church does not exist for
itself. In stead, it plays a role both regulating and " encouraging the
development of the bod y of Chri st well beyond its borders" (204n.32),
forming Christ in beli evers through practices of prayer, confess io n, praise,
and public worship that affect other social practi ces like nursing the sick
and admini stering the law (189). Thus eccl es iology is always ecclesiality: It
is what "thi s bod y of Christians do" (202). As a result, there is always
room for critique and new practices for bodies- whether for the church or
the city, or, as Ward might say,jor the church Jor the city.
Let me o ffer two opportun iti es in light o f these texts in a turbulent
world. First, Christians can become more as tute citizens in a world moving
toward post-seculari ty by deepening the historical nanlre of their faith as
they learn from their political ancestors, seeing that theology so often went
hand-in-hand with poli tics. Ironically, I believe this grounds an appreciation
of democracy and modernity. Indeed , because of his thoro ugh critique of
modcrnity and dcmocracy, one wonders, with Luke Bretherton, whether
\'\fard truly appreciates modernity and democracy.3 Cou ld it not be the case
that as political liberalism has kept the religious tiger caged it has also helped
to minimize forms of violence? \'Vard answers b y saying he agrees with
Oliver O'Donovan that "dem ocracy is the poli ty best suited to the West at
this particular time in its hi story.'" Yet this appreciation is now with full
disclosure of the consequences of sec ularity and with an eye to shaping
poli tical engageme nt in light of the coming reign of the King Jesus.
Second, thi s rheo logical politics provides the opportunity for Christians
to re-engage Scripture as a political text. Modernity helped people think as
the individual, thus prompting Christians to read Scripture as the individual,
rather than as the communi ty. Once philosophical presuppositions of
individuali sm are chall enged, then Scripture, especially the minor proph ets,
Psalms, and the Gospels begin to take on new light for the church . Wesq)hal's
model of conversation help s guard against purely private and individual
readings of Scripture.
In this turbulent time, the church must consistently place herself in the
hands of the Spirit to fac e an uncertain future. Yet Politics of lJisciple.rhip and
W hose COJJllllunity? Which Interpretation? exhibit the virtue of hope, believing
that tbe uncertain future will provide the context for God's Spirit to illumine
Scripture in new ways and form its readers into Chris rlikeness. So, whatever
awaits Christian s of the 21 " century, it will not be a world that Scripture will
not illumine or a hi story that God will abando n. As Jesus opened the
Scriptures and opened the disciples' minds to the Scriptures (Luke 24:32,
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45), so may he open mind and tex t so that di scip les may live in present
anticipation of hi s coming Kingdom.
Aaron Perry is a doctoral student in bib lical studie s at Asbury Th eological
Sem in ary.
End Notes
I Interesting that as I was reading through this book, J ames Cameron's Avatar
wa s still ga rnering plenty of box office revenu e and m edia bu zz .

2 For furth er disc li ssion of performance, her meneuti cs and preachin g, Sec
Jo hn W. Wright, Telling God's Srory: Narrative Preaching for Chri stian ]:ormation
(Downer's Grove, JlI: InrerVa rsity Press, 2007).
3 Lu ke Bret h e rton, " Reflect ions on Graham Wa rd 's Th e Po litics of
Di sc ip les hip," p. 1, http: //www.ca lvin. edu / - jks 4 / ch urc h andpomodocs /
b reth erton.pdf .Accessed April 20, 2010.

, Gra ham Ward, " Respon se ro Kuipers and Breth er ron ," p. 7, http: / /
www.ca lvin .edu / - jks4/c hurchandpomodocs/Wa rd .pd f. Accessed l\pril ZO, 2010.
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Book ReVIews
Catherine Stonehouse and Scottie May
Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey: Guidance foc Those
Who Teach and Nuctuce

2010. Grand lv,pids, MI: Baker Academic
RelJieJI'ed by Desiree Segura-April
Listening to children, taking their refl ections seriously, is a relatively new
value in many societi es. For mos t of history, including within the Chri stian
tradition, children were "to be seen and not heard." I n recent times,
childhood studies fro m sociological, anthropological, and psychological
perspectives have challenged this assumption and focused on the agency
of children (Corsaro 2004; Qvortrup 2005; Gielen and Roopnarine 2004,
James and Prou t 1997; LeVine and New 2008). Children are now often
recognized as important contributors to society, rather than passive recipients
of sociali zation. D evelopment organi zations champion child participation
at all stages of programming, and listening to children is highly valued. In
the boo k Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey Stonehouse and May
provide a much-needed call to the church and families to actively listen to
children's refl ections on their spiritual lives and faith journeys.
The book is egually valuable for children's and family pastors, parents,
chu rch members, seminary students, and para-church groups. Stonehouse
and May have artfull y translated academic research into a help ful tesource
for all of these audiences. It is rare to find a book that includes so much
data from primary research with children, yet also gives practical suggestions
for ministry based on the research implications. T his boo k is invaluable for
graduate studies in Christian education, pastoral ministry, child development,
and other related fi eld s.
Several research projects form the basis of the book. "The Listening to
Children Study" followed forty children over a period of seven years using
a va ri ety o f method s. The children's drawings and interviews over this span
allowed a glimpse into how faith grows and changes through childhood
an d adolescence. Th e interviews with parents helped in understanding
partnership between the church and the family. The "Adult Reflections
Study" gave insight into experi ences that may help and hinder children
coming to faith. The "Good Shepherd Research" explored the Reflective
127
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E ngagement mini stry approac h with eighteen preschool ers, and th e " Go, ,d
Shepherd Family Research" tested th e same approach with six famil ies with
children aged six to tLOn. Each of th ese projects brought in sights into th e
wa ys in whi ch chi ldren re sp o nd to p arti cul ar s lyies of eva nge li sm ,
di scip les hip, chi ldren's worship, Christian education , fami ly worship, an d
corporate worship. Th e boo k expertly weaves togeth er th e imp lication s for
mini stry from all four studi es.
Stonehouse and May care fully avoid presenting their findings as a theon'
on chi ld spiritua li ty or faith deve lopm en t. Rath er, th ey emph as ize thar the
research affirm s the valu e o f li stening to and learning from children's
theological reflec ti o ns and sugges ts how th e church and fam ili es mal' help
and hind e r faith d eve lopm e nt. T he resea rch also demon strmed th e
profo undl y pos itive impact of th e Refl ec tive E ng agement approach to
mini str y. Thi s approach emph as izes creating a sacred space wh ere chi ldren
worship th at includes careful telling o f Bible stories and a qui et, refl ec ti ve
env ironm ent wh ere chi ldren ca n hea r from God , talk to G od, re-tell th e
stori es using simp le materi als, and retl ect th eologica ll y using art suppli es,
dance, song, etc. Th e resea rch demon strated th e lo ng-term impact of this
type of experience for both children and famili es.
So me oth er findin gs include th e crucial partnership bet\veen famili es
and th e church, th e power o f the bibli ca l Story, and the va lue of cultivat ing
compassio n and service fro m a young age. Some ver y profound thin king
abo ut God was seen among the chi ldren whose fam ili es nurtured fai th daihthrough th eir conversations and activiti es and intentional fam il y times spent
in th e Word and worship. At the same tim e, th e church was crucial in th e
child's experience of th e body o f Christ, intergenerational corporate worship,
and meaning fu l relati o n ship s with oth er C hri sti ans. Th e rese arch also
demo nstrated th e powe r o f the Bible itsel f to impact a chi ld's thinking.
H earing key Bible stori es multiple times from a I'oung age through Retl ective
E ngagement and fami ly Bible experience s gave children a senSe of th e g rand
narrative o f th e biblical Stor y, and th ey begml to find th eir own place with in
that. fin ally, th e authors were surprised by th e way in which the children
lkmo nstrated an engagem<:nt with justice and compassion. Children treated
margina lized children at school wil"h care and kindness despite the unpopula rit\·
of doing so. Th ey often ini tiated compassionate respon ses on th eir own. Th ese
actio ns seemed to stem from an understanding of a loving and compassionate
God and th eir desire to be like that God. The research suggested that thi s
image of God was rooted both in their exposure to G od in th e Bible and
worship and their experi ences and conversa tio ns with other Chri stians.
Th ese findings corro bo rate research results from th e " C:o Li ege Tran sition
Pro jec t" o f th e Full e r Yo uth ln sti tute (FYI) which di sc ove red thar
participation in intergenerarional worship during high sch oo l, talking about
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faith with their parents, understanding God as a loving God who cares
about them, and participating in social ju stice activities were key factor s in
helping youth group graduates stick with th eir faith and co nn ect with a
faith community after high school grad uation.' FYI presents further findin gs
o n what con tribu tes to "Sticky Faith" for yo uth in several forthcom ing
books (powell, Griffin, and Crawford 201 1; Powell and Griffi n 2011 ; Powell
and Clark 2011 ). The Stonehouse and May research indi cates that this kind
of faith begins cu ltivation long before students reach high school.
Stonehouse and May do nor di scuss spirirual development among children
who do n't grow up in Christi an families or the church. Fu rthe r research is
necessary to di scover how the church can beco me more miss ional among
the millions o f children around th e world who live in situatio ns o f ri sk.
What might Re fl ective Engagement look like for children living and working
o n the streets? H ow does the Grand Story connect with children who have
bee n sexually exploited or lost their familie s to HI V and Aids? How can we
li ste n to these children about their understanding of a loving God who
cares fo r the m ~ T he children in this book are leading the way in sharing
God's love o utside the walls of the church. May we follow their lead.
Desiree Segura-April is assistant professor of children at risk at Fuller
Th eological Seminary.
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D yron B. Daug hrity
T he Changing World of Christianity: T he Global History of a
Borderless Religion
2010. Nell! York: Peter Lang
ReI!fewed by M ee.raeng Lee Choi

The Changing World of Christianity: The Global Histmy of a HorderieH Religion
is researched and written " to unders tand how Chri stianity-originall y a
J\·[iddle Eas tern faith- became th e larges t, mos t intern ational religion in
the world" as its auth o r O yron B. Oaughri ty states in the beginning chap te r,
"Ch risti ani ty: the Larges t Faith." D aughrity, a hi storian of re ligion, who
has mos t fa mi liarity with Christiani ty among world religions, demonstrates
a major change in the demographi cs o f Christi anity in relati o n ro religious
ca rtog raphy " th rough the lenses o f populati on trends, conve rsio n rates,
immigration, fertility, geographical diversity, poli tics, persec ution, oppression,
co lo nialism, and war." Kenneth Scon Lato urette, Ste phen Ne ill, and And rew
Wall s, the former mi ssio nary-western thinkers began to ta ke notice of the
epochal shifts in Christian demographics. O aughri ty sugges ts, Lamin Sanneh
("Th e Changing Face o f Chri stiani ty") and Ph ilip Jenkins (in his accla imed
trilogy, The Next Chri.rtendom, The Nell) Pam of Chnstiallity, and God:r COIl/illl'lIl
which reveals that the center o f gravity for Chri stianity has shifted into
"Global South ") as the lead ing hi sto ri ans in the field .
In this comprehensive pro ject to describe the hi story and current tre nd s
of C hristiani ty, world r eligion s (Hindui s m, Buddhi sm , I s lam, and
Christia nity) are divided into main ly eight cultural bloc ks (in the order of
the boo k): th e Middle East, Eastern Europe, Western E urope, Latin America
and Caribbean, North Ameri ca, As ia, Africa, and O ceania. J n (he first page
of each chapter the book presents maps and ta bles with sta ti stics of people
(pop ulati on, median age, life expec tancy, and fertility rate) and religio n (top
religio ns, number of Christians, and major Chri stian gro upings) for eac h
cultural block to help us unders tand the demographic s and access th e
upd ated in formati o n cl early.
" [-low Ch ristiani ty fun ctio ns in aU eight of the wo rld 's cul tural blocks"
cou ld be analyzed in a similar methodology as anthropologist Cliffo rd Geertz
does in hi s boo k publi shed in 1968, J.r!om ObJerIJerl: ReligiollJ D e/lel0l'lI/fill ill
Moroco and Illdot/esia (w hi ch o utlin ed th e in trica te deve lopme nt s of a
transcontinental faith). Travelling across the globe to places like Indi a, China,
and Malaysia, D aughrity has made observatjons and done research to ana lyze
global Christi ani ty and produce this work only as "a starting point" for
fur ther researc h more effective ly and acc uratel y. Thi s boo k woul d be
recommend ed for those (both scholars and students) who have just launched
into a study of the field of Changing World Chri sti anity and to gai n hasic
encycl oped ic knowledge in a very concise fo rm of 290 pages.
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Daughrity's study resulted in fascinating surprises. The discovery that
the world is not as diverse as one might think as opposed to popular belief
was striking. His research shows that among seven billion current world
population, one third (33%) are Christian, one-fifth (20%) are Muslim, oneeighth (13%) are Hindu, and one-seventeenth (6%) are Buddhist. Over half
of humanity is either Christian or Islamic. Cultural geography demonstrates
that these two religions prevail over 70% of the world's inhabited territory.
Other religions in the world including Judaism, Sikhism, Baha'I Faith are
less than half of one percenr of the world's population. More importantly,
this study over throws some scholars' commenr that Islam is going to be the
most predominanr religion of the world. D aughri ty even suggests that "it
would be difficult to offer a truly global understanding of Islam because
Islam has yet to significantly impact several cultural blocks in the world."
Islam is not so significant in Latin America and the Caribbean and it is tiny
percent in North America and Oceania. Indeed six of the world's eight
cultural blocks, Christianity is the largest faith.
Daughriry, who teaches World Christianity and History of Christianity
at Pepperdine University, California, explores the interplay of globalization
and world Christianity: globalization is radically changing the nature of
Christianity; vise versa, Christianity has deeply impacted globali zation,
resulting in what he suggests to call "Christobalization." With his belief
that " there is no greater social institution that demonstrates the complexities
and effects of globalization in our world today," this work balances between
geographical and chronological globalization in delineating each cultural
block Christianity: not only geographical global Christianity in each cultural
block (region by region, and then country by country) but also chronological
history of religion despite its limitations.
The book which deals with the hi story and analyzes the current situation
of Christianity presents the future of Christianity for further study from "a
global perspective" which has been envisioned in scholars like Ju sto L.
Gonzalez (an encompassing future and a truly catholic future in his Changing
Shape of Church History, 2002) and Alister E. McGrath (The Future of
Christianity, 2002). The book suggests predictions such as the unavoidable
academic study of Christianity in the social sciences and the humanities,
since Daughrity believes that looking at Christianity, the comparatively recent
ph enom enon as a global institution (significant transformation) would
present a very helpful lens for observing human culture, how it interacts
with people from all eight of the world 's cultural blocks, how a religion
"spans the globe, united in some things, yet marvelously variegated in others."
One thing we need to consider in this book is the usage of the term,
"southern Christianity" or "the South" or the "Global South." To refer to
Christianity in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, Daughrity picked the "Global
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SO Llth" as the preferred term today and other prev io us historic expression s
such as the "thi rd world ," the " two-third s world," or the "develo ping worl d"
as rather antiquated and somewha t b iased . H owever, it seem s that Da ughrity
might igno re th e ter m "Majority Wo rld " or "Majority Wo rld Christianity"
whi ch was una nim o usly vo ted to b e used b y par ticipants in the 2()04
La usa nn e Fo rum fo r Wo rld Evange li zatio n, Bangko k, T hail and and is
regarded as the bes t expression currentl y ava ilable and . Th ere have bee n
some cha llenges in utili zing th e ph rase, the "Glo bal So uth" or "so uthern
Christianity" to refer Chri stianity in Asia, Africa, and Latin America d ue to
a rapid expansion o f Chri sti anity in Asia, especially Chin a.
M eesaen g L ee C h oi is associate professor o f church hi story and
hi storica l theology at As bur y T heological Semin ary.

D e re k T id b a ll
T h e Me ssage of H oliness: R estoring God's M aste rpi ece
20 10. Downen CroPI', IL Illter-Van;l), PreJ'I
R"l'iellled by j o.rej>h R. Dongell
T h is we ll -written volume o n hol iness by D erek Tidball , for mer Principal
of th e London School of Th eology and Bap tist pasto r, stand s among severa l
works address ing Biblical themes within the larger series entitl ed "T he Bible
Speaks Today."
Tidball is certainly aware o f th e wide range o f bib li ca l interp relation s
and sp iritual ex periences encircling this m atter. But in this prese nt \'o lume
T id ba ll is less int eres ted in debating th e di fferences between res pectin ,
theo logica l sys tem s than in pro p os ing a pos itive v isio n o f hol iness
constructed fro m a sel ec tion of key b ib li ca l passages. T.est we mi ss hi s point,
the author exp licitl y decl ares that hi s primary obj ective is" . not to inform
our head s .. or to warm o ur hearts . . but to tra nsfo rm out li ve s.
T he auth or takes as his starting point the instruction repeated fo ur times
in Scrip tu re: "J am th e Lord m u God; consec rate m urse lves and be ho ly,
because I am holy." r\ccordingly, the core content of ho liness must be fo und
" in imitating the character of G od . .. it means cultivating all that wo uld
reproduce his image in us. It means becoming increasi ngly God-centred,
Chri st-li ke, and Spirit empowered."
T here is muc h to admire in T idball's develop ment o f his Iheme. First,
he sets the who le matter under six headings th at move naturall y through hi s
agenda: T he foundation of holiness; Visions of ho li ness; T he transfonn ation
of hol iness; T he d imensio ns of holiness; Pathways to ho li ness; an d T he
des tina tio n o f ho li ness. T idba ll's decision to unpa ck the theme of holin ess
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through the examin ation of extended biblical passages (e.g. Isaiah 58: 1~ 14;
John 17 :6~19 ; Proverbs 2:1~22) is refreshingly help ful. Such treatment of
whole passages allows internal textual ligaments to be exposed , and prevents
Tidball's work from fl attening out into a topical trea tment o f isolated proof~
texts. finall y, Tidball's analysis of the "di mensions" of holiness (inner;
personal; corporate; and social) ni cely extends the vision of holine ss into
ranges of human experience too often treated separately.
Though Tidball wishes to emphasize the common ground shared by
Evangelicals about holiness, he graciously admits that his Baptist perspective
will sooner or later be recognized by readers. We find four such indicators:
First, Tidball contends that holiness is a " progressive experience rather
than a sud de n achievemen t" (p. 213), apparently believing that holiness
must be experienced either progressively or suddenly. Is no combination
of modes possible? Second, Tidball acknowledges that the Spirit may meet
us in "out ~of~the~ordinary" ways, but implies that such encounters will cause
believers to imagine they incapable of being tempted or of sinning (p. 214).
Does T idball view experi ences with th e Spirit as somehow paranorm al, and
more troublesome than helpful? Third, thOUgll Tidball often enough exhorts
readers to live a holy li fe now, he more often softens expectations for what
is actually attainab le in this life. He seems to imagine that on ly two pathways
exist: absolute, sinless perfection (which all would deny), and an endless,
slogging battl e with sin, often characterized by failure (a pathway whi ch
Tidball apparently aftirm s). Ts th ere no pathway o f expectation marked our
in Scripture that is characterized by victory without being confused with the
pipe dream absolute, sinless perfection?
Fourth, we would have hoped that a book on holiness would have tapped
into the rich and emphatic vein of Biblical teaching that love is the call that
comprehends all other commandments (Rom. 12:9), and the unmi stakable
mark of those tfuly born anew. If (as T idball asserts at the outset) holiness
involves imitating the character of God , then sho uld no t the truth that
God is love (I John 4:7~ 8) highlight love as tl,e central content of holiness?
Ought not love become the organizing center of reflections abou t God's
character brought to life within us thro ugh the Spirit?
These reservations of ours should not obscure the overall <]uality and
valu e of Tidball's work. One wou ld be hard ~pressed to find a treatment of
holiness with grea ter breadth in solid expositi on, or depth in explorati on,
or urgency in pastoral concern.
Joseph Dongell is professof of biblical studies at Asbury Theo logical
Seminary.
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Accord ance. Scholars Collection
DVD-ROM and CD-ROM, version 8
2008. Oak Tree Software, Ilic.
RelJieliJed by Mic!Jael D. Mat/ock alldlasoll R ]ackJotl
Accordance 8 (Acc8) is a premier Bible study software program allowing
se min ari ans, Ch urc h leaders who teach Scripm re, and adva nced Bib le
stud ents an assortment o f fine exegetica l resources. In thi s review, we focus
our attention more specifically upon the Scholars Collectio n of Accordance
because it co ntains fo und ati o nal original language texts and rools for Bible
smd y. Acc8 is designed specifi ca Lly fo r a Macintos h operating system (10. 1
or higher). Windows and Linux users can obtain a free Mac O S emu lato r to
run Acc8, but th ere is a slight loss of functio nality in the areas of printing,
copying Hebrew and Greek fonts, and viewing maps.
Acc1l is rJl e kind o f product Mac users expect: fast, re liab le, and easy to
use. T h is latest version feamres a universal b inary format that run s natively
o n the new Intel-based Macs. Acc8 provides frequ ent free upg rad es,
excep tional online (podcasts and training videos) and toll-free technica l
suppo rt, and a vibrant discussio n forum with frequent staff interaction.
There are three leve ls in th e Sc ho lars Co llectio n: Introdu cto ry, $149 ;
Sta ndard, $249; and Prem ier, $349. Scholar's Pre mier contains the G reek
and H ebrew tex ts and lexicons in the Standard and 1m rodu ctory leve ls, bu t
al so incl udes Rahl fs' revised Septuagint with the Kra ft/Tay lor/W hee ler
morphology and two fin e theological dictionaries: ] enni -\'{Iestermann for
the OT and Spicq for the N T. AccS may be purchased with a gro up di sco unt
(for students, faculty, dom es tic and internatio nal mini sters, et al.) such as
the twenty-fi ve percent disco unt currently o ffered to Asb ur y Th eologica l
Se min ary stud ents coordi nated by a language teach ing fell ow.
Whil e noth.ing new for Accord ance, the AccS interface design conti nues
to ma ke studying and searching rJ1e Bible centra l to th e overall program
and is remarkably simple to operate. This is evident from the opening of
the main window, the "wotkspace," whi ch is an integrated search and di spla\'
wind ow built on the "what you see is what you ge t" principle. For exa mp le,
the workspace window is divided into three sectio ns. At the ex trem e top,
there is a tab sectio n to organize and uti lize eac h reso urce opened; th is ta b
organizatio n system resemb les a phys ica l fi le fo lder system. Di rec tl y und er
the tab sectio n, the "search entry box" is located . Here, use rs can select
which language and /or version o f the Bib le to sea rch and choose if they
want to sea rch for word s or verses. If users are interes ted in sea rching th e
category o f words, they can perfo rm bas ic search op tio ns such as simp le
word or phrase searches and also sophisticated grammati cal searches. Bib le
students have the optio n to: 1) omit their search to a parti cular bo undary
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(e.g. clause, sentence, etc.) w ithin a u se r-de fin abl e range (e.g. Matthew,
Gosp els, N ew Testament, etc.); 2) highlight textual variants; and 3) choose
to view a range of verses surrounding the res ult verses. The results are
instantly displayed under the search entry box in the third and largest portion
of the workspace (the "search res ults" window), and the results can be
viewed in a variety of ways.
Advanced searching options are astounding in AccS, and users may
harness the power by utilizing a set of memorizable commands and symbols,
all of which may also b e accessed through a conveni ent drop-down search
menu or keyboard sh ortcu ts. Th e comm and s are organi zed into conn ec ting
commands (e.g. AND, N O T, FO LLOWED BY, WITHIN # WORDS, etc.)
and stand-alone commands, including two n ew powerful commands. The
INFER command allows searching within a p assage for quotation s from
and allusion s to another passage, and the FUZZY command searches for
inexact phrases. AccS also offers a " con struct search" or graphical search
optio n in English , Greek, and H ebrew, whi ch enables users to find specific
grammatical constructions more visually. There is also a " search all" function
that allows users to search for occurrences o f a word, verse, phrase, etc.
throughout their library of resources. Finally, AccS provid es an addition al
"details" optio n for every type o f word search which will graph, chart, and
an alyze th e search results and supply the user with a b asic concordance.
A u ser may also expand the di splay portion by adding Bible study
resources to the current workspace by opening addition al panes containing
o ther comparable texts o r translations, reference tools (e.g. commentari es),
or user-created notes. Within a particular workspace, panes may be arranged
vertically or horizontally; dragged into a new p osition; cu stomized with
regard to colors, sizes, and highlights; and saved for future reference. In
addition , o ther research tools such as lexicons, dictionari es, comm en taries,
map s, and timeline s may b e added to the workspace through the tab syste m
or opened in a new workspace for concurrent viewing with other workspaces.
U sers are thus able to create their own unique uncluttered workspace.
In addi tio n to th e primary worksp ace wind ow, AccS features th ree
auxiliar y windows: 1) an instant details box, 2) a searchable library providing
easy access to modules, an d 3) a resource p alette. T he in stant detail b ox
shows th e basic parsing information, transli teration, key number, and primary
gloss(es) for every word in a tagged text simpl y by scrolling the mouse over
a word. Advan ced in for matio n can be obtai ned b y ' tripl e-clicking' on a
wo rd within any tool. T he library wind ow, whi ch is fully searchable, allows
user access to every tool within their library. Users m ay choose to o pen a
new tool or look up a word or phrase selected within the current di splay in
a new tool. The resource palette provides access to more detailed information
of m any reso urces in AceS.
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Tn th e re mainin g balan ce of th e review, b eyo nd th e impre ssi\"e
concordance features of the program , we wiU call attentio n to som e of th e
more important exege ti cal features o f the program for seminarian s and
other Bible students who und erstand original biblical languages. Users can
cli ck on the speech tool to hear the original languages n;ad. In tcrm s of
sl'ntactical analysis, use rs can construct their own g rammatically colo r-cod ed
se n te nc e dia g ra m s makin g g rammat ica l an a lys is of texts mor e
understandable; with one click on the "syntax" icon, AccS creates a sy ntax
function char t for any passage which u sers can also conveni ently fill out
and print.
In te rm s o f G ree k reference g ramm ars, Scho lars Prem ier com es with
Robertson's A Cn/JIllllar Irf Ibe C r eek 1\[eJ/; T 'eJlawet/1 and Burton's .I YIII!IX oJ'
1/)(' M oodr alld T ellJeJ i ll j\ [eJ]; T eslaJ)/elil C reek; Wallace's Creek C /{/IIllIltlr Be),ulld
1/;1' HaJies may be purchased as an add-on. As for biblicall lcbrcw refe rence
g rammars, bu yers can purchase add -ons: G ese nius- L<.autzsc h-Cmvle l·'s
C eJeJ7/IIJ ' Fi elll'tl}) CralJ/JI/{// ; Jo ii on-Murao ka 's revised ./l Cmllll/Hlr 0/ /3//;//(111
H e/;rell', and Wa ltke-O'Connor's All flll r od//{JioJl 10 13//;/iml Helm'II' S),IIIII.y. For
th e Sep tuagin t, Con ybeare-Stock's CralJ/mar 0/ SePllltl.~/1I1 C rak comes
standard with Scholars Premi er.

Tn the area o f bib li cal G reek language lex iCOn>, Thayer's and I.ouwNid a's lex ico ns as well as N ewman's COI/CI~re C luk-I-'.lIgli rb ])/(1/011111')' oj 1//1'
Nell' T i:.rlilIllCIII co me stand ard; Bauer, D anker, Arndt, and Gingri ch (BDi\G ,
3'" ed .), Liddell and Scott's interm ediate lexicon (L & S) and Lu st, E)'nikel,
and J-Jau spi e's (LE I f) lex icon for the Septuagint are available for an add itional
cos t. As fo r biblical H ebrew and Aramai c lex icons, prog ram use rs can util ize
th e abridged Brown, Driver, and Briggs ' (BDB) lex ico n; the unab ridged
BDB, T /;e COllci.rc Dietiollm), 0/ ClelJJical I-J ebrelJl (CDC H), and KochlerBaumgartner's (l IALOT) lex icon are obtainable as add -on modu les. With
Scholars Premi er, the user receives th e following theological dictionaries: Jenn iWestermann's T/;eologi"ll LeXICOIl of l/;e O/rl Te.rtailiel/t, Ha rri s-/\rcher-Walrke's
TbeologiCCll ll/ordbook of /be O/rl Tcsla///enl, and Spice!,s Tbl'Olo..~/((/I I .L:xlcolI 0/ liN

l\JclI' J i'J/(l/I/('III.
\'Vith rega rd to exege ti cal commentaries, sruclenrs hav'e severa l good
opti ons for purchase inclucling the Word Bib lica l, Hcrmcn eia, Pi llar N ew
Tcstament, N ew International Grcck Testamcnt, JPS Torah, amI scvcra l
other sets. T he scholarly six-volume An chor Yale Bib le D ictionan', th e on e
vo lum e E erdmans D ictionar y of th e Bible, and th e 1VP bla ck NT
d icti onaries can be p urchased separatel y. Wh en Bible study stud ents need
to compare parall el passages in the Bible, there are a host o f opti ons such
as seve ral G ospel modu les, an Epistles version, O ld Tes tament pas>ages,
and O ld Tes tam ent te xts found in tbe New Tes tam ent. Por those Bible
srud ents interes ted in the study of Earl y Judai sm, Earl y Ch ristian ity, and
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Rabbinics, there are a plethora of excellent add-on original language texts
(including many morphologically tagged) and transla tion resources. Lastly,
we sho uld mention that the (add-on) G raphics DVD includes excellent
Bible maps, timelines and photos for personal and instructional uses.
\Vith a portable: computer, Bible students can conveniently tote what
would be an otherwise massive hard copy library; in just a couple of month s,
the AccS app for the iPhon e/iPad will be available making Bible study on
th e go even m ore convenient. \Ve close our review by noting a couple o f
areas of imp rovement or item s that buyers shou ld rea li ze. F irst, more
U ni code support is needed for AccS. The ability to import html documents
wi th Unicode non -Latin languages (e.g. Chinese) into the Accordance user
tools as well is not cur rently possibl e. Moreover, the able to export U ni code
I Jebrew fo nts to word processors such as MS Word is problematic although
fault lies with MS Word not Accordance. Second, even though A ccS does
have tile option to display texts and background tools such as maps and
timelines in a parallel pane if two workspaces are opened, th e reviewers
would welcome an option to have the parallel panes in the same tab so that
the user does not have to open a new workspace and resize both works p aces
to view them side by side. Finally, in terms of pricing, we wo uld prefer a
slightly more gen ero us amount of modules in th e various levels of the
program. Nevertheless, the reviewers highly recommend thi s program for
seminarians and o thers with higher level Bible stud y educatio n.
Michael D. Matlock is an associate professor of Inductive Biblical Studies
an d Old Testament and Jason R. Jackson is a H eb rew language teaching
fe ll ow at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, K entucky.

Paul L. Gavrilyuk, Douglas M. Koskela, Jason E. Vickers, Eds.
Immersed in the Life of God: The Healing Resources of the
Christian Faith
2008. Grand Rapid.r: William B. Eerdmam Publi.rhing Co.
RmeJlJed by Stephen Seamand.r
W hat do doctrinal resources have to do with healing and re newal in the
church today? Very little in the mind s of many Christians. Some would
even set them in opposition to each other. Doctrine then is looked upon as
an impediment to healing, a dose of bad medicine detrimental to the patient's
health. H owever, throughout his distinguis hed career spanning the last three
decad es, \V'i IIi am ]. Abraham, as a professor of philosophy, evangelism, or
systematic theology, and as a leader in United Methodist and ecumenical
church renewa l, has passiona tel y, perceptively and persistently insis ted that
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th e exact o pposite is tru e. When properly carried o ut, he has consistently
ma intained, immersion in the church 's rich and wid e-ranging doctrinal
resources is truly good medicine and will work wonders to bring deep healing
for her ill s.
During the fi rs t deca de o f hi s ca reer, .Abraham's scho larl y work largel y
re!lec ted his phi losophical interes ts. The second, b y co ntras t, em erged
primari ly from hi s engagement in more prac6cal ecclesial concerns related
to evange li sm and catech es is. T he third has see n the integratio n and
cu lmin ati o n o f the fir st two in hi s d eve lopment and arti culati o n of
"canonical theism ," the no6on that the church's canon no t only includ es
scripture bu t also ex tend s to creeds, counci ls, sacraments, sacred images,
mini sterial orders and saints.
This volum e of academic essays, written by variou s friend s, co lleagues,
and stud ents o f Abraham, celebrates and ho nors his rich and prodigious
work over the d eca d es. In fes tschrift s suc h as th is, som etim es th e
contrib utors, re!lec6ng vario us expertise and interes ts, cove r a wid e-range
of subj ects, but there is an overall lack of un ifi ed focu s. N ot so here.
Regard less o f what C hr istian tr adition, b e lie f o r practice is und er
co n sid e ration -co nve rsion , in i tiati o n, scriptur e, liturgy,
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reconciliation, confession, cognition, ethics, d1eodicy- the concern is always,
like Abraham's, to exp lo re how it co ntributes to the heali ng o f human
brokenn ess and prov id es good med icin e for th e church's sou l. No doubt
Jo hn Wesley, given hi s generall y acknow ledged therapeuti c approach to
salvation, wou ld be p leased .
In making the conn ec tion to healing as th ey d o, the di stingui shed
contribu to rs expand and deepen our und erstanding of the nature and role
o f Christi an healing. They also sugges t that a healing dimension seem s to
permeate every aspec t o f our fa ith. As one who te aches a co urse on th e
rheology and practice of hea li ng, d1i s vo lume wi ll therefore be useful to m e
in helping students who often come with narrow conceptions of heali ng
broaden their understanding.
1 o nly wished ano th er essay had been included- o ne dealing with w hat
mos t people tend to think o f fir st when they hear the wo rd " heali ng," i. e.,
th e supernatural, miraculous kind of hea ling commo n in th e min istr y o f
Jesus. H ow does the church today recover a proper balan ced understand ing
and pra ctice related to this type of healing? Surel y, that is a cru cial qu es tion
we m ust: wres tle with today, especiall y in th e light of o ur global contex t. An
ess ay re!lecting upon it wou ld make th is already use fu l volume even better.
Steph en Seamands is professor of Christian doctrine at Asbury Theological
Sem inary.
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Thomas Jay Oord
The Nature of Love: A Theology
St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2010
Reviewed by Win. AndreJv S chuJartz

·1he Nature of L01)e is ground breaking work, in which Thomas Jay Oord
does what few theologians have done - offer a coherent theology of love
in dialogue with other important love theologies. The book compliments a
second recent book by Oord, Defining Love, which define s love and engages
the scientific and philosophical communities on the same subject.
Oord defines love as acting "intentionally, in sympathetic/empathetic
response to God and others, to promote overall well-being." The middle
chap ters explore is sue s of love arising from biblical, historic al, and
philosophical concerns. The final chapter provides Oord's own vision, a
perspective he calls "Essential Kenosis."
Early on, Oord examines biblical uses of love by using Anders N ygren's
work as his to uch stone. This examination reveals two primar y insights: 1)
the Bible contains ambiguou s and inconsistent uses of love language; 2)
love is the overarching theme in the Bible.
Inconsistent uses of love in the Bible, says Oord, make defining love
fro m a strictly biblical perspective impossible. "Love" possesses multiple
uses and meanings. Oord captures the heart and dominant meaning of love
in the Bible, however, which he identifies as intentionally responding to
God and others to do good.
Oord sharply distinguishe s his definition of love from St. Augustine'S.
While Augustine requires a qualifying word like "proper" or "improper" to
distinguish love as good or bad, Oord consid ers love always to pertain to
doing good. According to the dominant use of "love" in Scripture, love is
always proper; "improper love" is an oxymoron .
Oord says love takes diverse form s. A child's love for a parent may take
a different form than a spouse's love for a spouse. Attempts to promote
overall well-being can produce diverse results and conseljuences. But the
lover's intent to bring about good is of primary consideration.
Oord id entifies both similaritie s and differ e nc es between his
understanding of love and Clark Pinnock's versio n o f open theology. He is
largely sympathetic to Pinnock's views. As a relational theologian, Oord
believes God is personal and genuinely experiences time. If love involves
an empathetic/ sympath etic respo nse, God must experience time and re late
to o th ers moment by moment.
Oord departs from Pinnock's version of open theism, however, on the
issue of God 's voluntary self-limi tation. Pinnock believes God voluntarily
chooses to limit God's own power to allow creaturely freedom. Oord
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co ntends that a God voluntarily sel f-limited co uld, at any m oment, choose
to become un-sel f-limited . Divine vol untary limi tation leaves God culpab le
for fa iling to prevent genuine ev il and innocen t su ffe ring in the world . Such
a God, Oord suggests, does not love co nsistently.
Oord titles th e fin al ch apter, "Essenti al Ke nos is." In do ing so, he
inte ntiona lly associates hi s theo logy of love w ith the kenosis passage in
Phi lippians 2. Oore! argues th at Jes us is central to a Christian theologv of
love, and the kenosis passage is a signi ficant m ean s b y whi ch we unde rs tand
the divine love Jes us displays.
Oord makes an important clistinctio n between Essentia l K enosis and
the vo luntari ly self-limitation of theologies li ke Pinn oc k's. For O ord ,
Essentia l Kenos is involves illl!o/lIlltary self-limi tation. God is limi ted by God's
own nature - love; God canno t not love. Divine love always grants freed om
and / or agency to creatures. Th is notion overcomes the p roblem of ev il
and other dilemmas for Chri stian tll eology, all the while no t requ iri ng th at
external forces, worlds, or laws o utside God co nstra in d ivi ne power.
So me implications of Essential l<enosis are prov ided in th e fin al se).,~ ne nts
of T j)e Nature of L ODe. O ord prese nts w hat hi s new th eor y o f divin e love
an d power mea n for und ersta nding crea tio n, eschato logy, miracles, theod icy,
and the res ur rectio n of Jesus. If God's essen tiall y kenoti c love is theo logy's
starting po in t, many trad itional Christi an doc trin es mu st be refor m ulated
in ways con sis tent with tll e love of God revealed in Jes us Ch rist. Perhar s
surpri sing to some readers, th ese reformulatio ns often fi t the bibli cal tex t
better than traditional doctrines. The theology proclaiming God 's involun tar y
se lf-limitatio n and kenotic love offers new lenses by whi ch Chri stian s ca n
revis io n theology and experie nce God in a fresh way.

Ja m es R. P ayton
Gettin g the Refo rm ation Wron g. Co rrecting so m e
M isund e rs tandin gs
/)oJlwers CroIJe: IliterVars!!), Pre.r.r, 20 10, 240 pages, ,$'23
/{ el)iell'ed by Hell IIl'ithl:lington

Hi story is Ul1clues tionably messy and comp lex, and this is all th e more
the case when one is considering some o f the mos t turbu lent and mom entous
epochs in history. O ne such period is the Reform atio n, and James R. Payton,
professor of h istory at Redeemer U nive rsity Co llege in Ancaste r O n tari o,
is deter mined to demo nstrate

to

us how we have gotten variou s thi ngs

wro ng about the period called the Refor mation.
Like any good hi storian, Payro n insists that we stu dv th e Refor matioll in
its proper contex t, which is to say in light o f rh e prev io us era o f the Ivfidd le
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Ages and the Renaissance. This is why he spends the fIrst two substantial
chapters of the book giving us a precis about those two eras insofar as they
have a bearing on how we should interpret the Reformation. For example,
he stresses that there was already a considerable outcry for reformation of
the church in both of these eras, and a few efforts at affecting such a change.
Western Christendom knew things we re not well and kept calling for
'reformatio in capite et membris'-'reformation in head and members'
The problem was, those who heard the cry and could do something about
it, largel y ignored it or practiced call forwarding. In his chapter about the
Renaissance, one of the best in this helpful study, Payton rightly notes that
tl1e 'humanism' that arose in this period was not in fact the forebear of
moucrn secular humanism. It was rather a reaction to scholasticism and an
attempt

to

recover the wisdom of antiljuity, through the study of what we

today call the Greek and Latin classics, but also through the study of the
master works of the patristic fathers as well. As Payton rightly points out,
hum:tnists like Petrarch or Erasmus were not attempting to shack themselves
free from the shackles of Christianity. Rather, in the case of most of these
humanists, they were sincere Christians who wrote treatises about both the
'classics' and about Christian antiljuity as well. What they were reacting to
was the stifling legacy of medieval scholasticism.
This book is very well written, and remarkab ly free of typos (but see p.

116 line 10), and beginning with the third chapter (pp. 72ff.) Payton really
turns to the meat of his subject-the ways in which even we Protestants
have gotten the Protestant Reformation wrong. f \t the epicenter of the
early chapters of this part of the book is of course that former Augustinian
monk, Martin Luther. Payton skillfully reminds us that Luther, despite all
his fulminating against scholastic scholarship of various sorts was himself
a prouuct of a Catholic scholastic education, had an earned PhD,and unlike
various of the other Reformers (e.g. Erasmus, Melanchthon, Bucer) was
not a part of the humanist movement that wanted to get back behind the
meuicval ways of arguing anu uoing theology. Inueeu, Luther uscu the very
same sorts of invective, polemics, character attacks and the like that were
all too common in scholastic debates. In this regard, he was ver y different
from various of his fellow Re formers. Luther, for example, unlike
Melanchthon was not trained in rhetoric, nor did he read the N T in a
rhetorical manner, for the most part. It is thus all the more ironic that
Luther saw Rom . 1.16-17 as the crucial thesis statement of Romans, which
trumpeted the great truth of justifIcatio n by grace through faith alone.
Luther however was not a social reformer, and when the Peasant Revolt
emerged, he was for its violent suppression. His theology of two kingdoms,
with the realm of rulers and knights being part of kingdom No.2 which
cou ld not be expected to run on Christian principles, set him at odds with
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o ther Refo rm ers, esp ecially the m ore radi cal ones. H e was a champion of
church refor m, no t of state reform.
Chapter 4 succin ctly chronicles how, while the Reformers all ge nerall y
agreed on justific atioo by grace through faith, and on the n otioo of Scripture
as the ultimate norm, there were in fact many crucial sub jects, on whi ch
they had heated disagreements, for example ab out the Lord's Supper. Th e
most crucial chapters in thi s b ook however are Chapters 5-6 whi ch deal
with the two banner notions o f sole fi de and the no tion of sole scriptura
(pp. 11 5-59) . T hese chapters rep ay clos e scrutiny. O ne of th e things Payton
is exercised to dem on strate in Chapter 5 is that the Reformers did not think
that 'faith ' was eve r alo ne. Tt was always accompanied by the work of the
Spirit, and the en abling to do good wo rks (though they were not viewed as
sa lvific) . T he Reformers did n ot think th at merely n o ti onal assent to the
propositio n that Jesus is Lord was all tl1ere was to being saved . Perh aps the
oddes t p art o f the book is p p. 127-30 where Payton is critical of camp
meetings and revivals in N orth A merica, where he sugges ts the notion th at
a cris is experience and a m oment of 'decision for Chri st', eve n if fo ll owed
by a di ssolute li fe, had nonetheless saved the person for all eternity. It is
hard to know what sort of revivals he is th inking o f- - certainly not the
Methodi st and holiness revivals which stressed not only conve rsion but
ho liness of heart and li fe. I t may b e that we have been ge tting some th ings
wrong abo ut th e Reform atio n, bur Payton is just as guilty of getti ng some
things wrong about tl1e Camp meetings and revivals of th e 19,h20,hcenturies.
I n Chapter 5, Pay ton rather easily demon strates that the Reform ers did
not mean by sola Scriptura, that Scripture was the only norm for the church.
To the contrary tl1 ey also saw the ancient creeds, th e ecu m enical coun cils
and the wisdom of the ancient ch urch fa thers as norm s of a lesser so rt as
well. In this resp ect the Protestant Reformers stand qui te apart fro m som e
modern Evangelicals who seem to think that th eir forebears in sisted that
the Bible alon e is th e auth ority and nor m for the church. While the
Reformers agreed that the canon should be the m eas uring rod for all else
and the super norm of all other norms, th ey did not think tlnt the Bible
was the sole authority in and for the church. It is somew hat surprising that
in an otherwise excel lent ch apter Payton takes a po tshot at the NIV as if its
translators had fallen prey to th e 'Scrip ture good , tradition b ad' caricature.
H aving p erson ally kn own many of the NIV translators and th eir views, 1
can say without fear of contradiction, this was not the view of the tran slators
like D o ug Stuart and Gordon Fee wh o taught me.
Chapters 7-9 exp lain how the Anabaptists fit into thi s larger picture
(they were no t a unified gro up and are the forebears of the Mennonites
and the A mis h, but not so m uch the Baptists in Ameri ca, who were more
indebted to the E ngli sh Bap tists) . What is strik:i ng is that in the big 'bapti sm'
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controversy, every single one of the major Reformers- Luther, Calvin,
Melanchthon, Bucer, Beza, Knox, Cranmer, Wesley all were convinced that
infant baptism was a good Biblical practice. Adult baptism was not a doctrine
of the major Protestant Reformers. Indeed, one could argue that while the
Baptists owed something to the Radical Reformation, they were part of a
different renewal movement than what has come to be called the Protestant
Reformation. To his credit (in chapter 8) Payton covers the CounterReformation launched in large part by the Jesuits" against the Protestant
Reformation, with the result that many of the successes of the Protestant
movement in eastern and central and western Europe were reversed by the
Jesuits. How did they do it? By founding great Christian schools that even
the Protestants wanted to send their children to, children who mostly were
converted back to Catholicism in tllese schools. Payton also covers in chapter
9 the rise of Protestant scholasticism after the time of the great Reformers,
and here again he is on target in his critique of the successors of Luther
and Calvin and the otller Reformers who resorted to a scholastic method
of syste mati zing and atomizing the Biblical text in ways that departed from
the modus operandi of the Reformers and indeed from some of their
theological conclusions as well.
In chapter 10, entitled 'Did the Reformation Succeed?' Payton
demonstrates, reformer by reformer that each of the major reformers would
not have been able to answer yes to that question. Indeed, many of them
died prematurely or died disillusioned with the outcome, and that includes
Luther. Had Payton extended his study, as he should have done, to the
English Reformation, he would have come to the person of John Wesley- who witnessed, afflrmed, and was indeed excited about, to his dying day,
the incredible success of the Wesleyan rev ivaI, a revival that went on for
over two generations and did not degenerate into some sort of theological
scholasticism. Wesley was well satisfled with the Methodist revival's ability
to transform various aspects of both English and then American culture,
and indeed would have seen Wilberforce's remarkable success in ending
the slave trade in England not long after his death as a further example of
how the Gospel could affect both spiritual and social transformation. The
difference between Wesley and the earlier Reformers is that Wesley did not
set him self up in opposition to the Catholic Church, did not spend his time
in continual theological bickering, did not see himself in apocalyptic terms,
nor did he see himself as a prophet predicting on the near horizon the
return of Chri st. This is not to say \'\fesley was unconcerned about
orthodoxy, but the orthodoxy he was concerned about was what the Bible
clearly taught, or its clear implications. In fact, he would reject major tenants
of the theological platforms of the previous Reformers (e.g. Luther's
'bondage of the human will' idea and his two kingdoms notion, Calvin's
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pred es tination and etern al securi ty, Zwingli's und er emph as is on th e rea l
prese nce of Chri st in the E ucharist, the Anabaptists repudiati on o f infan t
baptism etc.) . Payto n's study is exce ll ent in what it covers in vari o us ways,
but it ignores the las t full fl owe ring of the Refor mation in E ngland and
then America.
In C hap te rs 1·1-12 wh ich co nc lud e thi s stud y Payto n is able to
demonstrate that th e Reformation period should no t in itse lf be see n as a
nor m, or as some go lden age of church hi sto ry that we should seek to
imitate in detail. He also shows that a balanced apprec iatio n o f the
Reformatio n all ows that it produced both triumph s (g;etting back to th e
heart of th e G ospel of Justifi cation by faith) and tragedi es, th e latter being
a movement that ha s now splintered into some 26,000 o r more di ffe rent
denominatio ns. It is a mark of a good study that it produces thi s sort o f
ex tend ed response. In view of the fac t that thi s book is well under 300
pages, Payton would have do ne we ll to have fin ished the job- by dealing
with the Engli sh Reformatio n tha t fo ll owed the Co ntinental o ne. Had he
done so, he might we ll have been able to modi fy some o f his more nega ti ve
co nclu sions.
Ben Witherington, III is the Amos Professor of New Tes tament for
D oc toral Studies at Asbur y T heo logical Seminar y (and one time p rofessor
o f Biblical and Wes leyan Swd ies in several o ther seminaries) .

Ken ne th Cain King hor n
The Story of Asbury T h eological Seminary
2010. P/lb/i.rbed by Eme!b Press
RelJielJJeri by L mmJJce 1.1/ II/oDd
Asbury Semin ary ha s just released (O ctober 201 0) Tbe JtOI], of A.rb/iry
Tbe%gica/ Setll}}}({}], wri tten by Kenneth Cain Kingho rn. In 191 0 He nr y CiaI'
Morriso n beca me pres ident of Asbur y Co ll ege, and th at year the school
began a special course o f study for those planning to enter full -time mi nistry.
/\ t th at time, the coll ege constru cted a two-story fra me dor mitory soleII'
fo r th ose min isteri al stud ents. T hese d ivinity stude nts soo n fo rmed :1
T heologues Club, which grew impressively unti l the Seminary was o ffi cialh'
lau nched in 1923. Th e year of 1910 was a yea r o f beginning, so in a se nse
thi s ins ti tuti o nal h isto ry is a centenni al volum e.
T he 498-page SIOI] of A.rblll] Tbeo/o.,~iCC11 Sell/illary is a comprehensive
chro nicle of the Seminary, carefully doc um ented with endn o tes fo ll owing
eac h of its twenty chap ters. Kinghorn has written a faith ful, fac tu al, and
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fair account, devoid of his personal opinions in so far as that is possible.
He said, "Although the chronicles of the Seminary are filled with numerous
instances of God's miracul ous intervention, guidance, and blessing, this
book is no t intended to be hagiographic. T he story of Asbury Theological
Seminary is not without mi sunders tandings, mi ssteps, and mistakes- and
thi s book does not avoid th em."
Kinghorn's writing style makes this real hi story easy to read like a
fascinating story, except there is n othing fictitious or unreal within these
pages. lZinghorn carries the reader along with the inclusio n of sagas of
heroic drama, inspiring episodes, accounts of courage, examples of faith,
and incidents of divine providence. An added feature o f this book is its
inclusion of more than 300 pho tograph s. The appendices consist of a
chronology, a list of faculty members from 1923 to 2010 (with their da tes
of service), an index of subj ects, and an index of photographs.
T he author closes the book with the following words: "Charles Wesley's
hymn And Can It Be That I Should Gain? is the Seminary's official hymn.
Considering the challenges that the founders faced and the obstacles the
generations have overcome, Asbury Seminary's very existence and th e global
work of theological education in which it is engaged are at once unlikely
and astonishing. Ind eed, one might ask, 'A nd can it be?'"
Those interested in the hi story of Asbury Theo logical Seminary will
find this boo k fascinating reading, although at times it becomes a bit tedious
b y giving too much attention to incidental details.
Laurence W. Wood is the Prank Paul Morris Professor of Systematic
T heo logy /Wesley Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary.
End Notes
I See www.fulleryouthinstitute.org/college-tra nsitio n/ for m ore informati on
on this and other related studies and r esources.

